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ABSTRACT
This study was perlbrmed to diagnose the cause o f  poor PDC bit performance in 
deep. o\ erpressured shales. Deep, overpressured wells account for a disproportionate 
share o f  all d rilling  costs, about 27 percent. The effect o f  bit performance on this cost is 
significant, about S2.d b illion  annually in overpressured formations alone. Bit 
performance in deep, overpressured formations when using water-based muds is 
especially poor, adding at least S500 m illion  annually to worldwide d rilling  costs. This 
problem is described as the slow d rilling  shale problem and is shown to exist worldwide.
Potential causes o f  this problem identified in the technical literature include 
various kinds o f balling, strong rock w ith in  shaly intervals, confining pressure effects, 
chip hold-down effects, and shale plasticitv The strategy o f this study is to identify the 
characteristic symptoms o f  the actual problem in the field and to match them to the 
symptoms resulting from different possible causes in controlled laboratory tests.
Field data in an area identified as exemplifying the problem was reviewed to 
develop reliable symptoms. Seven bit runs had adequate dn lling  and log data for 
detailed analysis that yielded examples o f  effective and ineffective performance and their 
respective symptoms. Ineffective performance was confirmed to occur pnncipally in 
shales. Full scale laboratory d rilling  tests confirmed that sim ilar symptoms could be 
reproduced in a laboratory env ironment using outcrop shales. The range o f phy sical and 
mineralogical characteristics o f  deep, overpressured shales was determined, and outcrop 
rocks were acquired that represent a sim ilar range.
Single cutter tests were the cornerstone o f  this study. The tests allowed 
differentiation o f  several o f  the possible causes, and observation o f whether there was
XI I I
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any evidence that a particular cause actually occurred during a test. Global bit balling, 
cutter balling, confin ing pressure efiects, and a strong rock were all exp lic itly  tested w ith 
single cutter experiments. Global bit balling was shown to be the principal cause o f  the 
slow d rillin g  shale problem. Although all o f  the other effects also impede bit 
performance, only global balling caused all o f  the symptoms observed in the field. 
Conventional laboratorv tests were also performed to better understand the problem.
XIV
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 OVERVIEW
The worldwide o il industry is w idely recognized as being capital intensive with 
ld97 investments for exploration and production exceeding S80 b ill io n '"  D rilling  
represents a major portion o f  these investments. Consequently, the industry 's cost 
effectiveness in drilling  to tlnd and develop o il and gas reserves has a major influence on 
its economic success. The intent o f  the research described herein is to contnbute to 
future improvements in the cost elTectiveness o f  d rilling  deep wells for oil and gas
The most significant factor in d rilling  costs is the expense o f actually making the 
hole in the earth', what is frequently termed hole-making cost. This cost is determined 
by b it performance, which is most commonly measured in terms o f the cost per foot to 
d r ill an interval o f  hole The lower this cost for a given geologic interval, the more cost 
effective the drilling. It is strongly dependent on how fast the bit drills , which is termed 
the rate o f  penetration or ROP. and how far it drills before it is worn out. These factors 
depend on the type o f  b it used, how it is operated, and the geological formations being 
drilled
Deep wells generally experience decreasing penetration rates with increasing 
depth. Consequently, cost per foot typically increases w ith  depth. Deep wells also 
frequently encounter overpressured formations, which require weighted muds to 
maintain high wellbore pressures. The current best practice for d rilling  in deep, 
overpressured environments is to use polycrvstalline diamond compact. PDC. bits and 
oil-based muds\ However, the use o f oil-based muds (O B M ) is not always feasible. 
The alternative use o f water-based muds (W BM ) generally causes significantly slower
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
penetration rates and higher cost per foot than would have been achieved w ith oil-based 
muds.
The potential to reduce worldwide d rilling  costs by im proving bit performance 
when using water-based muds in deep, overpressured environments is substantial. The 
potential annual savings from achieving b it performance in water-based muds equivalent 
to PDC bit performance in oil-based muds is over one ha lf b illion  dollars per year. This 
study was initiated as part o f  a cooperative etTort between Amoco Production Company. 
Hughes Christensen Company, and Louisiana State University to pursue this potential. 
The d ifficu lty  in realizing this potential has subsequently come to be referred to as the 
"s low  d rilling  shale”  problem. The focus o f  this study has been to determine the cause 
o f the slow d rilling  shale problem, and 1 am the principal investigator for the study.
1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The overall conceptual goal o f  this project has been to realize bit performance 
with PDC bits in water-based muds equal or close to their performance in oil-based 
muds. The incentive to pursue this goal is that the use o f  oil-based muds is uneconomic, 
impractical, or impossible in some situations due to regulatory, environmental, logistical, 
formation evaluation, safety, lost circulation, or well control constraints.
In itia lly  this project focused on trv'ing to determine the causes o f  the problem 
based on prev iously published research and the characteristics o f  the sediments causing 
the problem. The original objective o f  my earlier study^ was to gain enough 
understanding o f  the problem to determine how to consistently reproduce the best 
historical field performance o f PDC bits in water-based mud. Best practices were 
identified but the range o f  performance when using them was very broad. Therefore the
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consistency necessary to define causes conclusively or to allow really good performance 
to be repeated reliably was not accomplished. Several practical results were achieved 
from that study including a recommendation for additional work.
The work recommended in the previous study^ ultimately evolved to become the 
objectiv es o f  this study .
1. The primary objective is to rigorously evaluate the hypothesis that the primary cause 
o f the slow drilling  shale problem is b it balling, which results from cuttings jamm ing 
the bit. The evaluation considers the impact o f  balling and its symptoms versus the 
other possible causes o f  poor b it performance and their symptoms in an overall 
comparison to actual field examples o f  the problem. It specifically includes the 
efiects resulting from cutter balling, high confining pressures, and strong formations 
inter-bedded with the shale.
2. A secondary objective is that laboratory experiments performed for this study use 
outcrop shales that represent the range o f  shale characteristics that exist where the 
problem is encountered in the field.
3. The final objective is to identify possible opportunities to reduce the seventy o f  the 
slow d rilling  shale problem for future evaluation.
1.3 PROJECT SCOPE
The overall scope o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem is broad. Although it is one 
specific problem in one industry, it is encountered globally and is influenced by factors 
that are generally studied by several separate technical disciplines. This study is focused 
on the specific issue o f  what causes the slow d rilling  shale problem.
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The primary purpose o f  this study is to evaluate the hypothesis that the 
phenomenon generally called balling is the primary cause o f this problem. The logic 
applied in evaluating this hypothesis is founded on the descnption o f  the actual problem 
as it occurs in practice. The hypothesis is also tested against the alternative explanations 
that have been proposed for the cause o f  the problem. Therefore, this work begins by- 
describing the problem and identifying the alternatives that have been proposed as its 
cause. Specific symptoms and characteristics o f  the problem are described based on 
fie ld examples. These symptoms and characteristics are compared to the symptoms and 
charactenstics demonstrated by balling and the other proposed causes o f  the problem in 
fu ll scale and lab scale tests. These tests are intended to allow actual symptoms and 
characteristics o f  each possible cause to be separated, which is impossible in the field. 
Finally, conclusions are reached regarding the actual cause o f the problem and potential 
contributing and m itigating factors.
The first three chapters o f  this work are intended to introduce the slow d rilling  
shale problem by providing context, importance, and background. This first chapter 
introduces the general problem o f  slow d rilling  shales and prov ides an overview o f  the 
work performed in this study to address the problem.
The slow drilling  shale problem is defined and described in Chapter 2. 
Background knowledge on the fie ld experiences, proposed causal factors, experimental 
methods, and proposed solutions in the existing technical literature is reviewed Several 
key references are overv iewed in some detail and recommended as sources o f  additional 
information.
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The economic significance o f the problem is analyzed and documented m 
Chapter 3 The problem is placed in the context o f  its significance to the cost o f  
exploration and production worldwide and compared to other factors that influence 
d rillin g  costs.
Chapter 4 descnbes the overall methodology that is used to evaluate the balling 
hypothesis and expand my understanding o f  the problem. This methodology follows the 
logic process that is introduced in the previous section.
Selected, representative examples o f  actual bit performance where the slow 
d rillin g  shale problem has occurred are documented in Chapter 5 These examples are 
analyzed to describe and quantify the symptoms and characteristics o f  the problem.
The conceptual basis for linking fie ld  expenence to laboratory experiments is 
provided in Chapter 6. It descnbes the physical and mineralogical characteristics o f  
available core samples from slow drilling  shales taken on the U.S. G u lf Coast and in the 
G u lf o f  M exico v ersus the outcrop samples used in laboratory testing.
Chapters 7 through d describe the specific laboratory experiments performed to 
test the balling hypothesis and other potentially important factors or efiects impacting 
the problem. Each chapter includes sections that descnbe the purposes o f  the test, the 
test method, the tests that were conducted, the results, the analysis o f  those results, and 
the conclusions drawn from those specific tests. The hypothesis that b it balling is the 
dominant factor causing the slow d rilling  shale problem and alternative hypotheses are 
evaluated based on the cumulative collection o f  evidence from these experiments. 
Finally, some practical insights into the problem resulting from this analysis are 
discussed.
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Chapter 10 includes a summan o f the overall study, conclusions regarding the 
cause o f the problem and opportunities to reduce its severity, and recommendations tor 
further research to understand and overcome it.
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CHAPTER 2. THE SLOW DRILLING SHALE PROBLEM
Shale is the most common sedimentar\ rock’ and has often contributed to slow 
progress rates during d rilling  o f  o il and gas wells '. Consequently, extensive research and 
fie ld experimentation have been conducted to understand and improve b it performance 
in shales. These studies began as early as 1954. when work by Woods' at Hughes Tool 
Company, a predecessor company o f  Hughes Christensen Company, was published. It 
showed that increased drilling  fiu id  hydrostatic pressure, as encountered in deep wells, 
drastically reduced the penetration rate when d rilling  shale in a m iniature lab d rilling  
machine. Technical publications addressing the slow d rillin g  shale problem are 
introduced and summarized in this chapter.
2.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION - SLOW DRILLING
The specific problem, which initiated this study, is ineffective b it performance 
when d rilling  in an overpressured geologic environment. The "slow d rillin g  shale" 
description o f the problem is based on the relationship between bit performance and the 
predominant lithology encountered in this environment. B it performance as measured 
by cost per foot is strongly dependent on penetration rate. Consequently, the slow 
penetration rates that cause high cost per foot are a defining symptom o f  the problem. 
Likewise, the lithology where these slow penetration rates occur is most commonly 
shale, which is also the predominant lithology in overpressured formations.
2.1.1 Definitions of Key Terms
Overpressure or abnorm al pressure exists when the flu id  pressure in the pore 
space o f  the rock exceeds the hydrostatic pressure that would exist due to a column o f 
pore water extending back to the surface'. In most areas o f  the world, the normal fiu id
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gradient o f  the pore water, expressed as a mud weight equivalent, is w ith in  the range o f  
8.33 to 8.94 pounds per gallon (lb ,ga l)' For the purposes o f  this study, a geologic 
interval that required a mud weight in excess o f  13 lb/gal during d r illin g  is considered to 
be significantly overpressured. This m inimum  mud weight was selected to avoid 
inclusion o f  marginal circumstances in the study. Specifically, it should exclude areas 
where mud weight exceeding the normal gradient was used solely for wellbore stability 
or other reasons o f convenience.
.A. slow drilling rate is defined herein as an average penetration rate o f  less than 
25 feet per hour (fph). This defin ition is arbitrary, but it has been used extensively by 
one project participant. Amoco Production Company. In addition, the average 
penetration rate achieved in overpressures in all o f the wells that Am oco drilled in the 
G u lf o f  Mexico in the first 7.5 months o f  1995 was 13.3 fph'*.
Shale is "the major class name for fine-grained terrigenous rock" according to 
Potter' A more industry specific defin ition is "a sediment composed o f clays and a 
variety o f  other fine-grained compounds'"'*. These defin itions match well w ith the 
common field practice o f  referring to all fine-grained (grain size less than 75 
micrometers), sedimentary rocks that are predominantly clastic as shale. These broad 
definitions include the fu ll spectrum o f  fine-grained elastics from siltstones to claystones 
and the more common rocks that are fissile or laminated and include both clay and silt 
fractions.
Deep is another descnptive term that is used w idely in this report. The major 
effect o f  the slow d rillin g  shale problem is in deep intervals although overpressures can 
occur at shallow depths. Depths exceeding 9,000 feet are considered deep for the
8
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purposes o f  this study. An exception is where Gas Research Institute. GRI. projections 
are being discussed. GRI defines deep as 10,000 feet or deeper.
Balling, in the general sense, is any accumulation o f  cuttings or rock debris that 
interferes w ith  effective b it performance. It is sometimes used in conjunction with 
qualify ing terms, usually to describe the location o f the accumulation.
Bit balling is balling that occurs on the body o f  the bit. It is most commonly 
observed as cuttings and debris packed in the junk slot areas o f  the bit or adhering to the 
crown, blades, or body o f  the bit.
Global balling is defined herein as bit balling that is extensive enough that the 
force applied to the bit is partially transferred to the bottom o f  the hole through the ball. 
It usually has the appearance o f  clay having been packed between the body o f the b it and 
the bottom o f  the hole when it is observed on a b it that has been pulled out o f  the hole.
2.1.2 Basis for Focus on Shales
The basis for constraining the problem o f  slow d rillin g  rates experienced in deep, 
overpressured sediments to shales is both statistical and practical. Shales represent 
between 60 percent and 75 percent o f  all the sediments drilled in o il and gas wells 
according to various sources ' In addition, the impermeable character o f  most shales 
contributes to the existence o f  overpressured formations. Consequently, the majority o f  
the overpressured footage that is drilled is expected to be shale. In practice, sandstones 
and other permeable rocks generally d rill much faster than shales, especially in deep 
environments. So, the low overall average penetration rates are prim arily the result o f 
even slower than average penetration rates in shale. Because the qualitative significance
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o f  slow driilintz in shales has been recognized for many years, a significant collection o f 
knowledge is available in the technical literature.
2.2 L ITE R .\T I RE REV IEW
2.2.1 Background
Bit performance in shales has been recognized as important and studied for over
40 years. Consequently, there is a substantial amount o f  literature on the factors and 
considerations that affect bit performance in shales. The published research has ranged 
from efforts to understand and characterize the behavior o f  the shales'" "  themselves 
to Held studies o f how to best select and operate commercial d r ill bits' '
Research was focused prim arily on the rock itse lf and bit tooth indentation 
through the I960's and early I970's. W ith the advent o f  polycrystalline diamond 
compact (PDC) cutters for shear bits in the late 1970's, recent work has focused on PDC 
cutter and bit design, interactions between drilling  fluids and shale, and continued 
attempts to understand the failure behavior o f  shale. Much o f  this recent work with PDC 
bits was summarized by Feenstra'"' in 1988 and subsequently by Warren and Sinor'” in 
1994. Despite more than 40 years o f  work to overcome it. the economic impact o f  the 
slow d rilling  shale problem continues to be significant as is demonstrated in Chapter 3. 
My recent work^ and work by o t h e r s ' s h o w  that research on this problem is 
progressing but still incomplete.
The problem is typically d e s c r i b e d ^ o n  the U.S. g u lf coast and elsewhere as 
the "plastic shale problem," and m ultip le  authors"^ ' " ' '  ' have described it as occurring
in formations that are plastic. However, as descnbed later in this section, a real 
understanding o f the mechanisms causing slow penetration rate (ROP) in overpressured
10
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shales and reliable methods for im proving ROP in this application, especially in water- 
based mud are lacking. A review o f  the literature describing actual PDC bit performance 
in deep, overpressured rocks is an appropriate beginning for further study o f  this 
problem
2.2.2 Field Experience
A previous study^ described the slow d rilling  shale problem and its symptoms as 
observed in actual b it runs during the firs t 7.5 months o f  1995 in the G u lf o f  Mexico. 
Slow penetration rates (<25 fph) in deep (>9.000 feet) shales, particularly when using 
PDC bits and weighted (>13 lb/gal), water-based muds, are one key symptom o f  the 
problem. The overall average penetration rate for G u lf o f  Mexico bit runs in deep shales 
w ith  weighted muds was 13.3 fph as shown in Table 2 .1. Similarly, the overall average 
penetration rate in a study area offshore Texas was 16.3 fph. A slow penetration rate, 
and the resulting poor bit performance reflected in a high cost per foot, is therefore a key 
symptom o f  the problem.
Table 2.1 : Representative Bit Performance in the Gulf of Mexico'*
# Wells #Bits Ft. Drilled Hours ROP Run Costs Cost/ft.
OBM:
Roller Cone 2 13 3445 356 9.7 51,550,000 5450
PDC & Diamond 2 7 7777 238 32.7 5950,000 5122
All OBM 2 20 11222 594 18 9 52,500.000 5221
WBM.
Roller Cone 7 89 22254 1692 13.2 58,260,000 5371
PDC & Diamond 6 46 17640 1562 11.3 57,160,000 5406
All WBM 7 135 39894 3254 12.3 515,420,000 5386
TOTAL 7 155 51116 3848 13.3 517,920,000 5350
The second key symptom o f  the problem is that PDC bits run in this application 
uenerallv oerform much better in oil-based mud than in water-based mud. This
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symptom was evident in data from both the entire G u lf o f  M exico and from a restncted 
study area chosen for a consistent geology and pore pressure environment. A ngorous 
comparison o f  bit performance in the study area^ showed that the use o f  oil-based muds 
and bladed PDC bits results in three times faster ROP and three times lower cost per foot 
than sim ilar bits m water based-muds as illustrated in Fitiure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: PDC Bit Performance in Overpressures in Study Area"'
The same study^ identified several additional symptoms that are common in 
deep, overpressured shales. A  particularly confounding symptom is the inconsistency o f  
PDC bit performance in water-based muds, which is reflected in the inability to duplicate 
successful PDC b it runs in applications that seem nearly identical. Another is that the 
problem o f slow ROP w ith in  a given shale interval is generally irreversible. Specifically 
once a very low ROP is experienced. ROP is relatively insensitive to instantaneous 
changes in operating parameters. However, a final apparent symptom is that changing 
drillers can sometimes achieve a 50 percent improvement in overall penetration rate
12
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when all the physical conditions except operating parameters and personal technique are 
essentially the same. Apparently , careful application o f  appropriate parameters, or more 
like ly the avoidance o f  inappropriate parameters, can yie ld significant benefits. So. over 
a long interval o f  time and depth there can be some sensitivity o f  ROP to operating 
parameters. .An example field observation o f  each o f  these symptoms was given to 
verify their presence w ith in the specific area studied.
Other authors have also observed these characteristic symptoms o f  the problem in 
the field. Warren and S in o r '' state that "there are many cases where deep shales can not 
be drilled adequately with PDC bits run in water-based muds." Consequently, they 
describe inefTective PDC bit performance in water-based muds when d rilling  
ov erpressured shales as one o f  the major challenges to realizing the ultimate potential o f 
PDC bits. One symptom is that the ROP w ith PDC bits is less than the ROP with roller 
cone bits. They provide an example where a standard PDC bit drilled at 7.5 fph in a 
predominantly shale interval at about 12.000 feet while using a 14.3 lb/gal water-based 
mud where ro ller cone bits drilled 10-11 fph.
Sim ilarly. TerraTek's justification for the DEA-90 project proposal"' is that 
"unacceptably low penetration rates when d rilling  shales with water based muds" are 
experienced at high bottom-hole pressures. They report that "this problem is often 
encountered in deep water G u lf o f Mexico d rilling  operations, but it has been seen 
elsewhere in shallow water and onshore " The problem results in penetration rates as 
slow as 5 fph when d rilling  w ith PDC bits in W BM . although the same bits in OBM can 
d r ill 50 to 75 fph in the same environment. Additionally, TerraTek observed that, when
13
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d rilling  w ith water-based muds, the ROP w ith  PDC bits is less than the ROP w ith roller 
cone bits. The proposal confirms the two key symptoms identified in the previous study.
In a recent survey, four industry experts"' indicated that they encountered the 
slow d rillin g  shale problem in their practice. One o f  the experts. Fear, states that while 
PDC b it performance in soft formations is generally not a problem, d rilling  soft, reactive 
shales in water-based muds at high wellbore pressures is a problem. Two others. 
Knowlton and Meany. emphasize the symptom o f  improved performance using oil-based 
muds versus water-based muds. W arren's conclusions about the problem were also 
restated.
Radtke and Pain’ ’ provide one o f  the most extensive fie ld  studies o f  PDC bit 
peri'oimance in shales. They reviewed more than 200 field bit runs from the Texas and 
Louisiana g u lf coast. Unfortunately, this early study o f  PDC bits focused on a body-set 
bit design, which was shown to be the least effective design style in the study by Smith^. 
.A^ lso. they did not report mud weights or bottom-hole pressures for the runs. However, 
because the runs occurred at depths ranging from 4.000 feet to 18.000 feet and averaging 
10.145 feet, it can be assumed that at least some o f  the runs were in overpressured 
sections.
Radtke and Pain also lim ited the ir study to runs in water-based muds. 
Nevertheless, they explain that the reason for the study was to try to overcome the 
problem that PDC bits did not perform as well in water-based muds as in oil-based 
muds. Their data also confirms the slow  penetration rate symptom. The average 
penetration rates for the sorting that they selected were from 6.1 to 22.6 fph. So, even 
the best runs w ith what they considered optim um  hydraulics would be defined herein as
14
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slow dn iling . It should also be noted that the best runs occurred at an average depth o f 
9,135 feet and were therefore biased towards shallow runs, which were probably in a 
normally pressured environment.
S. O. Moore et a l''' d id another early study o f  b it performance. It was focused on 
im proving PDC b it performance in the deep, overpressured shales and chalks o f  the 
Tuscaloosa trend. They cited improvements resulting in cost per foot being reduced 
more than 50 percent over a seven year period. Nevertheless, the penetration rates 
recorded in the two best b it runs in the study were about 16 fph. Those runs were made 
w ith  PDC bits in oil-based muds. They also concluded that improved performance was 
achieved in oil-based muds versus water-based muds.
R. H. Smith et a l '“ give detailed accounts o f the slow d rilling  shale problem in 
five wells m the W ilcox formation o f  South Texas, as well as summarizing 128 b it runs 
w ith polished cutter bits in the same area. A lthough PDC bits in either oil-based muds or 
terpene-enhanced. water-based muds have given acceptable penetration rates o f  31 to 39 
fph in the upper W ilcox, penetration rates in the lower W ilcox sometimes slow to about 
10 fph. Overcoming these slow penetration rates was the object o f  their work.
The W ilcox in this area is interbedded sandstone, siltstone, and shale, w ith  shale 
composing 50-75 percent o f  the section. The depths ranged from 6.567 feet to 11.050 
feet, and the mud weights ranged from 12 lb/gal to 17.6 lb/gal. Although the depths and 
mud weights o f  some o f  the bit runs do not fall w ith in the defined lim its o f  the slow- 
d rillin g  shale problem, this study is an excellent source o f data from and descriptions o f  
b it performance when d rilling  overpressured shales.
15
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The authors confirm  that low penetration rates are experienced when drilling  
deep shales w ith  weighted muds. They also indicated that the low  ROP is unresponsive 
to increases in weight-on-bit. Field performance o f  PDC bits w ith  polished cutters is 
compared to performance o f  bits w ith standard cutters. The polished cutter runs ranged 
from more than 50 percent better to more than 50 percent worse than average otTset bit 
runs using standard cutters. Although the majority o f  these runs showed at least a 20 
percent improv ement in ROP. the wide range o f  performance is another indicator that bit 
performance in overpressured shales is characterized by inconsistency.
Bland et al"' describe very recent work that elTectively extends the work by R. H. 
Smith et al. They state although PDC "bits have set new penetration rate benchmarks 
when d rilling  shales, especially when used with oil and synthetic-based muds." these bits 
have not performed nearly as well in deeper shales when used w ith  water-based muds. 
So. they too confirm  the two key symptoms o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem.
Bland et al describe only one overpressured area offshore Louisiana in detail, but 
it displays several o f  the expected symptoms. A conventional PDC bit was run in a 16.2 
lb/gal water-based mud enhanced with an additive intended to increase ROP. This run 
achieved an average penetration rate o f  22.3 fph. In offset wells w ithout the ROP 
additive in the mud. a rock bit achieved 16.2 fph and a PDC b it achieved 4.4 fph in the 
same interval. Consequently, low  penetration rates were experienced. ROP w ith a PDC 
bit was less than w ith  a ro lle r cone bit in the same flu id , and a special flu id  (although not 
actually an o il)  contributed to improved PDC bit performance.
In summarv'. fie ld studies or experience recounted by seven different sources 
confirm  the symptoms identified in my previous study^. Slow penetration rates in deep
16
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shales are reported by e \e r\ source. Likewise, the key symptom o f  significantly worse 
PDC performance in water-based bit muds than in oil-based muds, or some fluid 
intended to give the same advantage as an oil-based mud, is either emphasized or at least 
implied by every source.
The other common svmptoms o f  slow d rilling  shales have not been universally 
recognized. The expectation that penetration rates in deep shales drilled with water- 
based muds w ill be higher w ith ro lle r cone bits than with PDC bits was shared by 
TerraTek, Warren and Sinor, Bland, and myself. The tendency for inconsistency 
between sim ilar runs was present in my data and the data assembled by Moore, et al and 
R. H. Smith. R. H. Smith confirmed my observation o f  the tendency for slow ROP in 
shales to be irreversible and insensitive to operating parameters. He also confirmed my 
observation that slow ROP was interm ittent or partially overcome by the operating 
practices used in at least a few isolated instances. 1 attnbuted this to the effect that 
d ifierent drillers can have on the severity o f  the problem. No other sources were found 
to confirm this occurrence.
2.2.3 Proposed Causes of the Problem
Resolution o f any problem usually requires determining its cause. Although 
many authors, as recounted herein, have drawn conclusions as to the probable cause or 
causes o f the slow d rilling  shale problem, a clear consensus does not exist yet. The 
factors generally accepted as influencing b it performance were summarized by 
Bourgoyne et a l' as "(1) bit type, (2) formation characteristics, (3) d rilling  fluid 
properties, (4) bit operating conditions (b it weight and rotary speed). (5) bit tooth wear.
17
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and (6) bit hydraulics." The atTects o f  these factors are reviewed in both Bourgoyne's 
text and a previous study"
None o f  these factors alone explains the slow d rilling  shale problem. The 
defin ition o f  the problem lim its the formation characteristics to those o f  shale and the bit 
types to PDC bits. The problems' insensitivity to bit operating conditions is a symptom 
that conflicts w ith conventional expectations. Consequently, it is the interactions o f 
several o f  these factors with earth stresses and wellbore pressure, rather than any single 
factor, that create the problem. Specifically, the shale characteristics interacting w ith the 
tlu id type, bit design, and stresses seem to result in the symptoms that define the 
problem.
Some authors"' attnbute the slow d rilling  shale problem to the "plastic" 
character o f  deep, overpressured shale. These and others^ ’ ■ have
identified the plastic behavior o f the cuttings as at least contributing to the problem. The 
efleet o f  cuttings interfering with bit performance is generally referred to as balling and 
can be subdivided into global balling, cutter balling, and bottom balling. Confining 
pressure effects are also widely acknowledged to cause reduced penetration rates in deep 
d rilling  and are emphasized as a problem in some studies - The presence o f  very 
strong siltstones andor concretions in some sections generally classified as shale has 
also been hypothesized^ as a reason for very slow ROP in deep shales. A  variety o f  
other elTects. notably chip hold-down^ have been noted to reduce penetration rates 
in shale as well.
2.2.3.1 Global Balling
Global balling, which in this context is taken to be synonymous w ith massive
balling or any large scale packing or jam m ing o f cuttings between the bit body and the
18
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bottom o f  the hole, is widely presumed"* " - to be a major cause ot
poor b it performance in all shales. It has been largely overcome when d rilling  shallow 
shales'" by using bladed PDC bits w ith high levels o f  b it hydraulics, and low
density, inh ib itive . water-based muds. However, it is s till proposed as a cause o t the 
slow d rillin g  shale problem by several o f  the authors^ ' who have addressed the 
problem.
Global balling interferes w ith effective b it performance because the forces 
applied to the bit to make it d n ll are largely transmitted to the rock by the mass o f 
cuttings rather than the sharp PDC cutters. Consequently, the b it acts more like a 
bearing than a cutting tool, which lim its the depth o f  cut and rate o f  penetration. Figure
2.2 shows an example o f  global balling that occurred when d rillin g  shale in a pressurized 
laboratorv test cell.
....
Figure 2.2: Global Bailing in a Laboratory Test by Amoco
Some authors"^ have attnbuted balling prim arily  to the tendency fo r clay-
rich cuttings to adhere to water-wet bit surfaces when using water-based muds. Most 
authors acknowledge the strong attraction between clay-rich cuttings created when 
d rilling  w ith  a water-based mud. The explanation otTered by van Oort'^ is considered
19
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appropriate tor the purposes o f  this study He explains that the stresses released dunng 
creation o f  a shale cutting can "trigger hydration." "The cuttings w ill draw from an\ 
av ailable source, which may be from layers on top o f  the steel surface o f  the bit or water 
from other, nearby cuttings." "In drawing water inwards, cuttings may 'vacuum' 
themselves onto the bit and onto each other, causing the bit to ball."
Gamier and van L ingen ' gave one o f the earliest descriptions o f  balling as it 
relates to d rilling  w ith shear bits in 1959. Although their tests were not performed on 
shale, they drew an analogy between the balls o f  cuttings that tbrmed when drilling with 
mud to the "severe balling-up" that "often occurs, especially when d rillin g  shale. " They 
concluded that "the plasticity often mentioned refers not to the formation itse lf but to the 
plastic mass o f balled cuttings which covers the bit and which, especially w ith 
impermeable formations, is like ly  to adhere to the bottom o f  the hole as well."
Feenstra'^ provided an excellent introduction to the problem o f  balling on PDC 
bits in an overview article published in 1988. He began by stating that "it has taken 
considerable time for the problem o f  bit balling to be given the general recognition that it 
receives today" and then summarized results from a number o f  different studies. He 
concluded that severe bit balling in the held could be identified by the way torque and 
ROP fail to respond to weight-on-bit. He concluded that global balling was one o f the 
two common forms o f  balling a fleeting PDC bits. He explained that "the swelling clays 
cause cuttings to adhere by suction to other water-wet surfaces." He also concluded that 
i f  a b it d rills  more rapidly in oil-based mud than in water-based mud, it was balled up in 
the water-based mud.
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Hariharan " provides a more recent and comprehensive literature survey o f the 
work done in establishing the significance o f balling and describing the eOorts to 
overcome it in a chronological sequence. His own research involved dn lling  with a 
variety o f  PDC bit design styles in a fu ll scale test cell. The bladed style bits were the 
least sensitive to balling. A ll o f  the tests drilled Catoosa shale and used low density 
water-based muds. Hariharan concluded that increased confin ing or wellbore pressure 
increased the severity o f  balling. He confirmed earlier laboratory tests showing that the 
ratio o f  torque to weight-on-bit was inversely related to the severity o f  balling.
Cheatham and Nahm "' studied balling in fu ll scale dn lling  tests using roller cone 
bits and both o il- and water-based muds. They concluded that oil-based mud prevented 
balling. They observed that balling could only be reversed w ith in 10-15 seconds o f  its 
in itiation and that afterwards it was essentially permanent.
Warren and Arm agosf^ e.xpenmented with balling in fu ll scale drilling  tests 
using four difierent styles o f  PDC bits. They concluded that balling was minimized on 
bladed style bits and could not be prevented even w ith extremely high levels o f 
hydraulics on body-set bits. They observed that balling initiated in different locations on 
different design style bits. On bladed style bits, balling usually began near the top o f the 
gauge o f  the bit, apparently because o f some interruption in the flow pattern. On body set 
bits, balling occurred immediately in front and around the cutters, apparently because 
cuttings ran into the bit body almost immediately. Oil-based mud dramatically improved 
ROP w ith the body set bit. but a slight balling tendency was s till observed at high ROP 
and weight-on-bit.
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The prev ious study^ concluded that bit balling or packing o f the bit body w ith  
cuttings is the most like ly cause o f  the slow d rillin g  shale problem. Global b it balling, 
which is sometimes also called massive balling, was concluded to be a severe form ot 
this same etTect. and d rill string balling was likew ise concluded to have the same cause 
and effect. A ll o f  these conditions are therefore considered to be the same in the current 
study
W hile there is a great deal o f  emphasis on balling as the cause o f  the problem, 
there is one very strong counter-indication. It is that bits which have drilled deep, 
overpressured shales at very low ROP have not been observed to be balled up when they 
are pulled, as documented by R. H. Smith et a l ' ',  m yself', and Warren and S inor'" 
Feenstra'^ attributes this to balled cuttings becoming wet on the tnp out o f  the hole and 
fa lling  or washing o f f  o f  the bit.
Oil-based muds are widely considered to elim inate balling, as im plied by 
Feenstra. However even in oil-based muds. Cheatham and Daniels' observed severe 
balling in their single cutter tests, and Warren and Armagost saw indications o f  balling in 
their fu ll scale lab tests. Sim ilarly. I observed that body-set bits gave lower penetration 
rates than bladed bits even when oil-based muds were used"'.
So. as van Oort' expressed in his 1996 paper: " it  (balling) is still a poorly- 
understood phenomenon that is usually approached on a trial-and-error basis." The 
evidence supporting balling as the cause o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem in the 
technical literature is inconclusive, and other possible causes should be considered.
2.2.3.2 Cutter Balling
Cutter balling is another phenomena which has been proposed as potentially 
causing the slow d rilling  shale problem according to the previous study^ and other
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authors'^ It has been observed and described by Z ijs iin g ’ ' and R. H. Smith" in
single cutter tests and Warren " in fu ll scale lab drilling tests. It is the accumulation and 
adhesion o f  cuttings, in the form o f  the sheared and deformed or pulverized rock, on the 
face o f  the PDC cutter as seen in Figure 2.3. This adhesion has not been conclusively 
analyzed, but it is generally considered to result from the low effective pore pressure in 
the sheared rock at the face o f  the cutter causing a difTerential pressure forcing the rock 
against the cutter. It seems to occur in many, low  permeability, tine-grained rocks.
Figure 2.3 : Cutter Balling (see arrow) in a Laboratory Test by .Amoco
The force required to move the cuttings up the face o f the cutter, against the 
fric tion resulting from the differential pressure, can be large enough that cuttings support 
some o f  the weight-on-bit and act as a part o f  the cutter. Consequently, the bit's cutting 
action proceeds as i f  the bit were dull w ith a verv large wear flat. The phenomenon has 
been observed in experiments w ith both water-based and oil-based fluids. It has 
sometimes been referred to as a bu ilt up edge because o f the physical s im ilarity to the 
bu ilt up edge that can occur when machining metals as described by T ren t'’ . The type o f  
d rillin u  flu id , oil-based versus water-based, is believed to have some influence on this
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phenomenon based on the tests by R. H. Smith and analogy to the effect o f  cuttings 
tluids on the built up edge when machining metals
2.2.3 3 Confining Pressure Efleets
The general influence o f wellbore pressure and overbalance on d rilling  rate has 
been recognized by the industry since the beginnings o f research into why penetration 
rates decreased with increasing well depth. Beginning in 1954 w ith Woods . vanous 
authors have studied the effect o f  confining pressure on bit performance in shales. 
Terzhagi is credited w ith recognizing the influence o f  effective confin ing stress on the 
strength o f a porous rock, as recounted by Das'*^ The eflective confin ing stress on the 
rock being drilled is the diflerence between the wellbore pressure and the local pore 
pressure in the rock in front o f  the bit. Because this stress increases the strength o f  the 
rock, it  also decreases the d rilling  rate.
.Most o f  the laboratory research in this area points to an effective confin ing stress 
equal to the wellbore pressure in impermeable rocks. This emphasis has resulted from 
field experience, theory, single cutter tests, and fu ll scale lab dn lling  tests, but it is not 
universal. Z ijs iin g ’ ’ concluded from single cutter tests on Mancos shale that total 
bottom-hole pressure acted as the confin ing stress and influenced penetration rate. Gray- 
Stephens et a l'" performed full scale laboratory d rilling  tests on Jurassic and Welsh 
shales from the North Sea area that reached the same conclusion. K o lle ”  ^ recently 
performed additional single cutter tests w ith Mancos shale that confirms the effect 
observed in prior tests. A ll o f  these tests were performed by controlling the pore 
pressure in a saturated rock sample to differentiate between the in itia l values o f  effective 
and total confininu stress.
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A ll three authors conclude that the dilation o f  the shale during failure causes the 
local pore pressure in the shale to drop to essentially zero, which results in the effective 
confining stress being equal to the wellbore pressure. Consequently, d r illing  deep, 
overpressured shales with weighted muds causes high wellbore and effective confining 
pressures that can reduce penetration rates significantly Figure 2.4 shows conceptually 
how this strenutheninu durinu failure occurs.
Confined Strength
= f (effective confining pressure) 
= f(Pee)
= f(Pw-Pp)
= f (Pw) See blowup
Pw = Wellbore Pressure
Back Rake 
Angle
Shale
dilation
New Chip
Pp = Pore Pressure
Shale
Figure 2.4: VVellbore Pressure as Effective Confining Stress in Shale"*
The effective confining stress for some shales can apparently also be influenced 
by the difference between the wellbore pressure and the in situ pore pressure. Zijsling's 
single cutter tests in Pierre shale found that both the wellbore pressure and the 
overbalance pressure influenced penetration rate. Vedrine and Benit'^ studied the efTect 
o f  overbalance and underbalance pressure versus penetration rate in shale for several 
wells in South Louisiana. They provide evidence that overbalance and underbalance had 
a major effect on penetration rate in a ll o f  the wells studied. They observed that
I s
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penetration rates increased w ith increased underbalance even at high wellbore pressures. 
Consequently, either overbalance pressure, wellbore pressure, or both may have a 
significant etTect on bit performance. These etTects can play a major role in low 
penetration rates in deep shales, but they do not provide a clear basis tor the difference in 
PDC bit performance observed between oil-based and water-based muds.
2.2.3 .4 Variations in the Strength o f  Shales
Very little  published inform ation exists on the strength o f deep shales. This 
results from several factors including the d ifficu lty  in measuring representative strengths 
on subsurface shale samples, as documented by Mody and Hale^" Nevertheless, there 
are some indications that shale, which is usually thought o f  as being relatively soft and 
weak, can include much stronger rocks.
Warren and S inor'’’ indicate that "many soft formations include harder zones, 
such as concretions in shales." The previous study^ included an inspection o f  cores taken 
in a deep, overpressured shale offshore Texas. It reported that the common explanation 
for very low penetration rates in the cored section was that it was a very strong, hard 
shale. Mud logs and electric logs generally indicated that it was a "s ilty  shale." In fact, 
the cored interval included distinct layers o f siltstone. from a fraction o f  an inch to 
several inches thick, which could not be identified on the logs. These siltstones were 
strong, w ith tnaxia l compressive strengths up to 36.Ü00 psi at 2.000 psi confin ing stress. 
Therefore, it is plausible that strong, but obscure, layers in otherwise weak shales could 
cause low penetration rates. However, no experiments or explanations were found in the 
literature as to why this effect would be worse in water-based mud than in oil-based 
mud.
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2.2.3 5 Other Effects that Interfere w ith  B it Performance
A variety o f  other effects that could contribute to slow penetration rates in shales 
have been suggested. Chip hold-down, bottom-hole balling, and plasticitv o f  the shale 
itse lf have all been identified as contributing to the problem o f slow d rillin g  shales in the 
literature.
Chip hold-down is a phenomenon whose impact on roller-cone b it d rilling  has 
been studied extensively Gamier and van Lingen' concluded that it would also 
interfere w ith the performance o f  drag bits in impermeable rocks. It occurs when a chip 
that is being broken away from the intact rock is forced against the bottom o f  the hole by 
the wellbore pressure acting against the pressure below the chip. The pressure below the 
chip is low in impermeable rocks because d rilling  tluids does not have time to enter the 
crack between the chip and the rock and equalize with the wellbore pressure. The 
resultant force acting across the chip makes it d itlicu lt to remove and impedes the 
creation o f  new chips. Feenstra and Z ijs iing^' concluded that b it hydraulics were 
important to controlling the impact o f  this phenomenon on penetration rates but that 
more investigation o f shales was required. I have also considered the potential impact o f 
chip hold-down" I concluded that it had not been observed in fu ll scale d rilling  tests 
w ith PDC bits and was unlikely to be an explanation o f the distinction between water- 
based muds and oil-based muds.
Gamier and Van Lingen proposed bottom-hole balling as a primary cause o f  poor 
bit performance in shales. It occurs when the cuttings and other debris from the drilling  
process and solids from the mud form a layer on the bottom o f  the hole like rock flour. 
This layer is almost impermeable and is forced against the bottom o f  the hole as in chip
hold-down. As a result, it must be penetrated for the bit to d r ill the virg in rock.
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Cheatham and Nahm conducted single cutter expenments i n Pierre and Mancos shales 
They also concluded that "hole cleaning d ifficu lties caused by the cuttings being pushed 
ahead o f the bit" would impede bit performance in shales. Gault et al‘  ^ stated that 
cuttings, balling to "form  ball-bearing-like substances...upon which the bit spins." cause 
ineffective b it performance in shales. Feenstra and Z ijs iing  subsequently considered the 
etTect o f  bottom balling when d rilling  w ith a PDC bit. They concluded that the rock 
fiour should usually be removed by the shearing action o f  the bit and would contnbute to 
global balling instead o f  remaining on the bottom o f  the hole. 1 reached this same 
conclusion"
Plasticity o f  the shale itse lf was discounted by Gamier and van Lingen but has 
continued to be mentioned by subsequent researchers. Flak‘ d is one advocate o f shale 
"plasticity" as a cause o f  the slow dn lling  shale problem. Fie contends that "water is 
imbibed into shale, consequently producing a plastic shale surface that inhibits PDC bit 
cutting action" and causes a "kneaded" matenal to exist below the bit. In contrast. 
Cheatham and Nahm" concluded from their tests that "plasticity o f shales under elevated 
mud pressures" occurs even though their tests were done in oil. They also believed that 
this caused ineffective bit performance. Bland et a l" ‘ describe shale as a ductile 
formation but focus on cutter balling and b it balling as the major causes o f  the problem. 
Likewise, most recent o f  the recent work that was reviewed has concentrated on the 
plasticity o f  the cuttings, and the balling it causes, rather than o f  the rock itself.
2.2.4 Recent and Ongoing Research
W ith a lack o f  clear consensus on even the fundamental causes o f  the problem, 
real understanding o f  the mechanisms causing slow ROP in overpressured shales and
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reiiabie methods tor improving ROP. especially in W BM . are s till being sought. 
Solutions to the actual problem o f high dn lling  costs are also being evaluated even 
though the cause o f  the problem is obscure.
Recent research addressing the problem o f  inefTective PDC bit performance in 
shales has been reported by several authors including R.H. Smith at ap ‘ . van Oort* . L. 
Smith et a l" .  R. Bland et a l'" . J. J. Kolle'*^. and myself* A  major jo in t industrv project. 
D E A -90". is also in progress to attempt to improve PDC bit performance when using 
environmentally safe fluids to d rill deep, high pressure shales.
R. H. Smith's work focuses on polished cutters as a means to reduce the severity 
o f  cutter balling. It includes both laboratory and fie ld  investigations into the benefits o f  
polished cutters and terpene additives to water-based dn lling  fluids. Both are shown to 
provide improved penetration rates versus conventional cutters and unmodified water- 
based muds in most but not all instances. The mechanism causing the improvement w ith 
terpenes is not described. It should be noted that one o f  the polished cutter bits was able 
to achieve verv high instantaneous ROP but behaved as i f  it were e.vpenencing 
intermittent global balling. It would only d r ill consistently when ROP was in the range 
o f 20 to 35 fph and performed worse overall than a standard b it in the same interval.
Bland et al have continued this line o f  research applying "super sharp" polished 
cutters to trv to overcome cutter balling and a proprietary "penetration rate enhancer" in 
the drilling  mud to replace the terpene. The enhancer was observed to reduce balling in 
fu ll scale laboratory d rillin g  o f  Catoosa and Pierre shale at high pressure. One o f the 
field tests was conducted in an overpressured section w ith the enhancer and a standard 
PDC bit. It resulted in higher penetration rates than were achieved in the offset wells
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with both ro ller cone and PDC bits w ithout the enhancer in the mud. The improvement 
was attributed to m inimized bit balling.
W ellbore stability is the pnmarv focus o f van Oort's work, but he has also 
commented on bit balling. He states that it strongly influences rate o f  penetration but is 
poorly understood. He concludes that balling is dependent on the plasticity o f  the 
cuttings, w hich depends in turn on their clay content, state o f  hydration, and the d rilling  
fluid. Several alternatives for d rillin g  flu id  design to inh ib it or prevent balling are 
suggested but not really evaluated.
L Smith et al describe the fie ld  results o f an approach orig ina lly  suggested by 
Roy and Cooper' to inhib it bit balling in water-based muds. It relies on a net negative 
charge on the surfaces o f the bit to attract the positive pole o f  water molecules and repel 
the net negative charge on the face o f  shale particles. The negative charge is 
accomplished by n itrid ing the steel surfaces o f  the bit. A lthough none o f  the bit runs 
described were in mud weights greater than 13 lb/gal. higher penetration rates, longer 
runs, and elim ination o f balling problems were achieved w ith  the nitnded bits in two 
different fields.
Kobe's recent work attributes "much o f  the decline in dn llin g  rate observed in 
deep wells" to "localized confin ing pressure ... equal to total borehole pressure. " His 
single cutter experiments in Mancos shale are qualitatively s im ilar to the earlier work by 
Z ijs iin g '' This work also serves to keep open the issue o f whether confin ing pressure 
effects are more important than global or cutter balling effects.
The DEA-90 project being conducted by TerraTek has identified a "plausible 
mechanism" as the cause o f the slow d rilling  shale problem. This conclusion was based
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on obser\ing the two characiensiic symptoms they defined for the actual problem m tests 
performed in their fu ll size drilling  test cell. Unfortunately, the results o f  the tests that 
would define this mechanism are a\ailable to only the project participants.
Finally, my own previous study reviewed the evidence surrounding confining 
pressure effects, chip hold-down efleets, bottom-hole balling effects. massi\e bit balling, 
cutter balling, bit body packing, and d rill string efleets as the cause o f the slow drilling  
shale problem. Another possible cause, identified in an area where the problem has been 
severe, was laminations o f  strong siltstone in the shale Experience in over 5Ü field bit 
runs was reviewed and showed that bladed PDC bits run in oil-based mud gave the best 
overall performance. This expenence also showed the advantage o f  bladed bits in water- 
based muds and o f setting cutters at a low back rake. Overall, the study concluded that 
global b it balling was the most likely cause o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem, but that 
further research was required to confirm that conclusion.
2.2.5 Summary' of Key References on PDC Bit Performance
The reader seeking a more general perspective on PDC bit performance should 
consider several o f  the key references available in the literature. A concise, relatively 
recent overview o f PDC bit technology from Amoco's point o f  view is included in SPE 
27978. "PDC Bits: W hafs Needed to Meet Tomorrow's Challenge." by Warren and 
Sinor " A more thorough, state o f the art. review was prov ided by Feenstra’s two part 
series in the June and July 1988 JPT. "Status o f  Polycrystalline-Diamond-Compacl 
Bus""
The mechanics involved in d rilling  shales are complex, but practical research on 
the complications o f  d rilling  different kinds o f  shale in SPE 16529/1. "Single Cutter
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Testing - A Key for PDC Bit De\elopment" by Z ijs iing ’ ' is insightful. Another 
reference that includes photographs and performance plots showing the results, including 
the effects o f hailing, o f  d rilling  a vanety o f rock types is "Laboratory D rilling  
Performance o f PDC Bits" in the June 1988 SPE D rilling  Enuineerinu by Warren and 
Armagost"^.
2.3 S l\ IM A R \
Costly, ineffective b it performance when dn lling  overpressured sediments 
defines the slow d rilling  shale problem. It is most obvious when d rilling  deep, 
overpressured shale with PDC bits in water-based muds. It is best charactenzed by slow 
penetration rates o f less than 25 fph and by the distinctively worse performance o f PDC 
bits in water-based than in oil-based muds.
The slow drilling  shale problem is w idely considered to be a result o f global bit 
balling. However, it has not been as easily overcome w ith hydraulics and bladed bit 
designs as global balling in shallower shales drilled with low density mud. .And the 
conclusive, direct evidence provided by the bit being balled up when it is pulled out o f 
the hole, that is common in shallow, "gumbo" shales, has not been observed on PDC bits 
that have performed poorly in deep, ov erpressured shales.
Cutter balling and confin ing pressure effects continue to be addressed in industry 
as possible causes o f the slow dn lling  shale problem. The presence o f  strong siltstones 
and concretions in some shales has been identified and could also contribute to the 
problem. Consequently, the predominant cause or causes o f the slow dn lling  shale are 
unresolved in the cunent industrv literature.
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CHAPTER 3. ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE
The potential to reduce worldwide d rilling  costs by im proving b it pertbrmance in 
deep shales is estimated to be about one ha lf b illion  dollars annually. This potential is 
predicated on improving the penetration rates in overpressured sections drilled using 
water-based muds to equal the penetration rate achieved using a PDC bit in oil-based 
mud for the same interval. The fo llow ing discussion explains how this estimate was 
developed. The data used to develop the estimate includes 1995 D IM S reports^' from 
Amoco, the Joint Association Survey on 1995 D rilling  Costs ~^*. the 1995 Amoco Annual 
D n llinu  Report"', the O il and Gas J o u r n a land W orld O il"
3.1 IN D l STRV DRILLING COSTS
The total amount o f  capital spending is reported historically and projected for the 
current year in both the O il and Gas Journal and W orld O il. Their estimates for 1997 are 
just over S8Ü b illion for the entire world. These amounts do not include spending by 
some o f the major national oil companies, e.g. Saudi Aramco. CNPC. Petrobras, 
Petramina. and JNOC. In addition, spending is documented for only some o f the many 
independents in the industry . Nevertheless, the reported spending provides a reasonable 
representation o f the annual capital expenditures for the exploration and production. 
E&P. o f oil and gas for the entire world and for some specific regions, notably the 
United States.
The fraction o f  this spending dedicated to d rilling  is less clear. D rilling  costs are 
not explic itly  segregated from other exploration and production expenditures in these 
reports. However, d rilling  costs are reported annually fo r the United States in the Joint 
Association Survey o f  D rilling  Costs. It reported a total cost o f  SI 0.5 b illion  to d rill and
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equip over 20.ÜÜU development and exploratory wells drilled in the U.S. in IV95 
Companng this data to the total reported E&P spending for the U.S. indicates that 
d r illing  costs represented 66.8 percent o f  all E&P spending. I f  this same proportion is 
applied to worldw ide 1997 spending, a total o f  about S55 b illion  were spent on drilling.
The Annual Joint Survey also provides costs, numbers o f  wells, and total footage 
drilled  broken down by type o f  well, region o f  the U.S.. and depth range. These data 
were used for companson to Amoco data from DIM S records and the 1995 Amoco 
Annual D rilling  Report to estimate the importance o f  d rilling  overpressured wells. 
According to the Annual D rillin g  Report. Amoco drilled 325 wells in the U.S. in 1995. 
O f these, 31 or 9.54 percent used mud weights o f  13 ppg or higher and are considered to 
be signitlcantly overpressured. The cost o f  these overpressured wells was 55 percent o f 
Amoco s total U.S. d rilling  costs for 1995 as shown in Figure 3.1. These wells were 
widespread geographically being drilled  offshore in the G u lf o f  M exico and on land in 
Texas. Louisiana, Oklahoma, and in several locations in the Rocky Mountain region.
An estimate o f  the overall number and cost o f  overpressured wells drilled by the 
industry in the U.S. was based on applying the frequency distribution o f  Amoco 
overpressured wells versus depth to the API data. The Amoco frequency distribution 
was determined by breaking the Amoco wells into the same depth ranges as used in the 
.Annual Joint Survey as shown in Appendix 1. This breakdown was used to establish the 
frequency o f Amoco overpressured wells in each depth range. Amoco d rills  a smaller 
proportion o f shallow wells than the U.S. industry as a whole, but it was active 
throughout the U.S. W ith in  the depth ranges that Amoco was active, it seems reasonable 
to expect that Am oco's well population is substantially the same as industry as a whole.
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Thus the Amoco frequency o f  overpressured wells w ithin a depth range was assumed to 
be representative for all the wells drilled  in the U.S.
Over-
Wells Drilled 
325
Over-
Drillinq Cost 
$274 Million
pressure
10%
31 wells
pressure
55%
$150MM
Normal
Pressure
45%
$124MM
Normal 
Pressure 
90% 
294 wells
Figure 3.1: Number and Cost of Wells Drilled in 1995 by Amoco Production
Company in the U.S.
The total number o f industry wells and their cost w ithin each depth range was 
multiplied by the frequency o f  overpressured wells based on Amoco's experience. The 
result is a qualified estimate o f the number and cost o f overpressured wells drilled  w ith in 
each depth range. These estimates were then summed to estimate the total number and 
cost o f  overpressured wells drilled in the U.S. in 1995. On this basis. 1.272 
overpressured wells were drilled at a total cost o f  $2.85 billion. These wells represent 
about 6.2 percent o f all wells drilled and about 27.1 percent o f all d rilling  costs as shown 
in Figure 3.2.
The proportions o f overpressured wells and drilling costs in the U.S. were then
assumed to be the same for worldw ide drilling . Using the previous estimate o f  $55
billion for total worldwide d rilling  costs in 1997. worldwide industry overpressured
drilling  costs would be about $15 billion. Amoco's experience o f  encountering
overpressures in wells drilled offshore Egypt, Norway, the U.K.. and Trin idad as well as
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in Sharjah and Colombia qualitaiively support the assumption that overpressured d rilling  
is as widespread globally as it is in the U.S.
Total Wells Drilled
20528 - U.S.
Over­
pressure
6%
1272 wells
Total Drilling Cost 
$10.5 Billion-U.S.
$55 Billion - Est. Worldwide
Over­
pressure 
27%
$2.8 B U.S.
$15 8 world
Normal 
Pressure 
94% 
19256 wells
Normal
Pressure
73%
$7.7 B U.S. 
$40 B world
Figure 3.2: N umber and Cost of Total Industry Wells Drilled in 1995
3.2 EFFECT OF BIT PERFORMANCE
The most significant factor in drilling  costs is the expense o f  actually making the 
hole in the earth’, what is frequently termed hole-making cost. This cost is determined 
by b it performance, which is most commonly measured in terms o f  the cost per foot to 
d rill an interval o f  hole. This cost is dependent prim arily on the bit cost, the hourly ng 
operating cost, the amount o f hole drilled by the b it before it is worn out. and the time 
required to run it in. d rill the internal, and pull it from  the well. The equation expressing 
this relationship is;
^  ^  Bit Cost +  ( Hourly Rig Cost x ( Time To Drill +  Trip Time ) )
Cost Per Foot = --------------------------------—  ---------------  , ^  -----------------------------
Length O f Interval Drilled
The lower this cost for a given geologic interval the more cost effective the 
drilling . This cost is obviously strongly dependent on the hourly rig cost, which is not a
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function o f either the bit or the geology. However, it is also verv dependent on the 
length o f  interval drilled  and the time to d rill the interval, which are dependent on the bit. 
how It is operated, and the geologic tbrmations being drilled. The rate ot penetration or 
ROP is another common measure o f b it performance. It expresses the rate o f  progress 
made by the b it over any given interval, usually in feet per hour.
Ra,e O f Pénétration =  ROP = LengJ h O f lj ^ a i O r i U e d  
Time To Drill
It plays a major role in determining whether d rilling  in a given geologic interval 
is cost effective This is shown when these two equations are combined to express cost 
per foot as a function o f ROP. A fter allocating the fixed costs o f  purchasing and running 
the b it in and out o f  the hole over the length o f  a b it run. the remaining component o f 
cost per foot is a linear function o f  the algebraic inverse o f  ROP. So. ROP plays a very 
important role in the cost effectiveness o f  d rillin g  operations as shown in the follow ing 
equation.
_ „  ^  Bit Cost +  ( Hourly Rig Cost x Trip Tme ) Hourly Cost
Cost Per Foot = -------------------------------—  ------------------------   + ---— ------
Length O f Interval Drilled ROP
3.3 IMPORTANCE OF OTHER FACTORS TO DRILLING COSTS
There are a number o f other factors besides hole-making that influence drilling  
costs. Non-productive operations, usually referred to as trouble, such as stuck pipe and 
well control can be very time-consuming. Productive operations such as formation 
evaluation, casing setting, and rig up are not included in the hole-making process but are 
both necessary and time consuming. E lim inating or reducing trouble time and 
m inim izing the time required to perform non-hole-making operations can be potential 
sources o f  improved d rilling  cost eflectiveness. In addition, the relative magnitude o f
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the hourly ng cost determines the cost o f  all o f  the time consuming operations associated 
w ith drilling. The length o f  a given bit run is usually determined by bit wear and also 
influences cost per foot. A ll o f  these factors are typically considered by d rilling  
engineers and supervisors in planning and d rillin g  a particular well.
The opportunities for improved d rilling  cost eflectiveness are likewise m ulti-fo ld. 
Hole-making tools and techniques have drastically improved since the first oil well was 
drilled in 1859. and the methods for m inim izing non-hole-making time have also 
improved. Rotary d r illin g  has become dominant over the cable-tool methods used 
originally. It has benefited from the invention o f roller cone bits in 1909. the use o f  
nozzles for improved b it hydraulics, and the use o f  polycry stalline diamond compacts as 
wear resistant cutters for drag bits beginning in 1975. W ell control and formation 
evaluation methods, d r illin g  fluids, and well equipment have all been developed and 
improved along w ith many other technologies to improve drilling  cost eflectiveness. 
However, it is believed that potential fo r further improvement through developing and 
applying new technologies continues to exist. One example is the recent emphasis 
evident in technical literature describing d rilling  research to improve well bore stability. 
The potential to reduce an estimated S5ÜÜ m illion  per year o f  trouble costs related to 
wellbore stability in shales^" is frequently quoted as the incentive for research on this 
subject. The potential savings that would result from successfully solving the slow 
d rilling  shale problem are at least this large.
3.4 ECONOMIC IMPACT OF SLOW DRILLING SHALES
The estimated potential to reduce d rilling  costs in overpressures is predicated on 
achieving the same rate o f  penetration in intervals drilled w ith water-based muds as is
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achieved when using PDC bits in oil-based muds An estimate o f  this potential was 
made based on the experience o f one o f the companies supporting this study, ,A.moco 
Production Company
,\11 o f  the wells drilled by Amoco and reported on DIM S, their drilling  
information management system, were studied for the first 7.5 months o f  1995. The 
oserpressured wells were identified, the bit records for these wells obtained, and the bit- 
related. hole-making costs in the overpressured sections calculated as shown in Figure
j . j .
Rate o f Penetration Cost per Foot
Bit Type
PDC&Dia
Roller
PDC&Dia
Roller
Oil-Based Muds
Water-Based M tds
Oil-based ) luds
1
1
-
1
Water-Based Muds
-
-
---------- -^--------- r — '
0 5 10 15 2C
Feet per Hour
0 100 200 300 400
S per Foot
Figure 3.3: World Wide ,\moco Bit Performance in Overpressured Formations
.•\ssuming that this experience is representative, the proportion o f  the cost o f  
these wells related to bit performance in the overpressured sections is conservatively 
estimated to be 19.4 percent. This estimate is conservative because it relates solely to bit 
performance and intentionally excludes trouble time during the b it runs and bit runs 
where there was no record o f  new hole being made. Consequently, a well-qualified 
estimate o f the cost for d rilling  overpressured sediments worldw ide is about $2.9 billion.
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The bit-related, hole-making costs m the overpressured sections o f  these wells 
accounted for about 11.5 percent o f Amoco's worldwide d rilling  costs. As shown in 
Table 3 1. improving the performance o f  all bits run in water-based muds for this 
application to equal PDC bits in oil-based mud could have decreased Amoco's 
worldw ide d rilling  costs by about 2 percent.
Table 3 .1 : Impact of Bit Performance on .Amoco Drilling Costs
Bit Run Costs Average Cost “ o Change in
Scenario in Overpressure per Foot Overall Cost
Actual (1 1-8 15 95) S31.5 M M  S212, ft 0“ o
Equal to W BM  S34.0 M M  S229 ft
las ifO B M  banned)
W B M  only equal to S25.8 M M  S I74,ft -2%
PDC in O BM
Equal to PDC in O BM  S23.2 M M  S I56 ft -3%
R O P = 2 5 fp h  S16.1 M M  S108,ft -6%
(as i f  no lonuer "s low ” )
The average ROP o f  all PDC bits run in o il based muds weighing more than 13 
ppg by Amoco worldwide during the 7.5 month study period was about 17 fph. as 
shown in Figure 3.3. The potential for improvement was estimated by assuming the 
footage drilled  w ith all bits in water based muds weighing greater than 13 ppg could be 
d rilled  at this same ROP. The im plic it assumptions behind this are that o il based muds 
would continue to be used where economically feasible, and that PDC bits would replace 
ro ller cone bits for most water based mud applications because they would have an ROP 
advantage. Scaling this to the total o f  $743 m illion  spent by Amoco on d rilling  in 1995. 
roughly S15 m illion  could have been saved by Amoco in 1995 by solving the slow 
d rilling  shale problem.
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This same data was used to estimate the signitlcance o f  the problem to mdustr\' 
The result was that the projected cost for the water based d rilling  was reduced about 42 
percent. This would reduce the overall cost o f  d r illing  overpressured sections w ith  both 
o il and water based muds by about 18 percent. Assuming this magnitude o f  reduction in 
Amoco's costs can be applied to the entire industry, the potential cost reduction from 
improving b it performance in water based muds when d rilling  deep shales is about $500 
m illion.
This potential is large. It is equal to the potential benefit o f  e lim inating trouble 
costs associated w ith wellbore stability problems that is frequently cited in the literature. 
In my opinion, the actual potential is probably even larger. The qualitative basis for this 
opinion is fourfold. First, it should be recognized that, for any given depth, an 
overpressured well is likely to be more expensive than a normally pressured well 
because o f the increased com plexity o f  the w ell design. Consequently , the assumption 
that costs are proportional to the number o f  wells w ith in  a depth range understates the 
probable costs o f  the overpressured wells. Second, the estimate o f total E&P spending 
worldwide is almost certainly underestimated because it does not include some o f  the 
large national o il companies. Third, there is the possibility that o il and synthetic o il 
based muds may be essentially banned by environmental protection regulations in some 
o f  the areas where they are currently used. I f  so. the potential cost savings would be 
calculated versus the high cost per foot o f  using water based muds exclusively rather 
than the current situation where usage is roughly equal between o il and water based 
muds for deep drilling. This possibility is considered in more detail at the end o f  this 
section. Finally, the penetration rates achieved w ith PDC bits in oil-based muds are
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tVequenily slow ( 2 5  fph). I f  all b it performance in these essentially weak rocks could 
be raised to give a 25 fph average, much larger cost savings exceeding one b illion  dollars 
annually could be achieved.
The d ifficu lty  achieving this large potential should be evident. Research to 
address slow penetration rates in impermeable rocks has been on going since at least 
1954. but this large potential s till exists after over 40 years. Likewise, the recent efforts 
to tackle this problem have made some progress but have also experienced very 
inconsistent results and mostly small magnitudes o f improvement. Therefore, the 
d ifficu lty  in realizing the $500 m illio n  potential annual savings is evident in the facts o f  
the problem and is intended to be exp lic it throughout this report.
3.5 F I T l  RE ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE
The economic importance o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem is anticipated to 
increase with the predicted increase in the overall amount o f  deep drilling. The Gas 
Research Institute. GRl. has predicted that the proportion o f  deep wells being drilled in 
the U.S. w ill increase in the future. They based this prediction on the necessity o f  
finding and developing new gas reserves to help meet growing U.S. energy demand over 
the next IÜ-2Ü years. They predicted that the percentage o f deep (>10.000 feet), onshore 
wells drilled during 1996 in the U.S. w ill be 36 percent greater than the 1986-93 
average’  . S im ilarlv thev expected the fraction o f  wells drilled offshore to increase 33 
percent in 1996 relative to 1986-93. These predictions seem to be validated by a 
comparison o f API statistics from  1995^"' versus 1993'*’^ . These statistics show that 
despite an almost six percent decrease in the total number o f  wells drilled, deep d rilling  
increased. Using the Amoco frequency distribution to represent overpressured wells, the
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implied number o f overpressured wells d rilled  in 1995 was 1.272 versus 1.Ü49 in 1993 
This is an increase o f  21 percent. Likewise, the amount o f  footage drilled increased to 
16.9 m illion  feet from 12.4 m illion  feet, an increase o f  almost 36 percent.
GRl expects these trends to continue long term ^\ They expect growth in U.S. 
gas production to continue through the year 2Ü15. eventually exceeding the previous 
peak that occurred in 1973. Validating this expectation is the fact that 1994 production 
was the highest since 1974. They state that the most important source o f  this production 
increase through 2005 is "relatively unexplored sediments in the onshore lower-48 below 
10.000 feet and m the deeper waters o f  the G u lf o f  M ex ico ..." So. it is reasonable to 
expect that the importance o f  d rilling  in the deep sediments where the slow d rillin g  shale 
problem occurs w ill continue to increase for at least the next several years.
Another factor contnbuting to the importance o f  this problem is the increase in 
restrictions being placed on the use o f  oil-based muds around the world. The potential 
worst case significance o f  these restnctions is shown in Table 3.1. where the assumption 
o f all wells being dnlled w ith water-based mud and its equivalent cost per foot increases 
overall Amoco d rilling  costs by about one percent. I f  this type o f  constraint were 
applied worldwide, the effect would be to increase annual worldwide d rilling  costs by 
over $200 m illion. Consequently, the incentive to overcome the slow d rillin g  shale 
problem could approach $750 m illion  in the future, even at the current level o f  deep 
d rillinu  activitv.
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CHAPTER 4. METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
4.1 OVERVIEW  AND OBJECTIVES
This chapter descnbes the general methodologv' used to conduct this research 
study. The primary purpose o f  the study was to evaluate the hypothesis that the slow 
d rilling  shale problem is caused by global bit balling. The methodology used to evaluate 
this hypothesis involved identify ing the problem in practice in the field and then 
companng its actual characteristics to the charactenstics o f  balling and other possible 
causes as observed in controlled laboratory experiments. The specific methodology 
applied for each kind o f  experimentation and analysis is described in the chapter 
covering that aspect o f  the study.
The study was conducted as a jo in t effort between Am oco Production Company . 
Hughes Christensen Company, and Louisiana State University . Consequently, the actual 
experiments were performed by or at each o f  these entities, as well as at independent, 
commercial laboratories. I was the principal investigator for the study, and defined this 
methodology and the experiments to be performed. In addition. 1 conceived the methods 
for the non-routine experiments, conducted some o f  the experiments, and performed 
essentially all o f  the analysis o f  the results. The intent o f  these experiments was to 
establish the factual basis for accomplishing the study objectives.
The primary objective o f this study is to rigorously test the hypothesis that global 
bit balling is the primary cause o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem. A secondary 
objective is to perform the evaluation using outcrop shales representative o f  the range o f 
shales encountered in the field. The final objective is to identify possible opportunities 
to reduce the severity o f  this problem for further evaluation in the future.
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4.2 EVALl ATING THE BALLING HYPOTHESIS
Chapter 2 established that there is currently no clear consensus as to the 
predominant cause or causes o f  poor PDC bit performance when d rilling  deep shales 
w ith  water-based muds. However, it identified many authors who consider balling to be 
a major cause o f  poor bit performance m shales. Some o f  those authors, including 
m yself in the previous study^. have concluded that bit balling is probably the cause o f the 
slow d rillin g  shale problem.
This conclusion has been restated as the hypothesis that global balling, jamming 
o f  the b it w ith cuttings, is the primary cause o f  the slow d r illin g  shale problem. This 
hypothesis was tested by companng the symptoms o f the problem observed in the Held 
w ith symptoms o f  balling and other ROP inhib iting phenomena in controlled laboratory 
tests. This method is necessary because, although balling is w idely proposed as the 
cause o f  the problem, there has been no recorded visual evidence o f  balling having 
occurred on bit runs where the problem was experienced. Specifically. R. H. Smith et 
a l" '. Warren and S in o r " . and my previous study"* have stated that bits which drilled at 
very low  ROP in deep shales are essentially always clean when pulled.
1 have gathered anecdotal evidence confirm ing the lack o f  visual evidence o f  
balling w ith four separate industry groups. The groups were the New Orleans Chapter 
o f  the American Association o f  D rillin g  Engineers, the d rillin g  groups o f  the Amoco 
OtTshore Business Unit, the downhole d rilling  tools personnel o f  Hughes Christensen 
Company and Am oco Production Company, and a combined Hughes Christensen/BH 
Inteq group o f  operations, marketing, research, and engineering personnel. In the total 
population o f  over 200 active d rilling  professionals, only one person remembered a case
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o f  pulling a bit from a slow d rilling  shale that was significantly balled. This one instance 
is hardly adequate to prove balling as the cause o f  the problem. Consequently, the intent 
o f  these tests was to conclusively demonstrate whether global balling is the only one o f  
the possible causes that results in the symptoms observed in the field.
The symptoms used for companson are based both on the literature survey and 
on new analysis o f  field data. The two key symptoms o f  the problem identified by the 
published works reviewed in Chapter 2 are slow penetration rates and much lower 
penetration rates when drilling  w ith water-based mud versus oil-based mud. These two 
symptoms are shown to be present in the analysis o f  fie ld b it performance in Chapter 5. 
In addition, the specific characteristics o f  several b it runs exemplitying the problem are 
identified. These are the symptoms and charactenstics that w ill be used for evaluating 
the balling hypothesis. A conceptual view o f  the strategy used in comparing actual field 
symptoms o f  the problem to the symptoms observed in lab tests and their apparent cause 
IS given in Figure 4.1.
These symptoms and charactenstics were compared to full scale laboratory 
d rillin g  tests in outcrop shales. The tests were orig ina lly performed for other purposes 
but are useful for this study as well. The tests are used to confirm that the symptoms 
observed in the field can be reproduced in the lab. These symptoms can be compared to 
the ev idence that dilTerent kinds o f balling, or other possible causes o f  the problem, were 
present during the lab tests. Instances where global, bottom, and cutter balling were 
observed and were absent are considered. A ll o f  the tests rev iewed for this study were 
performed in water-based muds, but examples o f  both effective and inelTective 
performance are included.
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Hypothetical Causes 
Global Balling 
Cutter Balling 
Strengthening due to 
Confining Pressure 
Laminations o f 
Strong Rock 
Chip Hold-down 
Bottom Balling 
Rock Plasticity
Observable Causes 
Global Balling 
Cutter Balling 
Bottom Balling
Other Possible Causes 
Strengthening due to 
Confining Pressure 
Chip Hold-down 
Rock Plasticity
Observable Causes 
Global Balling 
Cutter Balling 
Laminations o f 
Strong Rock 
Bottom Balling 
Strengthening due to 
Confining Pressure 
Chip Hold-down 
Rock Plasticity
Real Problem
Slow Drilling 
Shale = Example 
PDC B it Field 
Performance in 
S ilty Shales
Simulated Problem
Full Scale Lab
Tests o f  PDC Bit 
Performance in 
Catoosa &  Pierre 
Shale
Simulated Problem
Single Cutter PDC
Performance in 
Catoosa &  Pierre 
Shales &  Tw in 
Creek Siltstone
Actual Symptoms 
Slow ROP (-25  fph)
ROP w PDC in WBM- 
ROP w PDC in OBM 
ROP w, PDC in W BM 
ROP w RC in W BM 
Slow ROP Irreversible &  
Unresponsiye to WOB 
Others (to be defined from 
field data)
Observable Effects 
Slow ROP (<25 fph)
ROP \y PDC in W BM ■ 
ROP w PDC in OBM 
ROP w PDC in W BM < 
ROP w RC In W BM 
Slow ROP Irreversible &  
Unresponsive to WOB 
Others (to be defined from 
field data )
Observable Efleets 
Slow ROP (<25 fph)
ROP w PDC in W BM< 
ROP vy PDC in OBM 
Slow ROP Irreversible &  
Unresponsiye to WOB 
Others (to be defined from 
field data)
Figure 4.1: Comparison of Cause and Effect of Slow Drilling Shale Problem in the
Field versus Simulation in Lab Tests
The single cutter tests described in Chapter 8 provide the main experimental 
eyidence for separating the symptoms o f the yarious possible causes o f the problem. 
These tests prov ided the opportunity to evaluate the ditTerent effects o f  rock mineralogy', 
rock strength, wellbore pressure, d rilling  flu id, cutter back rake, cutter surface, chip 
breakers, and cutter standofT on the cutter forces and cuttings character. The tests 
allowed axial (equivalent to weight-on-bit) and tangential (equivalent to torque) forces to
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be measured tor companson to weight-on-bit and torque measured in fu ll scale 
laboratory and fie ld  tests. In addition, evidence o f the occurrence o f  some o f  the 
different possible causes, such as the different types o f  balling, can be observed by the 
character o f  the cutting debns at the end o f  the tests. The tests were intended to simulate 
separately the effects o f  global balling, cutter balling strengthening due to confin ing 
pressure, and strong siltstone.
.A.dditional laboratory tests were performed to provide some confirm ation and 
explanation o f  the results observed in the single cutter tests. These include direct shear, 
one-dimensional consolidation, water content, water im bibition, and Atterberg lim its 
tests. The tests and their results are described in detail in Chapter 9
4.3 REPRESENTING PROBLEM SHALES W ITH  O l TCROP 
SHALES
.\n  important basis for link ing fie ld  expenence to laboratory experiments is the 
representation o f  actual problem shales in the field w ith outcrop shales to be used in the 
laboratory studies. Chapter 6 describes the physical and mineralogical charactenstics o f 
available core samples from slow d rilling  shales taken along the U.S. g u lf coast and in 
the G u lf o f M exico versus the outcrop samples used in laboratory testing. The pnmary 
basis for comparison is mineralogy based on the interpretation o f  X-ray d iffraction 
patterns. M ineralogy. Inc. in Tulsa. Oklahoma performed the tests and interpretation. 
Other measures compared are porosity, cation exchange capacity, specific surface area, 
and where possible, compressive strengths. The purpose o f  these comparisons was to 
evaluate whether the range o f  characteristics represented in the outcrop samples 
adequately represents the range o f  characteristics in the real problem shales.
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4.4 EVALI ATING POSSIBLE REMEDIES
A variety o f  methods have been proposed to m itigate or overcome the slow 
d rilling  shale problem. Polished cutters, chip breakers, low  cutter back rake, and convex 
cutter faces are evaluated m single cutter tests descnbed in Chapter 8. These tests 
allowed companson o f  the cutter forces and the character o f  the cuttings produced when 
using these features to those observed when using a standard cutter face and back rake 
This companson allows evaluation o f whether a given feature offers some potential 
advantage versus standard features. In addition, the impact o f  these methods on cutter 
forces and the character o f  the cuttings can be compared to the impact o f using an o il- 
based d rillin g  flu id , which is widely recognized as the best current solution to the slow 
dn lling  shale problem. This companson was intended to allow at least preliminary 
conclusions to be drawn on the significance o f  and the desirability o f  further testing o f 
these features.
4.5 SI VfMARV
Chapters 5 through 8 are intended to develop a line o f  evidence to determine 
whether and how the field symptoms o f the slow d rilling  shale problem are linked to the 
individual hypothesized causes o f  the problem in single cutter tests. Chapter 9 describes 
additional laboratory testing on cuttings that is intended to add some understanding and 
explanation o f  the problem. The detailed methodology used for any particular testing or 
analysis is included in the chapter describing the particular test.
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CHAPTER 5. FIELD OBSERVATIONS IN SLOW 
DRILLING SHALES
The slow d rilling  shale problem was shown in Chapter 3 to impact drilling  costs 
in deep, overpressured wells in many areas o f  the world. The overall cost o f  the problem 
was estimated to exceed a ha lf b illion  dollars annually. This additional cost results from 
the slow d rilling  rates experienced when d rilling  overpressured formations while using 
water-based muds. However as documented in Chapter 2, the cause o f  the slow dn lling  
rates and o f  the improved performance when d rilling  w ith  PDC bits in oil-based muds is 
not clear.
The different possible causes o f problem can potentially be reproduced in 
controlled lab tests, and their particular symptoms observed. Therefore, i f  the 
charactenstic symptoms o f the problem in the field can be carefully defined, the 
symptoms o f  the real problem can be compared to the symptoms o f  the ditTerent possible 
causes to trv to determine the real cause. Although the symptoms o f  the problem that 
have been reported in the literature were identified and reviewed in Chapter 2. detailed 
dn llin g  data and electric logs for individual b it runs demonstrating the problem are 
reviewed and analyzed in this chapter. This data provides a more comprehensive basis 
for comparing field performance to lab results. In particular, the lithology implied from 
the logs is used to distinguish between sandstone, siltstone. and clay-rich shale. Then the 
penetration rate, weight-on-bit. rotary speed, and rotary torque are correlated to the 
lithology. Quantitative parameters symptomatic o f  the problem are then defined for the 
intervals where the slow d rilling  shale problem occurred.
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5.1 EV IDENCE OF THE PROBLEM WORLD WIDE
The two key symptoms o f  the problem identified by the published works 
reviewed in Chapter 2 are slow penetration rates, specifically rates less than 25 fph, and 
slower penetration rates when d rilling  w ith water-based muds than when drilling  with 
oil-based mud. Chapter 3 indicates that these two symptoms are common worldwide in 
deep, overpressured drilling. They are also evident in Amoco's experience worldwide.
The symptoms occur m many deep basins around the world. For example, the 
data m Figure 3.3 includes all o f  the bits run in overpressured formations from the 25 
overpressured wells reported in .Amoco’s D IM S database^’ for the first 7.5 months o f 
1995. These wells were located in several onshore U.S. areas as well as the G u lf o f 
Mexico. Egypt. Shagah. Tnmdad. and Colombia. Figure 3.3 shows that the average 
ROP in these wells was less than 25 fph. and that the average ROP w ith PDC bits in 
water-based muds was about two-thirds o f  the average ROP with PDC bits in oil-based 
muds. A  third symptom noted previously o f  ROP w ith PDC bits in water-based muds 
being lower than ROP with ro ller cone bits m water-based muds is also evident.
Reviewing this same data sorted by geographic region, as shown in Appendix 2. 
demonstrates that these three symptoms were common to all o f  the data from onshore 
and offshore the United States. Only the slow average ROP symptom was evident in the 
overseas data. The bit runs in South America were made in only water-based muds, so 
no comparison could be made to performance in oil-based mud. The b it runs in the 
M iddle East indicated a slight disadvantage when using oil-based mud for d rilling  with 
PDC bits. No attempt has been made to explain this inconsistency, but the runs came 
from a widespread area o f both the G u lf o f  Suez and onshore Sharjah. Nevertheless, the
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key symptom o f  slow penetration rate is present in all o f  the geographic regions tor 
which data was available. The other key symptom o f an advantage for using oil-based 
mud w ith PDC bits was widespread, as was the ro ller cone versus PDC symptom. The 
relative consistency o f  these symptoms validates their use for identify ing the existence o f  
the slow dn lling  shale problem in a specific geographic area, such as the G u lf o f  Mexico.
5.2 EVIDENCE OF THE PROBLEM IN THE GL EE OF MEXICO
Sim ilar symptoms are evident in Amoco's G u lf o f  M exico expenence as 
described in my previous report^ Table 2.1 shows that the overall average ROP for 155 
bit runs in overpressures made in the first 7.5 months o f 1995 was 13.3 fph. The average 
ROP in water-based muds was 12.3 fph, less than two-thirds o f  the ROP in oil-based 
muds. The symptom o f  ro lle r cone bit performance exceeding PDC bit performance 
when both were used in water-based muds is also evident. The economic significance o f 
these symptoms is that overpressured intervals cost about four times as much and were 
three times slower to d rill than the normal pressured sections in the same w e lls \ The 
severity o f  these effects was undoubtedly a factor in the slow dn lling  shale problem 
being identified as important in deep d rilling  in the G u lf o f  Mexico. As in my earlier 
work^. much o f  the field evidence '' related to this problem has been from the G u lf 
o f  Mexico. Consequently, the G u lf o f  Mexico is clearly a valid environment for 
studying the slow d rilling  shale problem.
The other common symptoms o f  the problem cannot be identified w ith this data. 
The symptom o f  inconsistency between runs is not reliable for data covering this large a 
range o f  geography and geologic conditions. The symptoms o f irreversibility, 
insensitivity to operating parameters, and sensitivity to driller's technique are not
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identifiable from bit record data alone. Consequently, a more constrained geologic 
env ironment has been selected where more detailed d rilling  data is available.
5.3 EV IDENCE OF THE PROBLEM IN THE STUDY AREA
A study area was selected to a llow  analysis and comparison o f  b it runs w ith in  a 
consistent geologic environment. The area selected is in the Matagorda Island (M l)  area 
o f  the G u lf o f  Mexico, offshore Texas shown in Figure 5.1. It is the same focus area as 
used in my previous s tudy\ The geologic section studied w ith in  this area is 
overpressured and predominantly shale and contains several major gas reservoirs in 
sandstones on trend w ith  Amoco Production Company's Matagorda Island 623 and 519 
Fields. The section is Lower Miocene in age, Marg A and older. It is usually described 
from logs and mudlogs as being mostly silty shales containing quartz, clay, and calcite 
minerals. It has been encountered over depths ranging from 9,000 feet to almost 19,000 
feet, w ith measured pore pressures from 14 to 18.5 lb/gal equivalent, and logging 
temperatures from about 180 to 360 degrees F
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Figure 5.1: Geographic Focus Area after Smith^
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This area was selected for a number o f  reasons. The slow dn lling  shale problem 
exists in this section and is fa irly severe in its cost impact. A rigorous comparison o f b it 
performance in this area, see Figure 2.1. showed that the use o f  oil-based muds and PDC 
bits results in three times faster ROP and three times lower cost per foot than sim ilar bits 
in water-based muds. A  core o f some o f  the shale in this interval was available and had 
already been studied for other purposes. Detailed d rillin g  data and electric logs were 
also available for several wells to a llow  the comprehensive analysis sought for this 
study. In addition, Amoco has an active d rillin g  program in the area and has experienced 
some success im proving bit performance in water-based muds for dn lling  these shales.
A ll o f the symptoms o f the slow d rillin g  shale problem that were identified in 
Chapter 2 are present in the study area as documented in my previous study^ The key 
symptoms o f slow penetration rate and the advantage o f  using PDC bits in oil-based 
muds are both evident in Figure 2.1. The symptom o f  inconsistency between sim ilar 
runs is shown in Fiuure 5.2.
ROP Performance of Bladed PDC Bits in WBM 
versus Overall Industry Average for Bladed Bits
40
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Figure 5.2: Performance of Bladed PDC Bits in Water-based Mud"*
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The symptom o f the ROP m wells drilled  w ith water-based muds being higher 
when using roller cone bits than when using PDC bits was evaluated using the data from 
Appendix 5 o f  my previous study^. This symptom was not evident in that data: the 
average ROP with all roller cone bits was 13.1 fph versus an average ROP w ith all 
conventional PDC bits o f  14 fph. Nevertheless, an example o f  this symptom is evident 
in one well where a more direct comparison was made by Warren and Sinor' '.
The other symptoms that were mentioned in Chapter 2 were also observed to be 
present in this area, at least by example. Examples o f  irreversib ility and insensitivity to 
operating parameters and sensitivity to the technique o f individual drillers were both 
documented in my previous study'. Consequently, the study area offshore Texas can be 
concluded to be representative o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem, based on the presence 
o f  the symptoms o f the problem in this area.
The two key symptoms o f  the problem should also be observable in laboratory
testing and w ill be useful in evaluating whether lab tests really represent fie ld conditions. 
However, o f  the other symptoms o f  the problem, that are sometimes observed, only 
irreversibility and insensitivity to operating parameters are really useful for comparison 
to lab tests. A ll o f these symptoms are more qualitative than quantitative, and 
quantitative symptoms are desirable in comparing fie ld  data to lab data. Therefore, 
individual bit runs exhibiting the general symptoms o f  the problem must be investigated 
to determine i f  more quantitative characteristic symptoms can be identified.
5.4 CHAR.\CTERISTIC SYMPTOMS IN FIELD BIT RUNS
The purpose o f this evaluation is to identity the specific quantitative
characteristic symptoms o f the b it runs that exem plify the slow d rilling  shale problem.
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These charactenstics are used w ith the qualitative symptoms to evaluate the balling 
hypothesis. To the extent practical, the fie ld  data is also used to evaluate the alternate 
hypothesis which states that strong siltstones are the cause o f  the slow penetration rates.
5.4.1 Basis for Possible Quantitative Symptoms
Pessier and Fear'" suggested two measures for quantifying bit performance, 
mechanical specific energy and a bit-specific coeffic ient o f  sliding friction. Hariharan'" 
proposed a measure called "Rd" as an indicator o f  the presence o f  balling, which is 
linearly related to Pessier and Fear's coefficient o f  friction. Measures s im ilar to these are 
used herein to facilitate quantitative comparisons between fie ld and lab data.
5.4.1.1 Specific Energy
R. Teale ongina lly derived an equation for mechanical specific energy for rotary 
d rilling . Specific energy in this case is the mechanical work being done at the d rill bit 
per unit volume o f  rock. Its value is expressed in units o f  pounds per square inch or psi. 
It is related to both the strength o f  the rock being d rilled  and the efficiency o f  the d rilling  
process. In general, a relatively low  value implies e ffic ient d rilling  in a weak rock, and a 
high value implies ineffic ient d rilling  and or strong rock. The form o f the equation used 
by Pessier and Fear is:
„  . -  ^  ^  Weight on Bit 110 i t  x Rotary Speed x Torque
Specific Energy =  Es = ----------------   + --------------------  — ------------------
Bit Area Bit Area x ROP
They concluded that effic iency could be defined by divid ing the minimum 
specific energy that is required to d rill a specific rock by the actual specific energy to 
d r ill it. As expected, they found that a balled or worn bit required higher specific energy 
than a new. clean bit fo r d rilling  the same rock under identical laboratory conditions.
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5.4.1.2 Force Ratio
Various expressions o f  the ratio o f  torque to weight-on-bit have been proposed as 
quantitative tools for diagnosing b it performance as described earlier. The term "force 
ratio" is used in this study because it clearly describes a quantity defined as the 
tangential force divided by the axial force acting on a single cutter, as used in Chapter 8 
and shown below:
Force Ratio = 
Axial Force
This quantity can also be estimated for a b it as derived by Pessier and Fear. A 
different definition, specifically intended to apply to bladed PDC bits, is derived in 
Appendix 3. This equation, which is used to estimate the average force ratio existing at 
the cutters on a bladed PDC bit. is:
Force Ratio = R f  =  48  x --------------------Torque---------------------
Bit Diameter x Weight on Bit
The ditTerent forms o f  this ratio used by previous authors requires that each 
author's results be normalized to a common basis for comparison. Using the above 
equation to define force ratio for a bladed bit. Hariharan's conclusions indicate that a 
value o f  roughly 1.6 would represent effic ient d rilling  with an unballed, bladed PDC bit 
in his lab tests. Pessier and Fear provide examples from one lab test and a part o f  one 
fie ld  bit run w ith PDC bits. They do not identify the design style o f  either bit. They 
reported force ratios o f 1.2 to 1.3 for effic ient d rilling  with a PDC bit. I f  the b it used in 
the lab was a bladed bit, the observed force ratio for efficient drilling would be about 1.6 
to 1.7, which reinforces Hariharan's conclusion. Similarly, the highest force ratio 
observed by Pessier and Fear in the fie ld  b it run during normal drilling  was 0.86. I f  the
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bit were a bladed bit, this ratio would be estimated as 1.14. So, effic ient d rilling  w ith 
PDC bits should result in a force ratio greater than 1
The measured force ratio is reduced when d rillin g  is inefiTcient. The inefficiency 
may result from balling, b it wear, or very strong rock. Hariharan measured ratios as low 
as 0.16 to 0.25 for badly balled, ribbed PDC bits. These ratios were calculated using 
Pessier and Fear's formula since these bits were not bladed, Pessier and Fear recorded 
force ratios o f  0.26 for a very hard streak, and a value o f  0.35 for a worn out bit. Again 
i f  the bit were bladed, these ratios would be adjusted to 0.35 and 0.47. So, very 
inefficient d rilling  is probably characterized by force ratios in the range o f 0 16 to 0.47. 
However, it must be remembered that these force ratios were measured on bits using 
PDC cutters w ith a conventional surface finish, and that different force ratios were 
exhibited during efficient drilling w ith different bits. It is would be expected that these 
force ratios are bit specific to some degree as concluded by Pessier and Fear. Even after 
adjusting for the b it design style, bits w ith polished cutters and different back rakes 
would operate at different force ratios.
What is most noteworthy is the ratio o f  the force ratio for efi'icient d rilling  to the 
force ratio for inefficient drilling w ith the same bit. Hariharan observed that the inverse 
o f  this ratio, that he called normalized torque to weight-on-bit ratio, decreased as balling 
occurred. Cases o f  slight balling resulted in this ratio being about 2, whereas in cases o f 
severe balling it increased to the range o f  2.5 to about 4. He also observed that there was 
no significant change in force ratio versus ROP or WOB for bits that did not ball. 
However, the fie ld  run reported by Pessier and Fear showed that this ratio was about 3 
when the inefficiencv was caused bv a strona rock and sliahtlv more than 2 when caused
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by the onset o f  dulling. Consequently, it is d iff ic u lt to diffierentiate between ditTerent 
causes o f  d rilling  inefficiency using fie ld data alone.
5.4.2 Interval Selected for Detailed Study
The interval specifically selected for detailed study is the overpressured section 
o f  the Matagorda Island 623 Field. This selection was based on several factors. The 
most important is that average penetration rates for PDC bits run in water-based mud in 
this section, which includes some sandstone, have been relatively slow. 7.6 to 25.5 fph, 
in the four wells for which good data is available. In addition, the interval is 
significantly overpressured, requiring mud weights o f  14.4 to 18.1 ppg to control the 
adjacent sands. The core described in Chapter 6 comes from the v ic in ity o f  the major 
pay sands in an offset well. Likewise, the mineralogy that I performed as part o f  the 
previous study was for the cuttings from the interval above the major pay sands in one o f  
the wells. Finally. I had the opportunity to be present for d rillin g  portions o f the interval 
on two o f  the wells studied.
5.4.3 Effect of Lithology on Bit Performance
The data from these four wells offers the opportunity to confirm  that the slow 
d rilling  shale problem is most severe in clay-rich shales. A  corollary that can be 
evaluated is that the strong siltstones proven to be present in these intervals are not the 
primary cause o f  the problem. Two approaches are used to perform this evaluation. The 
first is a qualitative inspection o f the penetration rate versus apparent lithology in each o f  
the four wells. The second is quantitative evaluation o f  specific intervals where 
lithology can be determined using electric logs.
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The general method used tor identify ing lithology is inspection of the electric 
logs available for the Matagorda Island 636 Wells Number 1 and 2 (M I636 No. 1 &  2). 
and the Matagorda Island 622 W ell Number 6 (M I 622 No. 6). Sandstones are identified 
by strong SP deflection, a low gamma ray count, and the presence o f  porosity based on 
sonic or density logs. Approximate values used in this study are a SP deflection o f  at 
least 10 m illivo lts  (mv). a gamma ray at least 15 API units less than the apparent shale 
base line value, and porosity greater than 15 percent. Shales are identified by a high 
gamma ray count im plying the presence o f  clay minerals, no SP deflection, and generally 
a high acoustic travel time. Approximate values used in this study are gamma ray 
greater than 45 API units, and acoustic travel time o f  at least 95 microseconds per foot 
( U S / ft). Siltstones are identified by a lack o f  SP deflection, a gamma ray count lower 
than a shale, and low effective porosity. Approxim ate values used in this study are a 
gamma ray at least 10 API units less than the apparent shale base line and an effective 
porosity when calculated as for a shaly sand* .^ and a total porosity as when calculated as 
for a clean sand, both less than 10 percent.
5.4.3.1 Sandstone
Sandstones were drilled w ith PDC bits in all four o f  the wells studied. 
Matagorda Island 636 W ell Number 1 encountered sandstones during bit runs 15 and 19. 
In both cases, every sand encountered displayed a distinctive drilling  break, meaning the 
ROP increased significantly relative to the rate in the adjacent shales. In every instance, 
the peak penetration rate recorded exceeded 50 fph. Matagorda Island 636 W ell Number 
2 encountered sandstones in bit run number 10. D rilling  breaks were experienced in 
both sand packages w ith  peak penetration rates exceeding 50 fph. Matagorda Island 622
W ell Number 6 encountered poor quality sandstones in bit runs number 10, 12. and 28.
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Again, d r illin g  breaks exceeding 100 fph were experienced in all but one o f  the sands 
encountered. The lack o f a d rilling  break in the sand at 11.700 feet in bit run number 10 
was apparently due to a reamer being run 60 feet above the bit. Consequently when the 
bit was in the sand, its penetration rate was suppressed by the reamer still d rilling  in the 
shale.
I cannot make a sim ilarly rigorous comparison for the fourth well. Matagorda 
Island 635 Number 2. because 1 have only lim ited d rilling  data and logs. However. 1 was 
on location for most o f  bit run number 19. During b it run number 19. almost 500 feet o f 
interbedded sands and shales were drilled based on the gamma ray log and cuttings 
descnption. Penetration rates in this sandy section ranged from 15 to over 100 fph. 
whereas the average ROP for the entire b it run was only 10.9 fph. So as commonly 
expected, sandstones are consistently drilled  at higher ROP than the shales and are not 
the cause o f  slow penetration rates in these bit runs. Therefore, the quantitative 
characteristics o f  bit performance in sandstone intervals are useful pnmarily for 
comparison to the values measured when d rillin g  shales.
Two sandstone intervals in bit run number 15 o f Matagorda Island 636 W ell 
Number 1 were analyzed quantitatively. The clean sandstone was drilled at the highest 
penetration rate experienced during the run. Formation characteristics, the specific 
energy required for the bit to d rill these sands, and the force ratio while d rilling  the sands 
are included for comparison to siltstones and clay-rich shales in Table 5.1.
The interval at 13.535-60 feet in this bit run provides a good example o f  bit 
performance in a clean sandstone. The average penetration rate in the sandstone was 65 
fph. higher than both the rates recorded in the shales and the overall average ROP during
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the bit run. [n addition, it shows that the high ROP in sands is achieved despite a 
relatively low  acoustic travel time, or high compressional velocity, that would normally 
indicate a strong rock. The calculated specific energy expended when drilling  the 
sandstone was about 52,000 psi. This is the lowest in the entire run implying that
d rilling  was efilcient. This is especially evident when considering that the acoustic
travel time is lower than in the shales im plying that the sandstone is probably
significantly stronger than the shale. The force ratio o f  4.44 is also the highest
experienced during the run, which supports Hariharan's " conclusion that a high force 
ratio implies efficient b it performance.
Table 5.1: Bit Performance and Formation Characteristics, .VII 636 Well \o ,  1
Formation Depth ROP Specific Force Vsh LOT Eff LDT/CNL LDT/CNL Acoustic
Type Interval Energy Ratio Porosity Eff Por Tot Por Travel Time!
(%h) (psi) (%) (%) (%) (%) (us/ft)
Shale 13460-95" 17 0 104435 0.99 66.7% 2.7% 0.0% 12.0% too
Shale 13670-80" 15 4 197889 2 03 52.9% 3.8% 0 0% 12.0% 95
Shale 14320-45" 18.1 228885 1.48 42.1% 6.6% 2.5% 14.0% 99
Shale 13830-60" 29.4 201303 1.95 84.6% 1.2% 1.5% 12.0% 97
Shale 13265-95" 41.9 93508 3.76 61.7% 3.1% 0.0% 13.0% 100
Shale 13920-50" 46.7 81709 2.99 57.1% 3.4% 0.0% 12.0% 99
Siltstone 13315-30" 24.8 132709 1.64 36.1% 0.1% -2.0% 6.5% 82
Siltstone 13635^5" 22 3 170868 2.60 30.8% 15% 2.0% 8.0% 72
Sandstone 13535-60" 64.6 51908 4.44 0.0% 16.0% 17.0% 19.0% 78
Shaly Sandst 14095 105" 42.9 79827 1 79 11 8% 8.1% 6.0% 12.0% 78
5.4.3.2 Siltstone
Siltstones. or at least very silty shales, were drilled w ith  PDC bits in all four o f 
the wells studied. Matagorda Island 636 W ell Number 1 encountered siltstones during 
bit runs 11. 15, and 19. In bit run 11, the zone most like siltstone still had a high 
apparent clay content. Consequently, it was not a "clean" siltstone. The penetration rate 
in this zone from 11,605 to 11,615 feet on the electric log was 18 fph, which is 
significantly less than the 25 fph average over the entire run. The two cleanest siltstones 
identified in bit run 15 are included in Table 5.1. The penetration rates average slightly
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less than, about 90 percent ot'. the overall average o f  the run. which was almost entirely 
in shale. B it run 19 encountered one siltstone w ith in a sand interval at 15,428 feet to 
15.435 feet on the electric logs. It was not as clean as the siltstones in run 15. but it was 
also drilled at about 90 percent o f  the average penetration rate fo r the entire run. which 
included both shales and tight sands.
Matagorda Island 636 W ell Number 2 encountered several silty intervals in b it 
run number 10. but none were as free o f  clay or as low porosity as in the number 1 well. 
The cleanest, hardest siltstone was at 12,854-12,862 feet on the electric log and drilled at 
an indicated 17 fph versus an average o f  20 fph in the adjacent shales.
Matagorda Island 622 W ell Number 6 encountered siltstones in bit runs 10 and 
28. No review o f  b it run 10 has been performed because o f  the complications inherent 
w ith the simultaneous d rilling  and reaming that was performed. The cleanest siltstones 
drilled in bit run 28 were at several depths between 14.100 feet and 15.100 feet based on 
both electric logs and cuttings descriptions. The record o f  penetration rates for this 
interval is a mudlog. There was no difference in penetration rate between the siltstones 
and the adjacent shales that could be w ith in  the resolution o f  the scale on the mudlog.
Matagorda Island 635 W ell Number 2 also encountered siltstones based on the 
cuttings descriptions on the mud log. However. 1 cannot make a meaningful review 
because the available log data is inadequate to identify the specific locations o f the 
siltstones even fo r the interval where 1 was on-site.
The relatively hard, clean siltstone encountered at 13.635-45 feet in the M I 636 
No. 1 well is described in Table 5.1 and provides the best quantitative example found for 
bit performance in a siltstone. It should be noted that this zone was not as clean, low
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porosity, or strong, based on acoustic velocity, as the siltstones recovered in the C-3 well 
core and described in Chapter 6. It has lower porosity and higher velocity than any other 
zone drilled  by a PDC bit in this study.
The average penetration rate in this siltstone was 22 fph or about 85 percent o f 
the overall average ROP during the bit run. This zone has a very low  acoustic travel 
time o f  72 microseconds per foot, equivalent to a compressional velocity o f 4.23 
kilometers per second, which is indicative o f  a strong rock. The calculated specific 
energy expended when d rilling  the siltstone was about 171,000 psi. This is much higher 
than in the apparently strong sandstone in the same bit run, but is s till w ith in  the overall 
range o f specific energy required to d rill the shales in the same b it run. The force ratio 
o f  2.60 was also w ith in  the total range encountered in shales in this bit run. Comparing 
this and three other clean siltstone intervals to the slowest shale intervals in the same bit 
runs revealed that the penetration rates in the siltstones were about 25 percent higher, the 
specific energies were almost identical, and the force ratios were about 25 percent 
higher.
Strong siltstones cause slow penetration rates in deep wells. However, the rate o f 
penetration in the strongest siltstones identified on logs is usually only 5 to 15 percent 
less than the typical shales and is about 25 percent higher than in the worst shales. In 
addition, the quantity o f  discrete siltstones in these wells seems to be relatively small. In 
contrast, as discussed in the previous report^, there is conclusive evidence in a core that 
siltstones too thin to be detected by logging tools can be common. In addition, the 
"ra tty " character o f  the spherically focused resistivity log implies the presence o f  
siltstone layers in many o f  the shale intervals. Therefore, strong siltstones w ill continue
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to be considered a possible cause o f the slow d rilling  shale problem, but the overall 
impact o f  strong siltstones does not appear to be substantial. And, the scarcity o f  
siltstones that are th ick enough and clean enough to be identified w ith electric logs 
implies that the clay-rich shales are the dominant lithology.
5.4.3.3 Shale
A ll o f  the 16 (tlve  in M l 636 No. 1. three in M l 636 No 2. live  in MI622 No. 6. 
three in M l 635 No. 2) PDC bits, which were run in the overpressured sections o f  the 
four wells 1 reviewed, drilled shale intervals. The performance in these shales varied 
w idely w ith  the instantaneous penetration rates ranging from 3 to 118 fph. As noted 
prev iously, the average penetration rates o f  these bit runs varied from 7.6 to 25.5 fph. for 
an overall average o f  16 fph. Given that PDC bits in oil-based muds averaged over 23 
fph in this same environment over a wider area, these runs clearly demonstrate the two 
key symptoms o f  the slow drilling  shale problem. The symptoms are stronger when only 
bladed PDC bits that were run in the wider area are considered. The average ROP in 
water-based muds was 14 fph. whereas in oil-based mud it was 37 fph^.
The major issue to be resolved in reviewing Held bit performance is whether 
quantitative measures exist that can help tie the observed causes o f  poor performance in 
lab tests to the real cause o f poor pertbrmance in the Held. It seems clear from the 
examples in Table 5.1 that performance can vary w idely even when the bit, Huid type, 
pressure environment, and rock characteristics are relatively constant. It w ill also 
become obvious from the single cutter tests in Chapter 8 that measures relating to 
efficiency, such as specific energy and force ratio, are dependent on bit design 
characteristics as well as the rock and any factors interfering w ith  b it performance.
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Consequently, these quantitative measures w ill be compared w ith in  individual bit runs as 
well as between bit runs.
The intervals chosen for comparison are intended to exem plify and contrast 
ineffective performance w ith effective performance. The definitions o f  ineffective and 
effective performance were selected to identify contrasts w ith in  a b it run and also to 
compare, at least generally, between bit runs. The definitions are specific to this study 
and are focused on penetration rate because o f  its strong a fleet on cost eflectiveness. 
Ineffective performance is considered to be any ROP in shale that is less than 10 fph or 
lower than 70 percent o f  the overall average penetration rate for the b it run, whichever is 
greater. The 70 percent criteria was selected based on the slowest relative ROP in a 
siltstone being 70 percent o f  the average penetration rate for the bit run. The 10 fph rate 
is sim ilarly about 70 percent o f  the overall average ROP o f  14 fph for all bladed PDC 
bits run by all operators in the study area in W BM . Efleetive performance is considered 
to be any penetration rate greater than 37 fph or 2.5 times the average penetration rate 
selected for the same bit run. whichever is less. The 37 fph rate was selected to equal the 
average ROP achieved by bladed PDC bits run in oil-based muds in the study area and is 
2.5 times the ROP w ith s im ilar bits run in water-based muds.
Seven bit runs from three wells were selected for this detailed analysis based on 
the availability o f  d rilling  and log data appropriate to conduct a quantitative analysis. 
Then intervals w ith in  those runs meeting the criteria in the previous paragraph were 
analyzed. A ll seven o f  the runs included examples o f  inefTective b it performance, but 
only four included intervals o f  effective performance. The quantitative analysis o f  bit 
performance w ithin these intervals and o f  the formation characteristics based on logs
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over the same intervals is included in Appendix 4. A simple, unweighted average o f the 
characteristics o f  both kinds o f  performance demonstrates the difTerences observed.
The average penetration rate observed during ineffective performance was 11.5 
fph or a little  more than 70 percent o f  the average penetration rate o f  all seven runs. The 
average penetration rate observed during effective performance was 54 fph or more than 
three times the average penetration rate for the runs. These results are summarized in 
Table 5.2. It is important to note that the average shale characteristics were the same for 
intervals demonstrating both effective and ineffective performance. The average volume 
fraction o f  shale, based on Stieber's method'^ o f  interpreting gamma ray logs, and 
acoustic travel time, based on sonic logs, were almost identical. The average total 
porosities were also sim ilar. Total porosity was based on a customized density nuetron 
crossplot'' using a grain density for siltstone o f 2.7 gm/cc and for shale o f  2.73 gm/cc 
based on core measurements. W ith instances o f  both effective and ineffective bit 
performance occurring in four o f  the runs studied, it is clear that bit performance in these 
shales is not controlled solely by the strength and clay content o f  the shales. Likewise, 
the presence o f clay-rich shales does not always completely preclude effective bit 
performance.
Table 5.2: Characteristics of PDC Bit Performance in Shale, MI 623 Field
ROP Specific Force Vsh Total Acoustic
Enerirv Ratio Porositv Travel Time
(fph) (ksi) (ratio) (fr) (fr) (us/ft)
Ineffective 11.5 184.2 1.06 0.67 0.17 108
Effective 54.1 51.4 3.04 0.67 0.15 108
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The data used to create Table 5 2 was based on the previously defined criteria 
that had both absolute and relative measures o f  penetration rate for distinguishing 
effective and inefiective performance. Consequently, the values o f  specific energy in the 
two data sets overlap, and the penetration rate and force ratio almost overlap. The 
question o f  whether these are really two ditTerent populations was answered using a one­
sided t-test o f  means w ith  unequal and unknown variance. This test indicates that there 
is more than a 98 percent probability that the average penetration rate in the etTective 
population is higher than the inefTective penetration rate. The separate tests on force 
ratio and specific energy indicate more than 99 percent probability that the two 
populations are different.
Comparison o f  the characteristic symptoms o f  etTective versus ineffective bit 
pertbrmance can be made in a more quantitative manner based on this kind o f  analytical 
data. Figure 5.3 is a plot o f  the specific energy data used to create Table 5.2. It shows 
that a fa irly  strong correlation exists between the specific energy required to d rill a shale 
e ffic ien tly  and the acoustic travel time measured in the shale w ith  a sonic log. This is 
expected, but it is masked when looking at the scattered data that occurs from inefTective 
performance. It can be assumed that efficient d rillin g  in a shale w ith a particular 
acoustic travel time w ill require specific energy, calculated in psi, implied by the linear 
correlation marked "L inear”  in Figure 5.3 for the five effective data points:
Es{implied) = ( - 3 3 7 2  x Acoustic Travel Time) +  4 1 6 0 0 0  
I f  much more energy is required, the bit is probably d rilling  inefficiently. An apparent 
energy efficiency can be calculated using the equation:
£/y?d««cj, = ioox5£i™ Pfff^
Es
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Figure 5.3: Bit Specific Energy versus Acoustic Travel Time in MI Shale
Using this basis, the average energy efficiency in the intervals representing 
effective performance was 100 percent because they were used to define the correlation. 
The average energy' efficiency in the intervals w ith  ineffective performance was 27 
percent. It can be observed that efficient d rilling  in these shale intervals was 
accomplished with only low  weight-on-bit (W OB). as shown in Figure 5.4. This is 
quantitatively and directly related to the symptomatic trend o f  insensitivity to change in 
operating parameters. Specifically, the penetration rate in ineffective d rilling  does not 
increase with weight-on-bit as it is expected to do in effective drilling. When penetration 
rate is low despite the input o f  energy, the specific energy increases and energy 
efficiency decreases. Figure 5.5 shows the trend o f penetration rate versus normalized 
weight-on-bit for the effective and inefTective performance in the bit runs being studied. 
This trend demonstrates the insensitivity o f  penetration rate to weight-on-bit at weight- 
on-bit greater than 1.000 pounds per inch o f bit diameter.
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Figure 5.4: Energy Efficiency versus Weight-on-bit for Matagorda Island Shales
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Figure 5.5: Rate of Penetration versus Weight-on-bit in Matagorda Island Shales
The force ratio provides another method o f  quantitatively comparing effective 
versus ineffective pertbrmance. The average force ratio in the 13 intervals o f  ineffective 
performance was 1.08. The force ratio varied from a low o f  0.395 to a high o f  2.026 
when d rilling  was ineffective. In contrast, the average force ratio in the five intervals
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that were drilled effectively was 3.Ü4 and the range was from 2.45 to 3.76. 
Consequently, it can be reasonably assumed that a characteristic o f  the inetTective 
pertbrmance causing the slow d rillin g  shale problem is a force ratio that is lower by a 
factor o f  about 3 than when etTective d rilling  is performed. The measured force ratios 
are shown in Figure 5.6.
Rate of Penetration vs. Force Ratio
120
100 • •
§  80
ê  •  Effective
o  * #  .  A Ineffective
2  40 •
0 1 2  3 4
Force Ratio
Figure 5.6: Rate of Penetration versus Force Ratio for Matagorda Island Shales
More meaningful observations can be made by companng performance w ith in  a 
single b it run. A ll o f  the b it runs studied experienced at least some inetTective 
performance in shales. However, four o f  the bit runs also experienced etTective 
pertbrmance. This provides a basis for making comparisons that are not intluenced by 
ditTerences in bit design and that m inimize the etTect o f  ditTerences in rock or tlu id  
properties. The ratio o f  effective to ineffective force ratios w ith in  individual b it runs 
varied from 2.11 to 4.81. The average ratio between the force ratios was 3.45 and the 
standard deviation was 1.47. So w ith a given b it and general environment, it is 
concluded that the force ratio resulting from the slow d rilling  shale problem w ill be two
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to tlve times less than for efficient drilling. This kind o f result was expected based on 
Hariharan " and others reporting that low  torque or a low torque, weight-on-bit ratio was 
indicative o f balling or "not getting a b ite "'". However, this chapter and Fessiers work"" 
provide the only quantitative comparisons that 1 know o f that use field data.
The normalized torque,weight-on-bit ratios reported by Hariharan for balling 
during lab drilling  correspond almost exactly to this field analysis. As noted earlier in 
the chapter, severe balling in Hanharan's test caused a decrease by a factor o f  2.5 to 4 in 
this ratio in his lab tests. The di(Terence in force ratio observed in the fie ld between 
efficient and inefficient d rilling  is almost exactly the same.
5.5 SI \1M .\RV
.A total o f  16 bit runs were reviewed to verity that the key characteristic 
symptoms representative o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem are encountered in the study 
area. The problem was experienced, at least in some intervals, in all o f  the bit runs. 
Seven bit runs were found that had adequate data to perform quantitative analysis. 
Based on compansons w ith in these runs, it is evident that the problem o f slow 
penetration rates does not exist in the sands, even the strong sands. In addition, while 
siltstones cannot be excluded from contributing to the problem, the penetration rates 
experienced in the rare intervals o f  clean siltstone are not as low  as the slowest rates 
observed in the clay-rich shales.
A critical objective o f this analysis was to provide quantitative measures that 
could be used to compare field results to lab test results. The b it specific energy required 
to d rill and the ratio o f  horizontal to vertical forces on the cutters o f  the b it, called force 
ratio, are calculated for manv intervals w ith in  these runs.
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No detailed data was available for PDC bits run in oil-based muds in the 
Matagorda Island study area. Nevertheless, four o f  the runs in water-based muds had 
penetration rates m some shale intervals that were representative o f  the etTective 
performance that would be expected w ith  oil-based muds. Consequently, quantitative 
compansons were possible between etTective and inetTective bit performance w ith in 
those four b it runs.
Based on companng the most etTectively and least effectively drilled intervals, 
the ROP was about tlve times higher in the effectively drilled intervals. ROP was also 
highest at weight-on-bit less than 1.000 pounds per inch o f  bit diameter and low and 
insensitive to higher weight-on-bit.
Specific energy was much lower in the effectively drilled intervals. For a given 
rock strength and clay content based on logs, the specific energy required for effic ient 
d rilling  was always less than for inefficient d rilling . The magnitude o f this difference 
varied greatly, but inefficient drilling required 3.6 times more energv' on the average than 
efficient d rillin g  for an apparent energy efficiency o f  28 percent.
The force ratio was also found to show a contrast between effective and 
ineffective d rillin g  exemplary o f the slow d rillin g  shale problem. W ithin a given bit run. 
the force ratio for effective drilling  was found to be two to five times higher than for 
inefTective drilling. Force ratio and specific energy w ill be used as quantitative, 
symptomatic parameters for comparison between field and lab data.
The average shale characteristics observed in the intervals with effective and 
inefTective performance were almost identical. Therefore, effective bit performance can 
be achieved, at least occasionally, in the same kind o f rocks that cause the overall
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problem. This gives evidence and encouragement that inetTective b it pertbrmance is not 
an unresolvable consequence o f  d rilling  deep shales using water-based muds. It also 
begs the question addressed in this study: what is the cause o f  the slow d rilling  shale 
problem ’
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CHAPTER 6. CHARACTERIZATION OF OUTCROP 
SHALES
6.1 PRACTICALITY OF USING OUTCROP SHALES
The second objective ot' this study was to establish that outcrop shales could be 
used to represent the formations where the slow dn lling  shale problem is encountered. 
Validating this representation was necessary prim arily because o f  the lim ited amount o f 
cores taken in problematic subsurface shales. A  relatively large number o f  cores are 
needed to perform the large number and variety o f  tests conducted in this study. When 
available, the diameter o f  subsurface cores is nearly always too small for fu ll scale 
laboratory d rillin g  tests. Acquiring additional core for use in the testing described in the 
fo llow ing chapters would have been excessively expensive. In addition, the restoration 
o f  subsurface cores to realistic in situ conditions is ditTicult"' i f  not impossible'"’. 
.Acquiring consistent subsurface cores to give comparable test results is also almost 
impossible. Consequently, the experiments performed in this, and essentially all 
previous studies, have been performed on more readily obtainable outcrop samples.
Strength measurements on core samples o f  clay-rich subsurface shales have 
proved very troublesome as reported by Mody and Hale^" and evidenced by the inability 
o f  Amoco's Tulsa Core Facility to cut controlled shape samples o f  the clay-rich sections 
o f  the Matagorda Island core described herein. Consequently, other measures have been 
used as the primary means o f  characterizing and comparing the fie ld  and outcrop shales.
No standard method exists for relating the physical behavior o f  a shale to its 
other properties. Leung and Steiger'" have concluded, however, that strength o f  shales 
can frequently be related to in situ effective confin ing stress and the specific surface area 
o f the powdered rock. The specific surface area is w idely r e c o g n i z e d '  to be related to
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the type and quantity ot'clay minerals in the rock. Likewise, the porosity o f  a given type 
o f  rock, especially o f  a shale, is frequently related to the in situ etTective confining stress 
imposed on it '^* Consequently, porosity and mineralogv' w ill be the primary methods for 
characterizing shales in this study. Acoustic velocity is also widely used^^ ' '^ to im ply the 
strength o f  subsurface rocks when the lithology or mineralogy is also known. Measures 
o f  strength and acoustic velocity are used for additional characterization when available.
Mineralogy based on the interpretation o f  X-ray diffraction patterns is one o f  the 
primary criteria for companng shales used in this study. Mineralogy, Inc. in Tulsa. 
Oklahoma performed most o f  the tests and interpretation using methods described by 
Moore and Reynolds' . Porosities and specific surface areas for individual rock samples 
used in this study were measured prim arily by Core Petrophy sics in Tulsa. Oklahoma. 
They used a variety o f  standard methods for companson. The porosities reported herein 
were calculated based on dry bulk density and dry grain density determined using a 
Boyle's Law helium porosimeter. Porosity for other samples was measured by TerraTek 
in Salt Lake C ity, by my self, or obtained from literature.
Cation exchange capacity, or CEC. and specific surface area are also listed as an 
indicator o f  clay content, as available. CEC was measured by Accurate. Inc. o f 
Stillwater. Oklahoma for selected samples. 1 estimated CEC and specific surface area 
based on the clay mineral content i f  measurements were not available. Compressive and 
Brazilian strengths are provided when available.
Compressional acoustic velocities are also given when measured or available 
from logs. In general the tests performed specifically for this project were defined by 
me. but performed by commercial laboratories. In a few cases. Amoco performed the
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tests required, or I pertbrmed them m yself at Amoco or Hughes. The purpose o f these 
comparisons was to evaluate whether the range o f characteristics in the outcrop samples 
adequately represents the range o f  characteristics in the real problem shales.
6.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF DEEP, OV ERFRESSL RED SHALES
The physical and mineralogical characteristics o f  shales obviously influence their 
d rilling  behavior. However, we typ ica lly do not have much inform ation on the shales we 
d rill in a given well. In addition as noted in my previous report^, industry has very little  
information on these characteristics for deep, overpressured shales in general. 
Consequently, it is d ifficu lt to draw conclusions about the relationships between the 
characteristics o f and the best practices for d rilling  a given shale interval in a particular 
well. Nevertheless, the relationships undoubtedly exist, and the range o f  characteristics 
existing in the field should be considered in evaluating the possible efleets o f  those 
charactenstics.
The characteristics o f  shale samples provided by Amoco and other samples 
described in the literature provide insight to the range o f  characteristics that may be 
encountered in the field. A summary o f  some key charactenstics o f  the cores from two 
wells in the G ulf o f  Mexico is compared to a published description^'^ o f an "average" 
shale in Table 6.1. This summary shows how intervals described as silty shales in two 
wells in the same general geographic area can contain rocks that have a very wide range 
o f charactenstics.
The samples descnbed in Table 6.1 were chosen to represent the fu ll range o f 
samples recovered in each well. Note that the true siltstone in the Matagorda Island core 
is indistinguishable on logs from the surrounding shale^. The siltstone also fits the
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panicie-size based detln ition ot'shaie. but it has physical properties and m ineralogy that 
are quite ditTerent from more typical shales as described previously^
Table 6.1: Characteristics of Deep, Overpressured Shales
Sample Name Age
XRD MINERALOGY 
Quartz Feldspar Carbonate Other Total C lay Smectite
% % % %
Composite from literature (Hebrew U)
W orldwide Average Shale 20 8 7
Matagorda Island 623 #C-3 Core 13.078-13,659' (Amoco)
%
59
Eugene Island 330 #A-20ST Core 7.63T-8.010 8' (GBRN/DOE)
Silty Shale -3 5  1 91 e3500 e21 e130
Silty Shale -3 5  1.52 e31 e186
Silty Shale -3 5  1 45 e32 e202
  Note: "e" indicates estimated. " - "  indicates approximate ____
%
Siltstone Miocene 56 6 28 10 1
Lam Shale & Silt Miocene 41 5 16 38 14
Silty Shale Miocene 41 3 7 49 -6
Eugene Island 330 #A-20ST Core 7.631'-8.010 8' (GBRN/DOE)
Silty Shale Pleist 37 14 6 1 42 14
Silty Shale Pleist 25 9 1 0 65 22
Silty Shale Pleist 21 7 1 0 71 19
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Compress Strength CEC Surf Area
Sample Name Porosity Velocity Brazilian Traxial Meas Meas
% km/sec psi @1000 psi meq/IOOg m2/g
Composite from literature (Hebrew U)
Worldwide Average Shale e25 e145
Matagorda Island 623 #C-3 Core 13.078-13.659' (Amoco)
Siltstone 2.7 5.38 2088 37090 1.5 9,84
Lam Shale & Silt 132 3.4 144 6538 13 83.7
Silty Shale 18.2 2.71 e15 e70
This data indicates the general range o f  strengths and mineral contents that can 
exist w ith in  deep, overpressured shales on the G u lf Coast. W hile on a gross basis these 
cores are fairly sim ilar to each other and to the average shale, the younger and shallower
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core"' from the Eugene Island 330 W ell Number A-20 ST drilled much taster (70-150 
fph) than the deeper and older core from Matagorda Island 623 W ell Number C-3 (5-10 
fph). In addition to the ditTerences m age. total contlning pressure, and depth, the 
Matagorda core generally contained less smectite and less total clay mineral content. 
The lower smectite content based on X-ray mineralogy is also retlected by a lower CEC 
and specific surface area. It also contained more discrete siltstone than the Eugene 
Island core. The Matagorda Island siltstone had ver>' little  clay content and was 
substantially stronger than the adjacent clay-nch shales. A photograph o f  the core. 
Figure 6.1. shows the difierence in appearance between the siltstones and clay-rich 
shales.
AM OCO PRO D U C TIO N  C O M PA N Y  
OCS G 5000 NO. C-3 
M ATAG O RDA ISLAND B LO CK  622
BOX 237'iJ
1 3 0 8 4 .1
Slale
BOX 237345
#
Siltstone
Siltstone
I 3 0 9 1 .0
Figure 6.1: Photograph of C-3 Core Showing Siltstone and Clay-Rich Shale
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A more complete tabulation o f  charactenstics o f  cores taken from deep, 
overpressured shales is included as Appendix 5. These data come from Amoco and 
industry literature and include more detail on the samples in Table 6.1 as well as cores 
from other wells. A s im ila r detailed tabulation o f  numerous tests on samples from 
Amoco's best deep shale core, which was taken in the Matagorda Island 623 C-3 well, is 
included as Appendix 6.
The Eugene Island core data represents young, shallow, smectitic shales that can 
be drilled very e ffic ien tly  These shales are essentially as porous and rich in clays, 
especialIv smectite, as any o f  the deep shales descnbed in the literature. The Matagorda 
Island core data includes shales and siltstones that are drilled at rates sim ilar to average 
deep G u lf Coast shales. In addition, the siltstones encountered in the Matagorda Island 
core are stronger and contain less clay minerals than any o f  the other shales described. 
Consequently, 1 have concluded that the range o f  shales recapped in Table 6.1 should 
portray the maximum range o f  characteristics o f  shales that m ight cause the slow drilling  
shale problem.
Additional support for this conclusion comes from Houwen's'" plots o f the 
unconfined shear strengths and clay compositions o f  various U.K. and U.S. shales. He 
shows that the smectite content o f  shales o f all ages ranged from less than 10 percent to 
more than 50 percent o f  the total clay content. The range o f  shear strength o f U.K. 
samples was even larger. Most o f  the reported strengths were for clays, but mudstone 
and shale samples were included that had more than 10 times greater strength than Pierre 
Shale. Patchett's"' measurements o f surface area and cation exchange capacity for 
cuttinus from subsurface shales in the U.S. are another indicator o f  the ranue o f
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charactenstics that might be expected in deep shales. He reported cation exchange 
capacity ranging from 7 5 to 84 meq/lOOg in shale samples from depths greater than
10.000 feet, although 42 meq- lOOg was the highest in a clearly overpressured section. 
Boles and Franks ' '  found the range o f  smectite content in the m ixed-layer clay fraction 
o f  the deep W ilcox shales o f  south Texas ranged from less than 10 percent to about 30 
percent.
In summary, the characteristics o f  rocks, which are encountered in the deep 
sections o f  wells where the slow d rilling  shale problem may occur, cover a wide range. 
Porosity varies from a few percent to over 30 percent. Likewise, the total clay content 
ranges from insignificant to 75 percent. The fraction o f  the clay that is smectitic ranges 
from a few percent to almost 40 percent. These three characteristics are considered 
descriptive o f  deep, overpressured shales.
Cation exchange capacity has been proposed as the primary method for 
characterizing shales by Gault et a l ' \  It should be noted that the range o f  estimated 
cation exchange capacity for the proposed range o f  mineralogy applying to deep shales is 
about 2 meq, 1 OOg to 43 meq, lOOg. This range corresponds closely to the range o f  actual 
cation exchange capacities identified in Appendix 5 and confirms that the selected range 
o f  mineralogy is reasonable.
6.3 CHAR.\CTERISTICS OF O l TCROP SHALES
Most o f  the previous experimentation w ith  shales by the U.S. o il industry has 
used Pierre. Catoosa, or Mancos shales. These shales provide a range o f  strength, 
physical, and mineralogical characteristics that have proven useful fo r many experiments
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to simulate subsuii^ace conditions when drilling . Charactenstics o f  these and other 
outcrop shales used in d rilling  research are included as Appendix 7
Much o f  Am oco's and Hughes' work has been done on Catoosa shale. The 
Catoosa shale has the advantages o f  being relatively easy to store and handle, relatively 
inexpensive, and capable o f  causing bit balling. Pierre shale has been used for much o f  
the industry's research into balling because o f  its high smectite content. The high 
smectite content makes it very moisture sensitive, and therefore it is relatively ditTicult to 
core, store, and handle. Consequently, it is more expensive to work w ith than Catoosa 
shale. Siltstones have not been widely used in laboratory,' research. As a result, no 
standard siltstone existed that was representative o f  the low clay content, low  porositx 
end o f  the range o f  desired characteristics.
The Catoosa shale was selected as the primary medium for the direct shear and 
single cutter tests in this study. The basis fo r this selection included the previously 
stated advantages as well as other factors. The most important was that Catoosa shale 
had been used in almost all o f Amoco's d rillin g  experiments with fu ll size bits d rillin g  
shale. It has also been a common selection for Hughes' fu ll scale and single cutter 
d rillin g  experiments. So consistency and the ab ility  to make direct comparisons to 
previous tests are reasons for its selection.
The comparison between Catoosa shale and the laminated and clay-rich silty 
shales cored at Matagorda Island demonstrate additional factors supporting its selection. 
Catoosa shale has mineralogy and porosity,' that are roughly sim ilar to these tleld shales 
as seen by comparing Tables 6 .1 and 6.2. Likewise, its compressional acoustic velocity 
is almost identical to the clav-rich. Mataaorda shale when both are measured at a low
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effective continmg stress representing the in situ field conditions. Also, its cation 
exchange capacity is w ith in  a factor o f  two o f the field shales. Its m ineralogy is sim ilar 
to the worldw ide average shale descnbed by Yaalon'’^ . Finally, it has the characteristic 
o f  being slightly undersaturated in native state conditions. This allows it to be tested 
with zero pore pressure, so that total and etTective contlning pressures are equal.
Table 6.2: Characteristics of Outcrop Shales
XRD MINERALOGY
Sample Name Age Quartz Feldspar Carbonate Other Total Clay Smectite
% % % % % %
Tests performed for this study:
Pierre 11* Cret
Catoosa Penn
Catoosa Penn 31 5 1 3 60 4
Catoosa Penn 29 4 1 2 64 3
Catoosa D3* Penn
TC Siltstone* Jura M aprity Significant Significant Minor Minor
Tests reported in literature:
Catoosa Penn 35 10 2 0 53 0
Pierre II Cret 20 4 2 0 64 36
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Compress Strength (psi) CEC Surf Area
Sample Name Porosity Velocity Brazilian Uniaxial Traxial Meas Meas
fr km/sec psi psi @500psi meq/IOOg m2/g
Tests performed for this study:
Pierre 11* 0 377 1070
Catoosa 0 124 2 651 4489 (Average of 2-4 samples)
Catoosa 410 9.1
Catoosa 0.131 468 5700 7 5 42.5
Catoosa D3* 0 12 2500 (Note: 1310 psi on sat'd sample)
TC Siltstone' 0.037 24415 (Note: Average of two samples)
Tests reported in literature:
Catoosa 5000 82
Pierre II 0.194
'Indicates sample from same lot as used in Single Cutter and Direct Shear Tests
The Catoosa shale is a Pennsylvanian age. marine shale. The samples 
used in this study come from a h illtop  quarry just north o f Catoosa. Oklahoma, which is
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northeast o f  Tulsa. Oklahoma. The samples are cut by removing the weathered surface 
o f  the shale w ith a bulldozer and then coring a sample about 15 inches in diameter and 
36 inches long. Fresh water is used as the coring fluid, but the sample is washed, wiped, 
and sealed in a fiberglass tube almost immediately after coring to preserve the native 
water content. .A photo o f  the conng site and a core is shown in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Coring Catoosa Shale on Hilltop Northeast of Tulsa, Oklahoma
The Pierre 11 shale was selected as the second medium for testing. It has more 
porosity and usually more clay content than the Catoosa shale. In particular, it has a 
much higher smectite content. Because smectites swell, they are frequently considered 
the cause o f bit balling and can certainly contribute to it. Its high porosity, total clay, 
and smectite contents are suitable for the upper end o f  the desired range o f 
characteristics representing field shales, see Tables 6.1 and 6.2. In addition, the Pierre
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shale is a source for much o f  the Mississippi River sediments that feed the G u lf o f  
Mexico ". This is reflected in the mineralogy o f  clay suspended in the waters o f the G u lf 
o f Mexico, which contains high proportions o f  illite  and smectite"^. Consequently, the 
clay mineralogy o f  the Pierre shale is also a reasonable representation o f  a young, 
immature G u lf o f  Mexico marine shale.
The Pierre II shale samples used for this study were purchased from TerraTek. 
The Pierre shale is a Cretaceous age shale that outcrops in many areas o f the plains east 
o f  the Rocky Mountains. The Pierre II samples apparently come from a site in North 
Dakota. The samples are generally water-saturated when cored. They were sealed 
immediately after being cored and were stored in a controlled, high humidity 
environment at TerraTek to prevent detenoration. Sealed samples were moved to 
Hughes Christensen only when tests were to be performed w ith in  a few days.
The Tw in  Creeks siltstone was a new rock to be used in drilling  research. It was 
selected specifically for this study because o f  its availability near Salt Lake C ity. Utah 
and Its s im ilanty to the siltstone encountered in the Matagorda Island core. Detailed 
mineralogy has not been performed on this rock, but the TerraTek geologist provided a 
pétrographie description. Brie tly. the Tw in Creeks formation is "a siltstone to very fine 
sandstone, cemented by a carbonate material." Quartz is the dominant terrigenous 
component along w ith significant potassium feldspar and plagioclase. Carbonates are 
present as both the cement and as grains. Very sparse muscovite grains were the only 
evidence o f clay in this rock. Neither cation exhange capacity nor specific surface area 
were measured, but both are assumed to be very low  given the scarcity o f  clays. The 
measured porosity was only four percent. Uniaxial compressive strengths from two
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samples averaged about 24.ÜÜÜ psi. Based on these charactenstics, the Tw in Creeks 
siltstone is concluded to be a good analogy to the siltstone in the Matagorda Island core 
and to the low porosity, low clay content end o f  the representative range o f  properties o f  
deep shales.
Greg Lord, who was a geologist at TerraTek. identified the Tw in Creeks outcrop 
in response to my request for a strong siltstone. It is located jus t east o f  Salt Lake C it\ . 
Utah on a road cut for 1-80 in Parley's Canyon, see Figure 6.3. Tw in  Creeks is a Jurassic 
age formation o f siltstone and calcareous shale. We found the siltstone interbedded w ith 
weak shales and selected samples from beds at least 6 inches thick, see Figure 6.4. The 
samples were removed using hand tools. No attempt was made to control fiu id  
saturation because the samples were already relatively dry.
Figure 6.3: Twin Creeks Formation Outcrop East of Salt Lake City, Utah
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Figure 6.4: Twin Creeks Siltstone Bed Sampled for this Study
6.4 SL VIMARV
Mineralogy and porosity have been selected as the properties used to charactenze 
subsurface shales. The range o f  these properties was determined based on descriptions 
o f  subsurface shale cores and cuttings from overpressured intervals. This range was 
intentionally chosen to be as broad as the maximum range that might exist in the shales 
that cause the slow drilling  shale problem. Three outcrop rocks were selected to 
represent this range o f  properties: Pierre shale, Catoosa shale, and Tw in  Creeks siltstone.
The Pierre II is a high porosity shale w ith a high total clay content and a high 
smectite content. It represents the young, immature, low strength end o f  the range o f  
subsurface shales. It is known to cause balling in lab tests that interferes w ith bit 
performance. Catoosa is a moderate porosity shale w ith  a fairly high total clay content 
but a low smectite content. It was chosen to represent the midpoint o f  the range, 
essentially an average shale. It has been w idely used in d r ill bit research and can cause 
bit balling that seriously interferes w ith b it performance. Twin Creeks siltstone is a 
strong, low  porosity, low  clay content rock. It represents the strong end o f the range o f
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subsurtace shales. Its strength is several times higher than the typical shales, and its 
porosity and permeability are very low. Consequently, it has the two main 
charactenstics o f  any rock which are perceived to reduce d rilling  rates: high strength and 
low permeability. Testing across this range o f  rocks should help distinguish which rock 
charactenstics contribute most to the slow dn lling  problem and insure that the 
characteristics contributinu to the cause are not missed.
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CHAPTER 7. LABORATORY DRILLING EXPERIMENTS
Hughes Christensen Company has provided the results o f  fu ll scale laboratory 
d rilling  experiments that relate to the slow d r illin g  shale problem for review in this 
study. The experiments demonstrate that the characteristic symptoms o f  the problem 
descnbed in Chapter 5 can be observed in laboratory dn lling  tests. Consequently, they 
provide a confirm ing link  between actual fie ld experience where the rock characteristics 
and actual cutting mechanisms are v irtua lly  unknown and the single cutter tests where 
these factors are carefully controlled.
7.1 PI RPOSE OF LAB DRILLING EXPERIMENTS
The orig ina l purpose o f  these fu ll scale lab d rilling  experiments was to evaluate 
alternative methods for reducing the severity o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem. For this 
study, the experiments w ill be used to exem plify the slow d rilling  shale problem in a 
controllable environment where the evidence o f  bit body balling and cutter balling can 
be observed. The characteristic symptoms o f  the simulated problem in the lab can then 
be compared to the characteristic symptoms o f  the problem in the field. The symptoms 
based on the mechanical specific energy and the force ratio can be quantified and related 
directly to the evidence o f  one or more o f  the hypothesized causes o f  the problem.
In addition, by showing that the slow d rillin g  shale problem exists in fu ll scale 
tab tests on an outcrop shale at high wellbore pressure, these tests confirm  that single 
cutter tests under s im ilar conditions should also exem plify the problem. Consequently, 
these tests can be used to demonstrate that the magnitude and the key symptoms o f  the 
problem can be reproduced in high pressure lab experiments.
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7.2 DESCRIPTION OF TESTS AND APPARl T l  S
These tests were performed in Hughes Christensen Company's fu ll scale, high 
pressure, d rilling  simulator described by Ledgerwood and Kelly '’" The simulator 
consists prim arily o f  a pressure vessel to contain a rock core under simulated wellbore 
conditions and a rotary d rilling  apparatus to rotate and advance the bit. The drilling  
apparatus is instrumented to record the forces on and the position o f  the bit. One aspect 
o f  these tests that differs from Held practice is that the forces on the bit to achieve a 
controlled penetration rate were measured, rather than measuring the penetration rate at a 
controlled weight-on-bit. Consequently, a relatively constant penetration rate at a 
constant weight-on-bit that would represent steady state performance in the fie ld is not 
always achieved.
The tests were performed on Catoosa shale cores, as described in the previous 
chapter. A  wellbore pressure o f  6.000 psi was used to approximate the high bottom-holc 
pressures encountered in deep, overpressured drilling . The d rilling  flu id  was a low- 
solids. slightly dispersed, water-based, m odified polymer mud. w ith a density o f  about 
13 ppg. In some o f  the tests, a "penetration rate enhancer”  was added to evaluate its 
effect on bit performance. The bits used were both 8.5 inch, lADC class M231. Hughes 
AR426. bladed PDC bits. One b it used standard PDC cutters, and the other used 
polished PDC cutters.
These tests were onginally performed to evaluate the relative impact o f  improved 
hydraulics, the penetration rate enhancer, and the polished cutters on b it performance in 
deep shales. As such, all o f  these factors were varied in the tests. A t selected intervals 
the test cell was opened and photographs taken o f  the condition o f  the b it, especially
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with respect to balling, and o f  any cuttings remaining in the cell. Additional details o f 
the test program are provided by Smith et a l" .
7.3 TESTRESI LTS
7.3.1 Evidence of the Problem in Tests on Catoosa Shale
The tests w ith standard cutters could not sustain an ROP o f  10 fph even with 
weight-on-bit exceeding 70,000 pounds when using a low level o f  hydraulics. Similarly, 
an ROP o f 20 fph could not be maintained even w ith  weight-on-bit exceeding 60.000 
pounds when using a high level o f  hydraulics. In both cases, the tests stalled due to the 
increasing weight-on-bit exceeding the machine lim its. Consequently, the slow ROP 
symptom is present.
The symptom o f  slower penetration rates m water-based mud than in oil-based 
mud cannot be evaluated directly from these tests. However, the penetration rate 
enhancer used in some tests was intended to give some o f  the benefits o f  oil-based mud. 
It did in fact reduce forces and a llow  steady-state penetration rates up to 20 fph with the 
standard cutter bit, at a field-practical weight-on-bit o f  about 22.000 pounds when 
combined with a high level o f  hydraulics. Consequently, there is an implied correlation 
to the symptom o f  higher penetration rates when oil-based mud is used.
Some o f the other slow drilling  shale symptoms are evident in or at least 
suggested by these tests. The lack o f  response to weight-on-bit in the tests w ith standard 
cutters and without the penetration rate enhancer is evident as weight-on-bit increases 
linearly at a constant ROP. Instances o f both e ffic ient and inefficient bit performance 
were observed in the same rock over the range o f  cutter types, flu id  types, and hydraulics 
used in these tests. W hile those three variables are usuallv fa irly  constant in the field.
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there is at least a loose correlation to the inconsistency frequently encountered in the 
fie ld  both between bit runs and w ith in  bit runs. Sensitivity to d rillin g  practices and 
compansons between PDC bit and ro lle r cone bit performance were not evaluated in 
these tests.
S im ilar tests performed by TerraTek”  for the DEA-90 project were done in a 
comparable high pressure test cell using Pierre shale. A lthough they cannot be directly 
correlated to Hughes' tests, they did demonstrate the symptoms relating to slow ROP. 
oil-based mud, and slower ROP w ith  PDC than w ith roller cone bits. Consequently, they 
reinforce the conclusion that the fie ld  problem can be reasonably reproduced in high 
pressure, lab d rilling  o f  outcrop shales.
Chapter 6 gave the justifica tion  for using outcrop shales, and Catoosa shale in 
particular, in lab experiments. This justifica tion is reinforced by Hughes' experiments. 
In particular, the specific energy required in the most et'ficient d rilling  in the lab tests 
was 32,000 to 48,000 psi. This is almost exactly the same range o f  specific energy 
required in efficient d rilling  in the shales in the field study area as shown on Figure 5.3 
Likewise, the specific energy required for the least efficient portions o f these tests was
211,000 to 232,000 psi. This range is well w ithin the range o f  specific energy measured 
during inefficient drilling  in the fie ld study area.
7.3.2 Characteristic Symptoms
The characteristic symptoms o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem are evident in the 
measurements o f  specific energy and force ratio during these lab tests o f  fu ll scale bit 
performance at Hughes Christensen. Appendix 8 is a summary o f  the tests and pertinent 
results. As noted in the previous section, the specific energies required for eft'ective and
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ineffective dn lling  in the lab are essentially the same as those measured in the field. 
Consequently, there is strong evidence that the conditions that caused ineffective d rilling  
in the lab are legitimate candidates for causing the problem in the field.
Test H provides an example o f  massive global balling covering the entire bit 
body as shown in Figure 7.1. It was conducted w ith the bit using standard cutters at a 
low level o f  hydraulics and w ithout an ROP enhancer in the d rilling  fluid. The specific 
energy required for this test was 232,000 psi. as shown in Table 7.1. This exceeded the 
energy required for marginally e ffic ien t d rilling  at twice as high an ROP. w h ile  using an 
ROP enhancer and a high level o f  hydraulics in test 1. by a factor o f about 2.7. This ratio 
is close to the average ratio o f  3.3 between inefficient and efficient d rilling  observed in 
the field examples. Likewise, the force ratio measured near the end o f the test H was 
0,26. This ratio is lower than measured in all but one o f  the seven fie ld  b it runs studied. 
However, it is a factor o f 3.4 lower than measured in test 1. This ratio o f  3.4 fo r effective 
versus inefTective force ratios w ith  the same bit is almost identical to the average o f 3 45 
observed w ith in  the bit runs in the field.
Figure 7.1: Massive Bit Body Balling Observed at the End of Test H
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Table 7.1: Characteristics of PDC Bit Performance in Catoosa Shale
ROP (fph) Specific Energy (psi) Force Ratio
Massively Balled 10 232,000 .256
M arginally 20 88,000 .887
Effective___________________________________________________________________
So. all o f  the quantitative characteristic symptoms o f  massive global balling in 
the lab are sim ilar to the fie ld symptoms o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem. Although 
the bit was not inspected visually at the completion o f  test G, it also exhibited sim ilar 
symptoms. It should be noted that forces in both test G and test H were continuing to 
increase despite ROP being constant. Therefore, steady state conditions, o f  constant 
weight-on-bit and torque at constant ROP. were not achieved in either test. 
Consequently, the force ratios, specific energies, ratios between efiective and inefiective 
performance, and maximum penetration rates to compare exactly to steady state 
conditions achieved in the fie ld were not measured. Nevertheless, these tests certainly 
support the hypothesis that balling can cause the symptoms observed in the slow d rilling  
shale problem in the field.
Test J provided the opportunity to consider the possible impact o f  cutter balling. 
It was terminated after d rilling  only about one inch due a leak in the mud system. When 
the bit was inspected, very heavy balling was observed on the cutters as shown in Figure 
7.2. It is also obvious that the global balling beginning to occur but was not yet massive.
Test J was conducted w ith  the bit using standard cutters at a low  level o f 
hydraulics and with an ROP enhancer in the d rilling  fluid. The specific energy required 
for this test was 136.000 psi. This exceeded the energy required for marginally effic ient 
drilling , at four times the ROP in test I, by a factor o f  about 1.5. This ratio is less than
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the average ratio o f  3.3 between inefficient and efficient d rilling  observed in tle ld  
examples.
Figure 7.2: Cutter Balling and Initiation of Global Balling at the End of Test J
The force ratio measured near the end o f  the test J was 0.32. This ratio is lower 
than measured in all but one o f the seven fie ld  bit runs studied. However, it is a factor o f  
2.7 lower than measured in test I This ratio o f  2.7 for efiective versus inefiective force 
ratios w ith the same bit is well w ith in the range o f  ratios between efiective and 
inefiective performance observed in the fie ld  bit runs.
A ll o f  the quantitative characteristic symptoms o f heavy cutter balling and the 
beginnings o f  global balling in the lab are sim ilar to the field symptoms o f  the slow 
dn lling  shale problem. It should be noted that forces in test J had not stabilized and 
therefore this test may not represent the steady state conditions that are observed in the 
field. In addition, the presence o f  the beginnings o f  global balling in test J and the 
likelihood that cutter balling had occurred in test H preclude a strong conclusion about 
which IS the more dominant cause o f inefiective bit performance. Conceptually, either 
could dominate. Specifically, dominance by cutter balling might s till result in the
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presence o f  global balling or global ba lling could dominate w ith cutter balling being only 
one o f  the mechanisms that contribute to it.
Test 1 exhibited symptoms the most like efficient d rilling  o f a ll o f  the four tests 
that used the bit with standard cutters. It was conducted w ith a high level o f  hydraulics 
and the penetration rate enhancing additive. Steady state conditions were achieved at all 
four ROP's attempted. The force ratio and specific energy measured at an ROP o f  20 fph 
were used as the basis for e ffic ien t d rillin g  in the preceding paragraphs. Based on the 
specific energy, truly e ffic ien t d rillin g  really only occurred at 5 fph. However, since we 
are interested in achieving e ffic ien t d r illin g  at ROP greater than 25 fph. the highest ROP 
example o f  reasonably e ffic ien t d rillin g  was used.
Tests B and F were performed using a b it w ith polished cutters. Test B was done 
at a high level o f  hydraulics w ithout the mud additive. Test F was done a low level o f  
hydraulics with the penetration rate enhancing additive in the mud. The bit was 
relatively clean at the end o f  both o f  these tests, see Figure 7.3. As is evident in Figures 
7 4 and 7.5. drilling was e ffic ien t at all four ROP's in these tests. Consequently, these 
tests provide force ratios and specific energies indicative o f  e ffic ien t d rillin g  with 
polished cutter bits.
Figure 7.3: Slight Cutter Balling and Lack of Global Balling at End of Test B
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Figure 7.5: Force Ratio vs. ROP for HCC Full Scale Drilling Simulations in
Catoosa Shale
The specific energy o f  32.000 to 48.000 psi required for efficient d rilling  in these 
tests is essentially the same as for efficient d rilling  in the field w ith polished cutter bits. 
The force ratios o f  0.99 to 1.62 recorded in these tests are lower than the force ratios
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measured during effective dn lling  in the field w ith polished cutter bits, and are generally 
in the range between efficient and inefficient performance. It should be noted that the 
force ratio increased with increasing ROP in these tests and that efficient d rillin g  in the 
fie ld was at a much higher ROP. Therefore, lab tests at a higher ROP may have revealed 
force ratios closer to those seen in the field. Unfortunately, the force ratios measured in 
these tests w ith  polished cutters are probably not directly comparable to the tests w ith 
standard cutters. As explained in Chapters 8 and 9. the cutter surface has a major 
influence on the force ratio.
Another interesting factor in these tests is the low weight-on-bit required even at 
the maximum ROP o f 20 fph. Test B required only about 4,000 pounds to d r ill at the 
same ROP. hydraulics, and mud conditions that test H stalled w ith at over 60.000 
pounds. The only difference m the test parameters was that the bit in test B used 
polished cutters. The substantial difference in performance between standard and 
polished cutter bits raises several issues. One question is why the polished cutter b it was 
more resistant to balling than the standard bit'.’ Figure 7.6 showing long. thin, ribbon­
like cuttings from another test w ith this same bit implies one possible explanation, that 
the cuttings have less tendency to accumulate on the bit face than on the bit with 
standard cutters. Another question is why the slow drilling  problem occurs to polished 
cutter bits in the field but was not observed in the lab. The high instantaneous ROP 
sometimes achieved in the fie ld and the low weight-on-bit required in the lab with 
polished cutter bits may provide an explanation. When drilling w ith a clean bit. ROP is 
frequently considered to be proportional to weight-on-bit. I f  so. a moderate weight-on- 
bit o f  16.000 pounds would give an instantaneous ROP o f 80 fph. and the volumetric rate
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o f  cuttings would quadruple. The increase in the rate o f  cuttings might be enough to 
initiate ballinu, ultimately reducina the ROP back to an inefficient level.
ê
Figure 7.6: Long Thin Cuttings Generated with Polished Cutters
7.4 S IM M A R N
The balling that occurred in these tests recreates both the key symptoms and the 
characteristic symptoms that were observed in field b it runs exemplifying the slow 
d rilling  shale problem. However, this match does not preclude phenomena other than 
balling from exhibiting the same symptoms. In particular, no comparisons were made in 
these tests between water-based mud and oil-based mud performance, no tests were 
made on strong siltstone. and no tests were performed at different confining pressures. 
In addition, the test that experienced severe cutter balling was also experiencing the 
beginnings o f  global balling, so it is hard to draw strong conclusions about the difference 
between cutter balling and global balling o f the bit body.
Nevertheless, these tests a llow  us to draw two important conclusions. First, 
global balling, and possibly severe cutter balling, are capable o f causing the symptoms
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observed in the Held. Therefore, there is good reason to continue suspecting balling as a 
cause o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem.
Second, the tests provide a strong basis for the desired link  between tle ld 
experience and lab tests. The lab test results demonstrated that the key symptoms and 
quantitative characteristic symptoms o f  the tleld problem could be reasonably 
reproduced in the lab. Theretbre. it is reasonable to assume that lab tests, where the 
specific causes that have been hypothesized can be reproduced, w ill have symptoms that 
correspond to the symptoms o f  the same causes in the tleld. Single cutter expenments 
have been performed w ith the specific intent o f  isolating the different possible causes o f  
the problem. Those tests are the subject o f  Chapter 8.
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CHAPTERS. SINGLE CUTTER EXPERIMENTS
8.1 PURPOSE OF SINGLE CUTTER EXPERIMENTS
The purpose o f  the single cutter expenments is to exemplify and study the slow 
d rillin g  shale problem by isolating the different possible causes o f  the problem. The 
effects o f  global balling, cutter balling, strong rocks, and high confining pressures can 
not only be observed, but for the most part, can also be distinguished from one another.
Consequently, the single cutter test results are the main experimental evidence 
for separating the symptoms o f the various possible causes o f  the problem. These tests 
also a llow  evaluation o f  the different effects o f  rock mineralogy, rock strength, wellbore 
pressure, d rilling  flu id, cutter back rake, cutter surface, chip breakers, and cutter standoff 
on the cutter forces and cuttings character. The tests measure axial (equivalent to 
weight-on-bit) and tangential (equivalent to torque) forces for comparison to weight-on- 
bit and torque measured in full scale laboratory and field tests. These measurements 
provide the basis for calculating the specific energy and force ratio during the tests.
The presence o f  the characteristic symptoms can be assessed, and quantitative 
symptoms based on the mechanical specific energy and the force ratio can be evaluated. 
The symptoms observed can then be related directly to the specific causal factor or 
factors present during the test. In addition, evidence o f the occurrence o f  some o f  the 
different possible causes, such as the different types o f balling, can be observed by the 
character o f  the cutting debris at the end o f  the tests. In the end. it should be possible to 
establish a line o f  ev idence from the symptoms in the field to the causes o f those same 
symptoms in the single cutter experiments.
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8.2 DESCRIPTION OF TESTS AND AFPAR.ATL S
Single cutter tests were performed using Hughes Christensen Company's single 
cutter test apparatus at their Diamond B it Research Facility in Salt Lake C ity. Utah. I 
personally defined the matrix o f  test conditions to be used and performed eighteen o f  the 
actual tests. In addition, I witnessed most o f  the remaining tests, which were performed 
by Je ff Lund and Greg Goodman o f  Hughes Christensen.
8.2.1 .Apparatus
The single cutter test apparatus is sim ilar to the one described by Z ijs ling"'. A 
photograph o f  the single cutter test apparatus is shown in Figure 8.1. It consists 
primarily o f  a pressure vessel to contain a rock sample under simulated wellbore 
conditions and a rotary drive mechanism to rotate and advance a single cutter into the 
rock.
Figure 8.1: Single Cutter Test Apparatus
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The test cell is filled  w ith pressurized flu id  to simulate conditions in the wellbore. 
The drive mechanism is instrumented to record the forces on and the position o f  the 
cutter. One aspect o f  these tests that differs from tle ld  practice is that the forces on the 
cutter to achieve a controlled advance or penetration rate were measured, rather than 
measuring the penetration rate at a controlled weight-on-bit. Another difference is that 
there is no flu id  circulation during the test. Hence, there are no hydraulic effects to clean 
the cutter or remove cuttings. A  schematic showing the operational concept o f  the 
apparatus is provided in  Figure 8.2.
Transducers 
@  &
?Tî
W ellbore
: Dnveshaft
Shale
StedtflfwdllËr
Figure 8.2: Schematic of Single Cutter Test Apparatus
Single cutter tests were made w ith two fundamentally different cutter holders to 
distinguish the effect o f  cutter balling from global balling. The standard holder 
cantilevers the cutter away from the driveshafl and lim its  balling effects to cutter and 
bottom-hole balling, see Figure 8.3.
A new holder was designed for this project, which positions the cutter in a 
simulated bit face w ith  about 0.34 inches o f standoff by adding an interference plate over 
the cutter. Consequently, it allows global balling to occur between the bit face and the
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rock. Figure 8.4 is a photograph showing the cutter protruding from the interference 
plate. I proposed the concept o f  using an interference plate in this manner to Amoco and 
Hughes Christensen at a jo in t project review at the Woodlands. Texas on March 21. 
1997. 1 subsequently determined a minimum size for the plate, and Rob Galloway, now 
w ith U.S. Synthetic Corporation, designed the plate for Hughes Christensen.
r.
Figure 8.3: Cantilevered Cutter Holder
Figure 8.4: Cutter Holder Simulating Bit Face
Another adaptation o f  the basic single cutter test was the installation o f  a “ chip 
breaker" above the cutter for some tests. A chip breaker is a protrusion above the face o f
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a cutting tool that is intended to push the cuttings away from the tool and to break them 
into shorter lengths. Chip breakers are being bu ilt into the faces o f  some bladed PDC 
bits w ith the intent o f  m inim izing the accumulation o f  large cuttings on the face o f the 
bits. The chip breaker fitting  for these tests was conceived by m yself and JetT Lund, 
who designed the actual fitting. A photograph o f  the fitting, installed on the standard 
cutter holder, is shown in Figure 8.5. The chip breaker is just above the cutter, where the 
arrow is pointing in the photograph. The photograph shows that the intended effect o f  
the chip breaker was apparently achieved. The cutting had apparently run into the chip 
breaker and broken near the crest o f  the chip breaker.
Figure 8.5: Chip Breaker on Cutter Holder for Single Cutter Test 
8.2.2 -Methodology
I defined the matrix o f  tests to be performed to allow differentiation between the 
various possible causes o f  the slow drilling  shale problem. The matrix was intended to 
investigate global balling, cutter balling, rock strengthening due to confin ing pressure, 
and high strength rocks as the possible causes o f the slow d rillin g  shale problem.
The cutter holder w ith  the interference plate was designed specifically to evaluate 
the global balling hypothesis. Cheatham and Danie ls’ performed the only other single 
cutter tests that reported the occurrence o f balling that was s im ila r to global balling. The 
ueometrv o f  their cutter holder resulted in a small area o f  the holder extending about
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one-half inch in front o f  the cutter where a ball could accumulate. They called the 
accumulations that they observed "clogging." The new cutter holder and interference 
plate allows balling to occur over a larger area than the cutter holder used by Cheatham 
and Daniels. Consequently, the new design is intended to a llow  global balling to lim it 
the maximum depth o f cut achievable, equivalent to a slow ROP, i f  global balling 
occurs. Cheatham and Daniels did not observe any lim ita tion  o f  depth o f  cut resulting 
from "clogging," probably because the area on their holder was too small to trap a large 
ball between the rock and the holder.
The standard cutter holder was used to evaluate and dilTerentiate the other three 
hypothesized causes, as well as to observe indications that other factors m ight be 
contributing to the problem. These tests were performed on three ditTerent rocks that 
represent the range o f characteristics o f  the problem shales in the field. Consequently, 
the possibility that ditTerent shales contribute to the problem in ditTerent ways can be 
considered as well.
Both the measured forces, and the ability to determine the presence o f a cutter 
ball at the end o f  a test, support the evaluation o f cutter balling as a possible cause o f  the 
problem. A  strong siltstone was tested to evaluate the symptoms resulting from strong 
rocks w ith in  shale intervals. Finally, tests were performed over a range o f  confining 
pressures to assess confining pressure efiects as the cause o f  the problem. Although the 
effects o f  rock strengthening due to confin ing pressure cannot be tota lly separated from 
cutter or bottom balling effects in these tests, the impact o f  changing the wellbore 
pressure can be tested. I f  evidence o f  balling is found to be absent, then the effect o f  
confining pressure can be implied as well.
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The occurrence o f  the other possible causes o f the slow d rillin g  shale problem 
should also be observable in the single cutter tests. The presence o f  cuttings or fine 
debris w ith in  the groove made by the cutter could be observed as an indication o f  the 
occurrence o f  chip hold-down or bottom balling, respectively. S im ilarly, i f  slow  d rilling  
shale symptoms are not present except when one or more o f  these possible causes is 
present, it can be concluded that plasticity o f  the rock itse lf is unlike ly to be the cause o f  
the problem. Therefore, single cutter testing potentially allows evaluation o f  all o f  the 
alternative hypotheses that have been identified herein, as well as the primaiy 
hypothesis.
The influence o f other factors on test results was also evaluated. Some factors 
were controlled to try to reproduce the effects observed in the field. Both water and 
mineral o il were used as the "d r illin g  flu id "  in the test cell, so that the symptomatic 
difference in performance between these two flu ids could be reproduced. Tests were 
also performed at two or more depths o f  cut to represent penetration rates equivalent to 
both effic ient and inefficient d rilling . The m ajority o f  tests have been performed at 
0 .011 inch and 0 075 inch depths o f  cut and 273 rpm. As described in the fo llow ing 
paragraphs, these respective cut depths were selected specifically to represent effective 
and inefTective penetration rates. A lm ost all previous research using a single cutter 
apparatus^’ has been done at shallow depths o f  cut. Cheatam and Daniels^’ did 
perform tests at high depths o f  cut, but only in an oil-based flu id  at a moderate pressure,
2,000 psi, and at a slow cutter speed o f  0.78 inch/second. Therefore, the use o f  the 0.075 
inch depth o f  cut to represent efiective d rilling  provides a new opportunity to draw- 
realistic conclusions about how effective performance might be achieved in the field.
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Based on inspection o f  the design drawings for two AR-554 bladed bits, a typical 
cutter removes rock in a path averaging about 80-85 percent o f  its diameter. The cutters 
for the single cutter tests were trimmed to a w idth o f  0.370 inch, or about 70 percent o f 
their original diameter. Therefore, the fo llow ing calculations are based on the cutter 
removing its actual trimmed w idth when calculating an equivalent penetration rate. A ll 
o f  the cutters, except tests numbered 7052 and 7061, had a standard bevel o f  45 degrees 
on the perimeter o f  the face that was 0.010 inch wide.
The 0.011 inch depth o f  cut gives an actual penetration rate o f  15 fph at 273 rpm 
in the test cell. Sim ilarly, the 0.075 inch depth o f  cut results in an actual penetration rate 
o f 102 fph. However, when these are scaled up to the diameter o f  cut required by the 
average cutter on a fu ll size bit. the equivalent ROP at the same cutter velocity is lower. 
The average cutter is assumed to be located at the radius on the bit where ha lf o f  the 
bottom-hole area is inside the radius and ha lf is outside. The 0.011 inch depth o f cut is 
equivalent to d rilling  at a slow ROP o f  about 7 fph at 127 rpm w ith an 8.5 inch bit or 
about 5.3 fph at 95 rpm with a 12.25 inch bit. The 0.075 inch depth o f  cut was selected 
to correspond to a high ROP o f  about 48 fph at 127 rpm w ith an 8.5 inch bit or 36 fph at 
95 rpm w ith a 12.25 inch bit. By any o f these measures, the 0.011 inch depth o f cut 
represents slow drilling. Likewise, the 0.075 inch depth o f  cut is greater than or equal to 
the average penetration rates achieved in the fie ld  w ith  oil-based muds and bladed PDC 
bits and therefore represents effective bit performance.
Other parameters that can influence PDC b it performance were also evaluated. 
Cutter back rake and the finish o f  the cutter surface were varied to assess the effect on bit 
performance at high penetration rates. Low cutter back rakes and polished cutters were
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shown to cause lower cutter forces in previous tests'‘ at shallow depths o f cut. The 
saturation o f the Catoosa shale samples was also varied to assess the effect o f saturation 
on test results. Catoosa shale is naturally undersaturated, and most tests conducted in 
this and previous studies were performed on undersaturated samples. However, deep 
shales that cause the slow d rilling  shale problem are fu lly  saturated. Therefore several 
Catoosa samples were resaturated at TerraTek. so that the effect o f  saturation on test 
results could be assessed.
Preparation tor a test involved mounting a 3.5 inch diameter rock sample in a 
sample holder as shown in Figure 8.6. The sample is held in the holder w ith  epoxy. The 
sample was then faced w ith a lathe to a thickness o f  about one-eighth inch greater than 
the holder. The mounted sample was placed between damp towels and sealed in a 
plastic bag until the test was performed.
I
Figure 8.6: Rock Sample in Holder for Single Cutter .Apparatus
Preparation for a test continued by placing the holder in a mounting assembly and 
sealing the assembly and the sample holder with a sleeve. The entire assembly was then 
placed in the pressure vessel, see Figure 8.7. The vessel was slid under the drive 
mechanism and the cell head installed. The vessel was then filled w ith  the drilling  fluid.
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either water w ith 5 percent coolant in solution or mineral o il, and the pressure increased 
to the simulated we 11 bore pressure.
Figure 8.7: Single Cutter Pressure Vessel
The test parameters for wellbore pressure, depth o f cut per revolution, total axial 
cutter travel, rotary speed, and load lim its  were loaded to a control file. Outputs from  the 
sensors for axial force, tangential force, rotary speed, and axial cutter position were 
routed to both a plotter and a data collection routine. The control file  was then initiated, 
and the test conducted under computer control. A fte r the total depth o f cut was reached, 
the cutter stopped advancing automatically, and the test was terminated manually. The 
data and test description files were downloaded. Pressure was bled o f f  o f  the cell, and 
most o f  the d rilling  flu id drained. The test cell was opened, and the remaining flu id  
vacuumed out. Photographs were taken o f  the cutter and any balling on it, the cuttings 
themselves, the groove cut by the cutter, and any global balling. Any balls present and 
representative cuttings were measured and described. In some tests, a small sample o f  
cuttings were weighed, dried, and weighed again to determine their water content.
The data file from each test was processed into a form with recorded variables 
indexed versus time. The processed f ile  was then opened and entered into an Excel 
spreadsheet. The test conditions were entered manually. Specific energy and force ratio
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were calculated for each data point. The formulas used to calculate specific energ\ and 
force ratio for these tests are shown below
Axial Force Tangential Force
Es = ----------------   1-
71 Diameter o f  Path x Width o f  PDC Depth o f  Cut x Width o f  PDC  
_ Tangential Force
Rf —---------------------------------
Axial Force
The data was inspected to determine when the cutter actually engaged the rock. 
Knowing the rotary speed and depth o f  cut. it was possible to determine the times when a 
fu ll depth o f  cut was reached and a consistent cut cross section was being made. These 
points are labeled on the data for a typical test at 0.075 inch depth o f  cut shown in Figure 
8.8. The data at the end o f  the period o f a consistent cut was used to determine the 
average forces, specific energy, and force ratio recorded in the data tables. For the 0.075 
inch depth o f  cut. the last fu ll revolution was usually selected. A t 0.011 inch depth, there 
were usually m ultip le  revolutions at a consistent cut, and data from the last five full 
revolutions were used to determine averages.
The purpose o f  using data from intervals w ith  a consistent cross section o f  cut 
was to use data from as near to steady state cutting conditions as possible. The value o f 
using data from one or multiples o f fu ll revolutions was to measure data from the entire 
sample being cut. This should maximize the probability that the data is representative o f 
the sample and not skewed by any discontinuities or variations in the sample.
The tests that encountered global balling did not achieve steady state forces. In 
these cases, the forces and calculated parameters were determined using a representative 
interval leading up to the end o f  the test. This was as much as three revolutions fo r a low
1 1 1
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depth o f cut. and as little  as one-tenth o f a revolution at a high depth o f  cut when forces 
were increasing rapidly.
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST «705SB IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 pal. .075* doc, 273 rpm. wl 10° bacluaka podslied cutter, In water
Tangential Force
Consistent Cut 
Cross Section 
AcTiieved
Last Full Revolution 
used for Averages
Anal Advance Stops. 
Depth of Cut Decrasing
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\
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Figure 8.8: Example Force Data from a Single Cutter Test, #70588
A summary o f  the average results from each test is presented in Appendix 9. 
Appendix 10 includes the plots o f  the forces, specific energy, and force ratio for each 
test. Appendix 11 is a collection o f photographs showing the cutter ball, global balling, 
representative cuttings, and an overall view o f the sample and cuttings at the end o f each 
test.
8.3 TEST RESULTS
8.3.1 Confining Pressure Hypothesis
B it performance, especially rate o f penetration, is widely acknowledged to be 
influenced by confin ing pressure. As described earlier, the effective confin ing pressure 
on impermeable rocks, like shale, can be the total wellbore pressure. Deep,
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oveqDressured shales are most commonly drilled w ith mud weights that overbalance the 
pore pressure. Consequently, deep, overpressured shales are typ ica lly drilled w ith high 
wellbore pressures. The wellbore pressures encountered in the fie ld  examples in Chapter 
5 range from about 7,000 psi to 15,000 psi. These pressures are substantially higher than 
would be encountered in normally pressured wells even up to depths o f  10,000 feet. 
Therefore, the effect o f  wellbore pressure on penetration rate is a reasonable alternative 
hypothesis for the cause o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem in deep, overpressured shales.
Figure 8.9 and Table 8.1 compare the specific energy required to d rill Catoosa 
shale, at a 0.075 inch depth o f  cut using a polished cutter set at a 10 degree back rake in 
water, w ith  the shear strength o f  Catoosa shale measured w ith triaxia l tests. The specific 
energy. Es. increases almost linearly w ith  wellbore pressure as expected. Likewise the 
shear strength, Tf, o f the shale is an almost linear function o f  the confin ing stress on the 
shale. However, the calculated specific energy is much higher than the shear strength 
and increases more rapidly. The increase in specific energy reflects the effect o f 
wellbore pressure on bit performance and supports the hypothesis that this is the cause o f 
the slow d rilling  shale problem.
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Figure 8.9: Confining Pressure Effect on Catoosa Shale
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Table 8.1: Effect of Wellbore Pressure on Single Cutter Tests in Catoosa Shale
Test Result Test 7058F Test 7058E Test 7058D : Test 705 8C
: Cell Pressure 300 psi 1,000 psi 3,000 psi I  6,000 psi
; Ave. A x Force 211 lbs. 277 lbs. 460 lbs. 1 239 lbs.
Ave. Tan Force 180 lbs. 258 lbs. 481 lbs. ■ 643 lbs.
1 Specific Energy 6,600 psi 9,400 psi 17,500 psi Î 23,300 psi
1 Force Ratio .85 .93 1.04 2.69
Cutting Thick <125 in. .125 in. .125 in. .19 in.
Cutting Length 1 -  2 in. .5 -  2.5 in. 1 -  3 in. 1 <3 in.
; Cutting Long, very soft. Long, very soft. Long, very soft. Long, soft.
Consistency watery cuttings 
&  small chips 
&  grit
wet, mushy 
cuttings &  hard 
small chips
wet, almost 
watery
i  plastic
Cutter Ball None on cutter .25 X .5 in. .25 X .375 in. .5 X .5 in.
The two key symptoms o f  the problem identified in Chapter 2 are slow 
penetration rates (< 25 fph) and slower penetration rates when d rilling  w ith water-based 
mud than when d rilling  with oil-based mud. Neither o f  these is clearly evident in these 
tests. A  penetration rate equivalent to 48 fph w ith  an 8.5 inch b it was achieved d rilling  
in water w ith an axial force equivalent to about 3.400 pounds weight-on-bit. As shown 
in Table 8.2. d rillin g  at the same rate in mineral o il actually required more weight-on-bit 
but less torque.
Table 8.2: Effect of Fluid Type on Single Cutter Tests in Catoosa Shale with
Polished Cutters
l est Result Test 7058B in Water l est 7058L in M ineral O il
Average A xia l Force 277 lbs. 584 lbs.
Average Tangential Force 846 lbs. 625 lbs.
Specific Energy 30,600 psi 22,700 psi
Force Ratio 3.06 1.07
Typical Cuttings Thickness 0.19- 25 in 0.17 in.
Typical Cuttings Length 1 -  2.5 in. 1-3 in.
Typical Cuttings Firm but not s tiff, jagged. Long, brittle ,s lightly jagged
Consistency plastic “ b locks" w / some ribbons &  some irregular
small chips debris
Cutter Ball .25 X .375 in. None
Cuttings Photograph Figure 8.29 Figure 8.33
14
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The symptom o f  insensitivity to operating parameters, especially weight-on-bit. 
was not rigorously tested. However, the 48 fph equivalent penetration rate required a 
small increase in weight-on-bit, so a lack o f  responsiveness was not evident.
The characteristic quantitative symptoms o f the problem were not evident either. 
Figure 8.10 provides a visual comparison between the single cutter tests and both 
effective and ineffective fie ld  performance. The specific energy in the test w ith water 
was higher than w ith o il, but it was only about 30.000 psi. This is even less than the 
51.400 psi average energy required for effic ient drilling  in the field. M ore importantly, it 
is almost identical to the im plied specific energy calculated based on the correlation to 
acoustic travel time in Chapter 5.
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of Polished Single Cutter Tests in Catoosa Shale at 9,000
psi to Field Symptoms
Based on measurements by Amoco, the acoustic travel tim e fo r a vertical sample 
o f  Catoosa shale at 1,000 psi confin ing pressure is 114 microseconds per foot. The
1.000 psi pressure is used because the typical in-si tu effective overburden pressure, 
which would influence the sonic log in the deep Matagorda Island formations, is about
1.000 psi. The im plied specific energy for a field shale is 31.500 psi, which is almost
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identical to the measured specific energv in the single cutter test in Catoosa shale. 
Consequently, the high wellbore pressure is not preventing effective d rilling . Likewise, 
the force ratio w ith water was about 3. which is the same as for effective d rillin g  in the 
field.
There are some differences between the water and mineral oil tests, but they are 
not representative o f the symptoms o f  ineffective drilling w ith water-based mud. For 
example, the force ratio using o il is much lower than when d rilling  w ith  water. 
Therefore, it is more like the result expected for inefficient d rilling  than for effic ient 
drilling. The common diagnosis o f  a low force ratio is balling, as recounted previously. 
However, there was no evidence o f  balling in this test. Rather, the low  force ratio is 
apparently the result o f increased friction on the face o f the polished cutter when using 
oil. Both the low force ratio and the high fric tion are unexpected, but are seen in other 
single cutter tests and implied by the higher friction coefficients measured in the direct 
shear tests on polished cutters in mineral o il described in the next chapter.
8.3.2 Strong Rock Hypothesis
Single cutter tests in the T w in  Creeks siltstone were performed to evaluate the 
alternate hypothesis that the slow d rilling  shale problem is caused prim arily  by strong 
intervals w ith in deep shales. Four tests were performed w ith a polished cutter set at 10 
degrees back rake, drilling in water. The first was primarily intended to provide a 
baseline and verify that such a strong rock could be drilled w ith in the lim its  o f  the test 
apparatus. A shallow depth o f cut at a low wellbore pressure was used. The remaining 
three tests were performed at 9,000 psi wellbore pressure and a range o f  depths o f  cut. 
These tests are summarized in Table 8.3.
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Table 8.3: Single Cutter Tests in Twin Creeks Siltstone
Test Result Test 70581 Test 7058Q Test 7058U
Depth o f  Cut .011 in. .033 in. .075 in.
Average A x ia l Force 786 lbs. 926 lbs. 1,387 lbs.
Average Tangential Force 368 lbs. 863 lbs. ! 1,540 lbs.
Specific Energy 90,600 psi 71,000 psi 55,900 psi
Force Ratio .467 .932 1.11
Typical Cuttings Not applicable Not measured .06 in.
Thickness
Typical Cuttings Length Not applicable < 25 in. < 1 .0  in.
Typical Cuttings M ostly fine grit w. Small chips and Ribbons, grit, &
Consistencv : slightly clayey feel : grit, not muddy clumps, not
&  a few small or soft sticky, all w ill
chips crumble to grit
Cutter Ball None None None
The three depths o f cut used simulate 7. 21, and 48 fph penetration rates w ith  an 
8.5 inch bit. The specific energv and force ratio measured at the 7 fph equivalent ROP 
were qualitatively sim ilar to ineffective bit performance in the held as shown in Figure 
8.11. However, unlike the field symptoms o f inability  to d rill at higher penetration rates 
and o f  lack o f response to weight-on-bit, the siltstone was drilled more efficiently and at 
a higher penetration rate with increased axial force or weight-on-bit.
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Figure 8.11: Comparison of Single Cutter Tests in Siltstone to Field Symptoms
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The few examples that were found o f field b it performance in a consistent 
siltstone required a higher specific energy and force ratio than d rilling  at the same 
penetration rate in the single cutter test on Tw in  Creeks siltstone, as shown in Figure 
8.12. The higher specific energy for the fie ld  siltstone is expected given that its strength 
is higher than the Tw in  Creeks siltstone, as documented in Chapter 6. The cause o f  the 
lower force ratio has not been determined. This symptom does correspond to the slow 
d rillin g  shale symptom, but the force ratio in siltstone in the fie ld  was also relatively low. 
Consequently, the comparison demonstrates that the single cutter tests in siltstone gave 
results that are qualitatively sim ilar to fie ld  experience at the same penetration rate and 
therefore reinforce the va lid ity  o f  using single cutter tests for diagnosing fie ld  problems.
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Figure 8.12: Comparison of Field Performance and Single Cutter Tests in Siltstone
The ab ility  to achieve a 48 fph equivalent steady state rate o f  penetration in the 
single cutter test was unexpected. It apparently resulted from improved effic iency at a 
deeper depth o f  cut, as reflected by the decrease in specific energy in Figure 8.12. This 
confirms the feasibility o f  achieving a high penetration rate in very strong, impermeable, 
fine grained rock. The forces to achieve this penetration rate were high and exhibited a 
large amplitude, high frequency component, i.e. a chatter, as seen in Figure 8.13. This
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contrasts w ith the steadier force levels observed when d rillin g  Catoosa shale. This 
chatter m ight be helpful in identifying hard streaks in the field. I f  so, it could potentially 
help improve overall bit performance by a llow ing the d rille r to distinguish between the 
onset o f  balling and encountering a hard formation. I f  this difference can be identified, 
the d rille r would know whether to increase or decrease weight-on-bit when slow 
penetration rates are encountered.
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Figure 8.13: Data Record from Single Cutter Experiment 70581 Showing Large,
Rapid Variation in Loads
These single cutter tests provided evidence to reject the hypothesis that strong 
rocks cause the slow d rilling  shale problem. Although the characteristic symptoms o f 
ineffective d rilling  can be simulated in single cutter tests at low  depths o f cut, the single 
cutter tests at deeper depths o f cut are more relevant. The tests simulating a 21 fph 
equivalent ROP are more representative o f  the siltstone performance in the field. In
19
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addition, this test and the one at 48 fph equivalent ROP demonstrate that d rilling  in 
siltstones at an effective ROP is possible and that ROP is responsive to weight-on-bit in 
strong rocks. Therefore, the high depth o f  cut siltstone tests are counter-indicative o f 
two o f  the basic symptoms o f  the problem. A  test was not performed in mineral oil: 
therefore, the symptom o f  poorer performance in water-base mud cannot be evaluated. 
However, based on published work by other authors'’^ , performance in fine-grained, non­
clay-rich rocks is usually better in water-based mud.
The average axial force required for the 48 fph equivalent ROP was equal to 
about 16,000 pounds weight on an 8.5 inch bit, which is neither impractical nor 
excessive. Consequently, strong siltstones in the fie ld should be able to be drilled at an 
effective ROP. Given that the low  force ratio is the only symptom that is close to the 
symptoms o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem, strong siltstones are rejected as the 
explanation for the problem.
8.3.3 Cutter Balling Hypothesis
Cutter balling has been suggested as a like ly cause o f  the slow drilling  shale 
problem by several authors’'* ' ’^ As noted in Chapter 7. it has been d ifficu lt to 
distinguish the effects o f  cutter balling from those o f  global or massive balling in fu ll 
scale tests. The design o f  the regular cutter holder for the single cutter tests precludes 
global balling. Therefore, the effects o f  cutter balling can be observed separately from 
global balling in single cutter tests w ith the regular holder.
Cutter balling, as shown in Figure 8.14, was observed at the end o f  a number o f 
tests. It was most severe for the tests conducted at high pressures in water w ith standard 
cutters, as confirmed by comparing cutter ball size in Table 8.2 and Table 8.4.
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Consequently, the single cutter tests in Catoosa shale w ith standard cutters are useful in 
evaluating the alternate hypothesis that the slow d rilling  shale problem is caused 
prim arily by cutter balling.
Figure 8.14: Cutter Ball Observed at End of Test #7059A
Table 8.4: Effect of Fluid Type on Single Cutter Tests in Catoosa Shale with
Standard Cutters
Test Result Test 706GB Test 7060A Test 7060D
Depth o f Cut .011 in. .075 in. .075 in.
Fluid Type Water Water M ineral O il
Average A.xial Force 606 lbs. 2.188 lbs. 1,473 lbs.
Average Tangential Force 311 lbs. 1.575 lbs. 1.073 lbs.
Specific Energy 77.000 psi 57,600 psi 39.100 psi
Force Ratio .51 ,72 .73
Typical Cuttings Thickness 125- .313 in. .5 in Not recorded.
Typical Cuttings Length I -  2 in. 1 - 2 in. < 1.0 in.
Typical Cuttings Slightly stiff. S lightly s t if f Brittle,
Consistency sticky, plastic plastic cuttings irregular.
cuttings w ith some hard 
chips
clumpy cuttings
Cutter Ball .625 X .688 in. 
Not on cutter
.625 X .875 in. 
Not on cutter
None
Cuttings Photograph Appendix 11 Figure 8.17 Figure 8.18
Four tests were performed w ith a standard cutter set at a 10 degree back rake, two 
in water and two in mineral oil. Figure 8.15 is a photograph o f  the standard cutter
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comparing it to a polished cutter. Note that the reflection o f the overhead lights is v isible 
on the face o f  the polished cutter but not the standard cutter. The polished cutter has a 
surface fin ish o f  approximately 1 m icroinch versus a roughness o f  20 to 40 microinches 
on a standard cutter. A ll tests were performed at 9,000 psi wellbore pressure. The two 
tests in water used 0.011 and 0.075 inch depths o f  cut. The two tests in oil were 
duplicates, at 0.075 inch depth o f  cut.
Figure 8.15: Photograph Comparing Polished and Standard PDC Cutters
The specific energy and force ratio measured at the 7 fph equivalent ROP are 
roughly indicative o f ineffective b it performance. Considering that 7 fph is ineffective 
and that the depth o f  cut is being achieved on the bevel o f  the cutter, this is expected. 
The low force ratio could be concluded to be indicative o f  the slow drilling  shale 
problem, but it is more like ly just the result o f  the test being constrained to a 7 fph rate.
Likewise even at a high depth o f  cut, the force ratio is lower than the average 
inefTective force ratio in the field, and the specific energy is s lightly  higher than for 
effective fie ld  performance. So cutter balling would seem to contribute to less effective 
bit performance. However, neither o f  the two key symptoms is strongly suggested by 
these tests. A  penetration rate equivalent to 48 fph w ith an 8.5 inch b it was achieved 
d rillin g  in water with an axial force equivalent to about 25,000 pounds weight-on-bit.
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W hile this would be considered high for this size bladed bit. it is an achievable weight. 
S ignificantly, the weight-on-bit that was required for the same penetration rate in mineral 
o il was only 33 percent lower. Given the three to one ratio in average penetration rate 
between d rillin g  w ith  oil-based and water-based muds in the field, it is unlikely that such 
a large difference is related to the effect o f  cutter balling.
The symptom o f  insensitivity to operating parameters, especially weight-on-bit, 
was also apparently absent. A lthough only two penetration rates were tested. Table 8.4 
shows that the increase in axial load for the increased depth o f cut was significant. This 
implies that penetration rate is responsive to increased weight-on-bit in the presence o f 
cutter balling.
The characteristic quantitative symptoms o f  the problems were not really 
commensurate w ith  those for the problem in the fie ld either. Figure 8.16 provides a 
visual comparison between the single cutter tests in oil and water and both effective and 
ineffective fie ld performance. The specific energy in the single cutter test w ith  water 
was about 58.000 psi. This is almost double the energy required w ith a polished cutter 
Therefore, the cutter surface defin ite ly influences drilling  efficiency. However, 
ineffective performance in the fie ld required nearly four times the specific energy that 
effective d rillin g  required. So this symptom is not as severe as the fie ld  symptom. 
Likewise, the specific energy in water was only about 50 percent more than that required 
w ith  the same cutter in mineral oil. So, the distinction between water-based and o il- 
based d rillin g  flu id  is not as large as in the field.
The single cutter force ratio was much less than that measured for effective 
d rillin a  in the field and was even lower than for ineffective drillinu. However, there was
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little  difference between the force ratios measured in o il and in water. So. as seen in 
Figure 8.16, the quantitative differences between the tests in mineral o il and water were 
relatively small and very unlike the field differences between effective and ineffective 
drilling. In summary, unlike the field symptoms o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem, the 
standard cutters drilled more efficiently and at a higher penetration rate w ith increased 
axial force or weight-on-bit despite the presence o f cutter balling.
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Figure 8.16: Comparison of the Effect of Cutter Balling on Standard PDC Cutters
to Field Performance
fh e  mineral o il did suppress cutter balling in these and other single cutter tests, 
as noted by the lack o f  cutter balling indicated w ith mineral oil in fab les 8.2 and 8.4. It 
also resulted in cuttings that were significantly different; smaller, harder, and more 
brittle, as seen when comparing Figures 8.17 and 8.18. These differences do not justify  
cutter balling as the cause o f the slow d rilling  shale problem. However, the smaller, 
harder cuttings generated in an oil environment would seem to be much less likely to 
cause global balling, which has not yet been eliminated as a cause o f  the slow drilling  
shale problem.
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Figure 8.17; Smooth, Biocky Cuttings from 0.075 Inch Depth of Cut with a 
Standard PDC in Water, Test #7060A (Scale is in Centimeters)
Figure 8.18: Irregular, Brittle, Clumpy Cuttings from 0.075 Inch Depth of Cut 
with a Standard PDC in Mineral Oil, Test #7060D
8.3.4 Global Balling Hypothesis
Global or massive balling o f  the face and junk slots o f  a bit, as was shown in 
Figures 2.2 and 7.1, is w idely recognized as a cause o f poor b it performance in shale in
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general. Although it has almost never been observed directly in deep drilling , it has been 
proposed as the cause o f  the slow d rillin g  shale problem. Consequently, a scheme was 
devised to use the single cutter apparatus to test the hypothesis that global balling is the 
cause o f  the problem.
A special cutter holder w ith an interference plate, shown in Figure 8.4. was 
designed for these tests to simulate the geometry o f  a body-set PDC bit w ith  low cutter 
standolT. These bits have proven to be the most susceptible to balling in the field. The 
interference plate simulates the bit body so that i f  a ball accumulates in front o f the 
cutter, the bail itse lf can transfer load from the plate to the rock. The intent was to study 
the impact o f  global balling on bit performance and to compare that impact to the 
symptoms and characteristics o f  the slow drilling  shale problem.
A total o f  ten tests have been performed using the interference plate. These tests 
all begin w ith the number 7074. Seven tests were performed on Catoosa shale samples, 
three w ith water, three w ith mineral o il. and one w ith  a mixture. The test w ith  a mixture 
was unintentional and occurred when the water was not completely displaced from the 
cell when switching to mineral oil. A ll o f  the tests were conducted at 9.000 psi wellbore 
pressure and used a polished cutter set at a 10 degree back rake. Three depths o f cut 
were attempted w ith each d rilling  flu id. The 0.011 and 0.075 inch depths o f cut were 
supplemented w ith a 0.006 inch cut to simulate d rilling  at about 4 fph w ith  an 8.5 inch 
bit.
Each test was performed w ith the controls set to advance the cutter to achieve the 
specified depth o f  cut. For all o f  the tests that were conducted in water, global balling 
occurred, as evidenced by cuttings jam m ing between the interference plate and the rock
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sample. This resulted in the axial force required to maintain the depth o f cut steadily 
increasing as seen in Figure 8.19. Consequently, it was impossible to achieve 
sustainable performance even at the lowest attempted depth o f  cut, equivalent to a 
penetration rate o f  4 fph. This is equivalent to applying increasingly more weight-on-bit 
in the fie ld w ithout achieving any increase in penetration rate, which is exactly one o f 
the symptoms o f  the slow drilling  shale problem.
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST ifT074K  IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .006" doc. 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter on Interference plate, in water
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Figure 8.19: Forces for Single Cutter Test at 4 fph in Water with Interference Plate
The severity o f the effect o f this balling was worse than expected. An equivalent 
penetration rate o f  4 fph is much lower than the 10 to 12 fph rate that is a key symptom 
o f the slow d rilling  shale problem. However, the average penetration rate in the field 
using body set and ribbed PDC bit runs in water-based muds was less than 8 fph in my 
previous s tudy\ The cutter standoff using the interference plate is even less than for
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these bits, and there is no flowTate in the single cutter test to help clean the cutter. So, it 
is logical that the single cutter mounted on the interference plate is even more sensitive 
to balling than low cutter standoff bits. In any event, global balling is the only 
hvpothesized cause for the slow drilling  shale problem that prevents steady state 
penetration rates in the single cutter tests that exceed the inefTective penetration rates 
experienced in the field. Therefore, it clearly satisfies the key symptom o f low 
penetration rate.
The ball that caused these symptoms is shown in Figure 8.20. It was extruded 
along and well beyond the sides o f the cutter path to give a total contact area between the 
ball and the rock o f  roughly 1 square inch. Given that the axial load approaching the 
preset machine lim it o f  2.000 pounds halted the test, the ball clearly caused drilling  to 
stall. The maximum recorded axial load o f  approximately 1,800 pounds was being 
carried almost solely by the ball, because only 213 pounds were required to d rill at 7 fph 
without the interference plate. This implies that the compressive stress carried by the 
ball when the test stalled was about 1.600 psi.
Figure 8.20: Global Balling in Water at 4 fph. Test #7074K
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The key symptom o f  better pertbrmance w ith oil-based d rillin g  flu id  is also 
evident when comparing the single cutter tests in water to those in mineral o il. Tests at 
both the 0.006 and 0.011 inch depths o f  cut in mineral o il were conducted at steady state 
forces much lower than the peak forces observed in the tests in water. Figure 8.21 shows 
the record o f  these forces d rillin g  at an equivalent penetration rate o f  7 fph.
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70741 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .011 "doc. 273 rpm. w/10° backrake polished cutter on in terference plate in m in. o il
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Figure 8,21: Forces in Single Cutter Test at 7 fph in Oil with Interference Plate
The tangential and axial forces over the last several revolutions o f  this test were 
relatively constant. Consequently, it can be concluded that an equivalent penetration rate 
o f  at least 7 fph could be achieved without balling or excessive forces in mineral oil. 
Given that even 4 fph caused severe balling and excessive axial forces in water, it is 
clear that global balling can cause the key symptom o f  sign ificantly better bit 
performance in oil-based mud than in water-based mud.
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The charactenstic quantitative symptoms o f  the slow drilling  shale problem are 
also present in the single cutter tests performed w ith the interference plate. Figure 8.22 
shows the steady increase in specific energy and the verv' low force ratio that were 
measured in the test at 4 fph in water w ith  the interference plate. W hile steady state 
values were not achieved, the final specific energy measured was 107.000 psi. This is 
the highest specific energy required in any o f  the 44 tests. It is about 3.5 times the 
energy that was required for the 0.075 inch depth o f  cut without the interference plate, 
but w ith  all other conditions the same, shown in Table 8.2. Consequently, it satisfies the 
specific energy symptom o f ineffective fie ld performance because it is almost the exactly 
the same ratio o f  specific energy between ineffective and effective performance that was 
observed in the fie ld  and documented in Table 5.2.
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST «7074K IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .006* doc, 273 rpm, w / 10° backrake polished cutter on Interference plate. In water
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Figure 8.22: Specific Energy and Force Ratio in Single Cutter Test at 4 fph in
Water with Interference Plate
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The 107.000 psi specific energ> is almost twice the specific energy required for 
effective d rilling  w ith  either the standard cutter in the presence o f cutter balling or with 
the polished cutter in the strong siltstone. Thus, it exhibits the high specific energy 
symptom o f  the slow d rillin g  shale problem more distinctly than any o f  the alternative 
hypotheses.
The other characteristic symptom o f the problem is a low force ratio. The force 
ratio o f  0.13 recorded at the end o f  the 0.006 inch depth o f  cut test in water was the 
lowest in any o f  the 44 tests. It is much lower than the average force ratio o f  1.06 for 
ineffective performance in the field. It is also a factor o f  24 times less than the force 
ratio measured at 0.075 inch depth o f  cut w ith  all other conditions the same except the 
use o f  the cantilever cutter holder. Consequently, it seems to represent a more severe 
condition than that observed in the field. This is probably due to the lack o f  hydraulics 
and the very low  standoff in the single cutter tests versus d rilling  in the field with a 
bladed bit.
The worst force ratios measured with bladed bits in the field were about 0.4. thus 
very low  force ratios do occur in some instances o f  inefTective field performance. In 
addition, the field data showed a decreasing trend in force ratio versus weight-on-bit for 
ineffective performance. A ll o f  the other hypothesized causes demonstrated an 
increasing trend in force ratio versus axial force or equivalent weight-on-bit. Figures 
8.19 and 8.22 demonstrate the decrease in force ratio w ith  increased weight-on-bit that 
occurs during global balling in the single cutter tests.
The force ratio for inefTective performance w ith body-set bits would probably be 
even lower than w ith bladed bits. Given the sim ilarity between the interference plate and
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a body-set bit. it would be more appropriate to compare the interference plate force ratio 
to the force ratio measured in the field w ith  a body-set bit. However, the detailed field 
data for body-set bit runs necessary to calculate a force ratio is not available.
Hanharan^" performed lab tests w ith a body-set and several ribbed bits. 
Converting the ratio o f torque to weight-on-bit that he measured to a force ratio as in 
Chapter 5, force ratios o f  0.15 to 0.25 occurred during tests when these bits encountered 
balling. Since these bits had more standoff, the b it cleaning effect o f  hydraulics, and 
were being tested at a much lower wellbore pressure, the 0.13 force ratio from the single 
cutter test seems reasonable for representing a very severe case o f  balling w ith  low  cutter 
standoff.
In conclusion, the global balling experienced when using the interference plate 
results in a force ratio that is consistent w ith  the low  force ratio that is a characteristic 
symptom o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem. The force ratio during global balling in the 
single cutter tests is unquestionably low. Even though it is lower than that observed in 
the fie ld during ineffective performance w ith  bladed bits, it is reasonable in comparison 
to bits w ith less cutter standoff. A lso, global balling contrasts w ith  the other 
hypothesized causes in that the force ratio decreased rather than increased as the weight- 
on-bit increased, sim ilar to the trend in the fie ld data discussed in Chapter 5. The visual 
comparison o f specific energy and force ratio during the single cutter test w ith  effective 
and ineffective fie ld performance given in Figure 8.23 reinforces these conclusions.
A more complete comparison o f  the tests conducted w ith the interference plate is 
possible using Tables 8.5 and 8.6. This comparison provides some additional insight
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into the like lihood o f  global balling as the principal cause o f  the slow d rillin g  shale 
problem and to the influence that o il has on m itigating the problem.
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Figure 8.23: Single Cutter Tests with Interference Plate versus Field Performance
Table 8.5: Effect of an Interference Plate on Single Cutter Tests in Catoosa Shale
in Water
Test Result Test 7074K Test 7074A Test 7074B
Depth o f  Cut .006 in. .011 in. .075 in.
Average A xia l Force 1 .7 8 5 - lbs. 1 .6 2 1 -lbs. 2,760- lbs.
Stalled Stalled Stalled
Average Tangential Force 236 lbs. 252 lbs. 1,065- lbs.
Specific Energv 107 .000-psi 6 2 .5 0 0 -psi 39.200- psi
Force Ratio .13- .16- .39-
Typical Cuttings Not Recorded N. .A. N. A.
Thickness
Typical Cuttings Length Not Recorded N. A. N. A.
Typical Cuttings Some Verv few Few small, wet
Consistency continuous, very separate, wet cuttings, &  hard
soft cuttings &  cuttings disc from  center
some small o f  sample
chips
Global Ball 1.5 X 1.375 X 2.125 x 1.125 x 1.625 X 1.25 X 1
.375 in. thick .375 in. thick .50 in. th ick
Description o f  Ball Ball adhering to S tif f  ball S t if f  ball
plate &  cutter adhering to plate adhering to
&  cutter plate &  cutter ;
Photograph o f  Ball Figure 8.20 Appendix 11 Appendix 11
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Table 8.6: Effect of an Interference Plate on Single Cutter Tests in Catoosa Shale
in Mineral Oil
Test Result Test 7074G Test 70741 Test 7074F
i Depth o f  Cut .006 in. ; .011 in. i .075 in.
: Average Axia l Force 61 lbs.
1
80 lbs. 1 3483+ lbs. 
Stalled
! Average Tangential Force 73 lbs. 160 lbs. 1278+ lbs.
' Specific Energv 32,800 psi 39,200 psi ' 47,100+ psi
1 Force Ratio 1.20 1.99 I .37-
Typical Cuttings 
j  Thickness
< 06 in. Not recorded ' Not recorded
Typical Cuttings Length .06 - .375 in. Not recorded i < .25 in.
Typical Cuttings Dispersed, firm . Small, non- Small amount ;
Consistency- plastic flakes continuous, o f  fine rig id
(not hard) fa irly  hard chips
1
!
chips &  hard 
disc from center 
o f  sample
Global Ball .375 X .50 X .375 .375 X .375 X .875 X .875 X
in. thick .375 in thick ' .375 in. thick
Description o f Ball ; Loose clump in In cut, not Ball weaklv
cut, not adhering adhering to plate adhering to
to plate or cutter , or cutter plate &  cutter
Cuttings Photograph Appendix 11 Figure 8.25 Appendix 11
As pre\ iousl_v described, none o f  the tests in water were able to achieve steady 
state d rilling  at the specified depth o f  cut. This is recorded in the table by the "stalled" 
notation under axial force. Therefore, none o f  the tests in water are really representative 
o f  steady state performance in the field. The plus and minus signs indicate that values 
were increasing or decreasing, respectively, when the test stalled. It should be noted 
that lower specific energy and higher force ratio were recorded at the end o f  the 0.075 
inch depth o f cut test than for the tests at shallower depths o f  cut. This cannot be 
interpreted as improved efficiency at the higher depths o f  cut because none o f  these tests 
were at steady state conditions. The probability is that no amount o f  energy would a llow  
continuous progress at a 0.075 inch depth o f  cut or 48 fph equivalent penetration rate. I f  
higher amounts o f energy had been available, it is obvious that the specific energy and
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axial force would ha\e continued to increase, and the force ratio would have continued 
to decrease.
Table 8.6 shows that steady state equivalent penetration rates o f  4 fph and 7 fph 
were achieved when mineral o il was used as the flu id  environment w ith  the single cutter 
tests using the interference plate. W hile 7 fph is much less than the 36 fph average 
achieved w ith  bladed bits and oil-based mud in the field, it is substantially faster than the 
4 fph that could not be sustained in water. The maximum penetration rate that could be 
sustained in oil is not known, but it would obviously be more than 7 fph and less than 48 
fph. Therefore, it might be sim ilar to the 17 fph average penetration rate achieved w ith 
body-set PDC bits in oil-based mud in the field.
The force ratios and specific energies measured at the low depths o f cut in 
mineral o il are drastically different than the stalling conditions that occurred in the tests 
w ith water. The force ratios are more than a factor o f  ten higher in mineral o il than in 
water. Figure 8.24 shows the specific energ>' and force ratio for the 0.011 inch depth o f 
cut test in mineral oil. The steady force ratio o f  almost 2 is close to that for effective bit 
performance. Likewise, the specific energy o f  39.200 psi on the same test is only about 
30 percent higher than for effective performance and is much less than ha lf that required 
when the 0.006 inch depth o f  cut test in water stalled. These distinctions strongly 
demonstrate the different effect on PDC cutter performance between oil and water when 
using the interference plate. It should be noted that this performance difference is one o f 
the key symptoms o f the problem and was not observed with any o f  the other 
hypothesized causes.
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Figure 8.24: Specific Energy and Force Ratio for Single Cutter Test at 7 fph in
Mineral Oil with Interference Plate
The difference in the cuttings and the cutter ball between these tests is also 
noteworthy. The cuttings from the 0.011 inch depth o f  cut test in mineral o il are shown 
in Figure 8.25. Even though these cuttings were small and discrete, they were pliable 
and could be easily rolled into a ball. A  small ball had also formed in front o f  the cutter 
as seen in the lower section o f the cut groove in Figure 8.25. but it did not adhere to the 
cutter or the interference plate. The fact that most o f  the cuttings had not accumulated to 
tbrm a larger ball, as they had in water, is even more important.
Given that a verv' firm , large ball had formed in a ll o f  the tests in water, the small 
ball in this test represents a clear distinction between the tests in oil and in water
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Evidently, the oil inhibits the re-cohesion o f  cuttings to each other unless there is some 
force expelling the o il and squeezing the cuttings together. This is logically expected 
because the o il is a non-polar flu id  and should suppress the inter-particle attraction that 
would occur in a polar flu id  like water. This explanation is reinforced by the test in o il at 
0.006 inch depth o f  cut where there was no ball at all even though a pile o f loose cuttings 
was being pushed in front o f  the cutter.
Figure 8.25: Cuttings Debris from Drilling at 7 fph in Mineral Oil, Test #70741
The comparison between the 0.075 inch depth o f  cut tests in water and oil is also 
noteworthy for their sim ilarity. The test in o il stalled due to global balling even though 
common logic is that o il prevents balling. Clearly, that is not the case. The global 
balling that resulted from the 0.075 inch depth o f  cut test in mineral oil w ith the 
interference plate is shown in Figure 8.26.
A non-polar o il certainly suppresses global balling as evidenced in the tests at 
0.006 and 0 .011 inches depth o f  cut. However, the occurrence o f  global balling in the 
0.075 inch depth o f  cut tests provides an explanation for the fie ld performance difference 
between bladed bits and body-set PDC bits in oil-based muds. Evidently, global balling 
or some sim ilar jam m ing mechanism interferes w ith  the effective performance o f  bits
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with low cutter standotTeven m oil-based d rilling  flu ids This is probably the reason for 
anecdotal reports o f  poor performance with non-bladed PDC bits in weighted oil-based 
muds when d n llin g  deep shales in other areas, such as Romania and the Tuscaloosa trend 
o f Louisiana
«i.|iin nnrnii tY" P T r r r  • -,
CO. é
iHiiim l„ l l? T  i f oV  'T  1 4»l
Figure 8.26: Global Balling after Test #7074F in Mineral Oil Stalled at 48 fph
The cuttings from the 0.011 inch depth o f cut test in mineral oil could be molded 
into a ball by hand. This qualitative test reinforces the conclusion that although the 
mineral o il suppressed balling in this test, it does not preclude balling under more severe 
circumstances. The rapid generation o f cuttings at the deeper depth o f  cut apparently 
created the severe circumstances that caused global balling despite the mineral o il flu id  
environment.
The overall conclusion reached from the single cutter tests in Catoosa shale using 
the interference plate is that global balling is the cause o f  the slow d rilling  shale 
problem. These tests have demonstrated that even a relatively small ball, approximately 
1 to 2 square inches in contact area, can prevent effective penetration rates in a single 
cutter test. G lobal balling can occur in either water or mineral o il. but is more like ly to 
develop and interfere w ith performance in water-based fluids. Global balling was the
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only hypothesized cause o f  the slow dn lling  shale problem which prevented penetration 
rates in the single cutter tests that would be considered effective in the field. O f all the 
alternatives that were tested, global balling is the only one that shows all o f  the 
symptoms that are observed for the slow d rilling  shale problem in the field. These 
symptoms are low ROP. lower ROP w ith water-based flu id than w ith oil-based flu id, 
lack o f  ROP response to weight-on-bit. high specific energv . and a low force ratio.
8.3.5 Other Possible Causes
There have been several other possible causes suggested for the slow d rilling  
shale problem in the literature. These include plasticity o f  the shale, chip hold-down, and 
bottom-hole balling. Although these were rejected as likely causes in my previous 
study^. it is possible to reconsider them at least qualitatively based on the single cutter 
test results
8.3 5.1 Plastic Shales
The common field descnption o f  the cause o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem is 
that the shales are "plastic." A typical, non-scientific explanation is that the shale is only 
deformed, as i f  being plowed around the bottom o f  the hole, by the bit rather than being 
removed effic iently
The single cutter tests, and other tests performed for this study, demonstrate that
while the cuttings behave plastically, in the sense o f  a plastic s o if there is little  evidence
that the rock itse lf behaves plastically. Specifically, no significant plastic deformation o f
rock was observed in the single cutter tests on the sides o f the cutter path, where the
■plowed" material would be expected to exist. Rather, brittle damage to the shoulder o f
the rock sample along the cut groove was much more common. The material from the
cut groove was typically evident in the cuttings that were totally separated from the rock
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itse lf rather than any ev idence o f extrusion o f  the rock. Figure 8.27 is a photograph o f 
the groove cut in a Catoosa shale sample dunng a single cutter test w ith a standard PDC 
cutter. It shows some lim ited plastic deformation on the outside o f  the groove made by 
the cutter. It also shows the brittle damage adjacent to the groove that was much more 
common in these tests. The plastic deformation observed in other tests was very lim ited. 
It occurred mostly during severe cutter or global balling and is more like ly a result o f  the 
balling than a cause o f  the problem.
Figure 8.27: Evidence of both Plastic and Brittle Deformation of Rock after Test
#7060A
Figure 8.28 is an example showing a smooth cutter groove. These smooth cuts 
occurred mostly in tests at low  depths o f  cut. These continuous smooth cuts were less 
common than the brittle damage adjacent to the cutter path. However, most o f  the 
grooves, observed after these tests, contained smooth cut surfaces except at the surface 
o f the sample w here brittle  damage was ev ident at the edge o f  the groove.
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Figure 8.28: Smooth Groove in Rock after Test #7058A
8,3 5.2 Chip Hold-down
Chip hold-down was identified in the literature as interfering w ith  roller cone bit 
performance when d rilling  permeable rocks. It could also conceivably affect drag bit 
performance in impermeable rocks. However, there is no evidence from the single cutter 
tests supporting the hypothesis that this causes the slow d rillin g  shale problem.
Cuttings, or chips, that were being held by hydrostatic pressure in the cutter path 
during a test would be expected to remain there after the end o f  the test. This is expected 
because the cutter is lifted out o f  the cut before the wellbore pressure is removed. W ith 
almost no circulation occurring in the cell, any chips held by wellbore pressure in the cut 
should remain there after bleeding the pressure from the cell and draining it.
The occurrence o f  cuttings remaining in the cut was less common than cuttings 
adhering to the cutter. Chip hold-down would be expected to have the most effect at 
high wellbore pressure. An example where cuttings d id remain in the cut in a test at high 
pressure is shown in Figure 8.29. However i f  chip hold-down were occurring, it did not 
prevent a high penetration rate or cause any o f the other symptoms o f  the slow d rilling  
shale problem.
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Figure 8.29: Cutting and Chips Remaining in the Cutter Path after Test #70588
8.3.5 3 Bottom-hole Balling
Bottom-hole balling was emphasized by Gamier and van Lingen'^ as a like ly 
cause for the ineffective d rilling  o f  impermeable rocks with drag type bits. As described 
in Chapter 2. fine debris from the cuttings should be "plastered" on the bottom o f the cut 
i f  bottom-hole balling has occurred. As noted in the previous section, no such debris 
was observ ed in most o f the tests. There was some soft material evident in the bottom o f 
the cut during a few tests that could be evidence o f  either plastic deformation o f  the rock 
or bottom-hole balling, as shown in Figure 8.30. This occurred dunng ineftlcient 
d rillin g  resulting from severe global balling. So, it is most likely just an artifact o f  the 
global balling and the load being transmitted through the ball to the rock.
I f  bottom balling were the cause o f  the slow drilling shale problem, it  should be 
present in and lim it the penetration rate achieved in all o f the tests in shale at high 
wellbore pressure. This did not happen. Given that the implied evidence o f  the problem 
was only observed when global balling occurred, it is unlikely that bottom balling is the 
cause o f  such symptoms i f  it occurs at all.
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Figure 8.30: Fine Debris Plastered in Cutter Groove from Test #7074K 
8.3.6 V alidation with Pierre Shale
The most severe instances o f  global balling interlering w ith b it performance in 
the fie ld are frequently attributed to "gumbo shales”  or swelling shales. The swelling 
tendency in these shales is presumed to be the result o f  the shales' smectite clay mineral 
content. As noted in Chapter 6 and the previous study, there is some smectite content in 
the deep, overpressured shales found on the G u lf Coast. The shallower, younger, over- 
pressured shales cored in the Pathfinder project had a significant smectite content. 
Therefore shales containing smectite may contribute to the slow d rilling  shale problem.
The clay mineral content in Catoosa shale is prim arily illite  w ith  essentially no 
smectite. Therefore, it is desirable to confirm  the conclusions drawn from tests in 
Catoosa shale with tests in a shale containing smectite. Saturated Pierre shale samples 
were acquired from TerraTek for this purpose. Previous fu ll scale lab d rillin g  tests, such 
as the DEA-90 tests by TerraTek. have confirmed that balling can occur when d rilling  
Pierre shale.
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A total o f  four single cutter tests were performed in Pierre shale for this study. 
Data collection failed on one o f  the tests, so the fourth test was a repeat. The three tests 
w ith complete data are summarized in Table 8.7. The test w ith  a polished cutter on the 
cantilever holder at a high depth o f  cut resulted in much lower forces and thinner, longer 
cuttings than in Catoosa shale. It experienced no cutter balling. The specific energy is 
almost a factor o f  ten lower than that calculated for even the most effective fie ld 
performance m Chapter 5. Therefore. Pierre shale does not seem representative o f the 
deep shales in the Matagorda Island area. Nevertheless, it may be representative o f  the 
younger shales that are sometimes encountered in deep, overpressured environments.
Table 8.7: Single Cutter Tests in Pierre Shale with a Polished PDC Cutter
Test Result Test 7058T Test 7074C Test 7074J
Depth o f  Cut .075 in. .075 in. 075 in.
Interference Plate No Yes Yes
Fluid Type Water Water Mineral O il
Averaue Axia l Force 91 lbs. 217- lbs. 696- lbs.
Average Tangential Force 75 lbs. 109- lbs. 225- lbs.
Specific Energv 2,700 psi 4.000- psi 8.300- psi
Force Ratio 825 .503- 32-
Typical Cuttings .06 -.125  in. Too soft to Not recorded
Thickness measure
Tvpical Cuttings Length <4 in. . 50 in. . 50 in.
Typical Cuttings Long, thin, very- Few small, verv Some small
Consistency soft ribbons & soft, s liahtlv cuttinas &  some
some small. watery cuttings small chips &
brittle  chips disc from center
o f sample
Global Ball None 2.0 X 1.0 X .36 2.81 X 1.18 X
in. thick .375 in. thick
Description o f Ball No Global or Firm, wet ball Ball weaklv
Cutter Ball adhering to plate adhering to
&  cutter plate &  cutter
Ball Cuttings Photograph Appendix 1 1 Figure 8 .31 Figure 8.32
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The tests w ith the interference plate in Pierre at a high depth o f  cut resulted in 
higher forces and global balling. It is noteworthy that tests in both water and mineral oil 
experienced a large amount o f  balling, approximately 2 square inches, see Figures 8.31 
and 8.32. Increasing forces in both tests im ply that the 48 fph equivalent penetration rate 
may not have been sustainable as steady state performance. However, the forces during 
these tests did not reach the load lim its before the end o f  the test. Thus, the balls seem to 
be weaker than those formed from Catoosa shale. A prediction o f  the ultimate outcome 
o f  the balling has not been made. However, it is clear that i f  cutting continued, both the 
size o f  the ball and the axial force required to maintain the penetration rate would have 
continued to increase.
The distinction between the effects o f  o il and water on performance is not ev ident 
from these lim ited tests. It is assumed that a higher steady-state penetration rate would 
be possible in o il, as was the case for the tests in Catoosa shale.
« h
Figure 8.31: Global Balling in Pierre Shale from Test #7074C in Water
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Figure 8.32: Global Balling in Pierre Shale from Test #70743 in Mineral Oil
There are three key conclusions from these tests. First, weak, smectitic shales 
can be drilled at high penetration rates w ith very low  energy and forces i f  global balling 
is prevented. Second, global balling can occur in weak, smectitic shales as well as the 
stronger, il l i t ic  Catoosa shale. Third, the balling that occurs in weak shales can still 
negatively influence bit performance. A ll o f these conclusions correspond to general 
industry experience d rilling  young, "gumbo shales”  in the field. The conclusion that 
global balling in weak shales can negatively impact bit performance reinforces the 
earlier conclusion that global balling is the most like ly cause o f  the slow d rilling  shale 
problem.
The differences observed between Pierre and Catoosa shale on the magnitude o f 
global balling and the axial force required to d rill are potentially insightful. The 
hypothesis that stronger, less smectitic shales impede bit performance more effectively 
than younger, swelling shales was made in Chapter 6. I f  correct, it is conceivable that 
weaker shales would require a larger area o f contact between the ball and the bottom o f 
the hole to support weight-on-bit and impede the penetration rate. This may be a reason 
why massive global balling is commonly observed when d rilling  younger, weaker, more 
smectitic. shales.
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The lower forces required to d rill w ould seem to confirm that the ball, as well as 
the rock, is weak. This may explain why bladed bits have been more successful d rilling  
shallow shales effectively than they have been in deep shales. Generally, bladed bits 
w ith  high levels o f  flu id hydraulics have effective ly d rilled  shallow shales where balling 
had been an observed problem. This could be due to the balled material being weaker 
and easier to erode or extrude than the balls created d rillin g  stronger shales.
The stronger hydration forces generated by shallow, more smectitic shales may 
also create more attraction between the ball and the face o f  the bit. This could explain 
why global balling is frequently present on bits pulled from drilling  shallow shales. It 
m ight also help explain why global balling is not observed on bits pulled from d rilling  
deeper shales. Specifically, the hydration forces may be weaker, and w ith  more time for 
water from the mud to satisfy these forces, the attraction to the bit face is relieved. A 
possibly s im ila r phenomenon is observable when d rillin g  Catoosa shale in the lab or 
coring it at the outcrop. The shale w ill ball on the bit. the core barrel, and the d rill string. 
W ith time, and apparently water, it w ill fa ll o f f  the component it was clinging to just 
because o f  its own weight. I f  the shale hydration forces in the field are weak, the same 
thing may cause the ball to fall o f f  a bit before it reaches the surface.
8.3.7 Other Influences That Potentially Affect PDC Bit Performance
8.3 .7 1 Saturation o f Catoosa Shale
Four tests were run on water-saturated samples o f  Catoosa shale. Catoosa shale 
is naturally undersaturated, and most tests conducted in this study were performed on 
undersaturated samples. However, deep shales that cause the slow d rillin g  shale 
problem are fu lly  saturated. Therefore several Catoosa samples were resaturated at
TerraTek, so that the effect o f  saturation on test results could be assessed.
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These tests uere much less consistent than tests on the undersaturated, native 
state samples. One high pressure test was rejected as invalid  because it appeared that a 
large chunk o f  the rock sample broke free and was jam m ing the cutter. The tendency for 
this to occur seems to result from the saturated rock being more prone to brittle failure 
on weak planes than undersaturated rock. This is logical i f  the etTective confining stress 
on these planes is s ignificantly reduced when the planes are filled  with water prior to 
wellbore pressure being applied. The tests are summarized in Table 8.8.
The tests at low  wellbore pressure were s im ilar for saturated and undersaturated 
rocks. At high wellbore pressure, however, the force ratio was much lower than in 
unsaturated rock due to a higher axial force to achieve a high depth o f cut. It is not 
obvious why this occurred. It may im ply that the very wide range o f force ratios 
observed in the range o f  tests on undersaturated samples is not representative o f  fie ld  
conditions. A ll o f  the tests were performed w ith  a polished cutter, set at 10 degrees back 
rake, in water.
Table 8.8: Single Cutter Tests in Saturated Catoosa Shale with a Polished PDC
Cutter
Test Result Test 7058M Test 7074S Test 7058R
Wellbore Pressure 1,000 psi 1,000 psi 9,000 psi
Average Axial Force 387 lbs. 274 lbs. 605 lbs.
Average Tangential Force 373 lbs. 244 lbs. 679 lbs.
Specific Energv 13,600 psi 8,900 psi 24.600 psi
Force Ratio .965 .888 1.12
Typical Cuttings 
Thickness
.125 in. .125 - .188 in. .125 -188 in.
Typical Cuttings Length 5.0 in. .50 -  2.0 in. .50 -  2.0 in.
Typical Cuttings One very long. Soft, watery Mostly sticky.
Consistencv verv soft, wet ribbons & slightly firm
ribbon &  few 
s t if f  splinters
cuttings &  brittle 
chips from 
: center o f  sample
ribbons.
Cutter Ball None .25 X .375 in. 
on cutter
.40 X .70 in. 
fell o f f  cutter
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8.3 7.2 Mud Containing Bante as D n lling  Fluid
Anecdotal evidence exists to suggest that PDC bit performance in shales and 
balling in particular becomes worse as mud weight increases. Several tests were planned 
to assess the efleet o f  using a weighted mud as the wellbore flu id  tor companson to the 
tests with clear fluids. However, the bante in the weighted mud plugged the flu id  ports 
into the high pressure cell, and the tests could not be performed. M odifica tion o f  the 
single cutter apparatus may be possible to overcome this lim ita tion but was not 
attempted for this study.
8.3.8 Tests of Features to Potentially Mitigate the Problem
8.3.8,1 Cutter Surfacing
Polished PDC cutter faces are a relatively new development in PDC bit design. 
Field experience and single cutter testing reported by R. H. Smith, et a l" ' show that 
polished cutters can prov ide an apparent advantage in drilling deep shales. R. H. Smith's 
conclusion was that polished PDC cutters provide substantially increased penetration 
rates in applications where cutter balling had hampered performance o f  conventional bits 
and cutters.
The visual difference bet veen a polished cutter and a standard cutter is evident in 
Figure 8.15. The color variation across the polished cutter is due to a reflection o f  a 
ceiling light, which is aligned w ith  but not visible on the face o f the standard cutter. 
Hughes describes the polished cutter as having a m irror finish.
The single cutter tests by R. H. Smith et al were performed at low  depths o f cut. 
This study includes tests performed to determine the difference between polished and 
standard cutters at a 0.075 inch depth o f cut simulating a high ROP. Tw o results o f  the 
these tests are emphasized: cuttings character, which is believed to influence balling, and
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cutting tbrces. which are equivalent to weight-on-bit and torque. As m ight be expected, 
these tests generated higher tbrces than those at shallower depths o f cut. They generated 
cuttings that were thicker than in the 0.011 inch depth o f  cut tests. The cutter ball that 
formed on the cutter was also larger in each case.
The comparative advantages o f polishing were readily observable at the deeper 
cut. There were lower forces, thinner cuttings, and a smaller ball on the cutter when the 
polished cutter was used, as summarized in Table 8.9. The ditTerence in axial tbrce is 
dramatic. The im plication is that a standard cutter requires almost eight times more 
weight-on-bit to achieve the same ROP as the polished cutter. Most o f  this difference in 
force can be assumed to be due to the frictional forces involved in pushing the cuttings 
and cutter ball up the face o f  the cutter and the resultant confining loads imposed on the 
rock under the cutter ball. This effect is surmised to be the reason for the differences in 
the cuttings developed by polished and unpolished cutters. These ditTerences are visible 
in the photographs shown in Figures 8.17 and 8.29.
Table 8.9: Effect of Cutter Surfacing in Single Cutter Tests in Catoosa Shale in
Water
Test Result 7060A Standard Cutter 7058B Polished Cutter
Average Axial Force 2,188 lbs. 277 lbs.
Average Tangential Force 1.575 lbs. 846 lbs.
Specific Energy 57.600 psi 30,600 psi
Force Ratio .72 3.06
Typical Cuttings Thickness 0.50 in. 0.19- 25 in
Tvpical Cuttings Length 1-2 in. 1 -2.5 in.
Typical Cuttings 
Consistency
Smooth, slightly stifT, 
plastic "b locks" w/ some 
hard chips
Firm but not stiff, 
jagged, plastic "b locks" 
w/ some small chips
Cutter Ball .625 X .875 in. .25 X .375 in.
Fell o f f  cutter Adhering to cutter
Cuttings Photograph Figure 8.17 Figure 8.29 1
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The polished cutters also show an apparent advantage in mineral oil. The average 
axial force to achieve a 0.075 inch depth o f  cut is reduced about 60 percent by using a 
polished cutter. S im ilarly, the tangential force is reduced about 40 percent. The cuttings 
in both cases are brittle, but the polished cutter generated thinner, longer, more 
consistent cuttings than the standard cutter. A summary comparison is shown in Table 
8.10 The difference in the character o f  the cuttings is evident by comparing Figures 
8.18 and 8.33 It is not immediately clear which type o f cutting would be more 
advantageous to b it performance in oil-based d rilling  fluids.
Figure 8.33: Brittle, Ribbon-like Cuttings from Test 7058L of a Polished PDC at 48
fph in Mineral Oil
In conclusion, polished cutters generally cause lower cutting forces, smaller 
cutter balls, and thinner cuttings ribbons than conventional cutters. Depending on the 
rock type, stress conditions, d rilling  flu id  type, and especially the b it design geometry, 
these results may or may not improve overall bit performance. Lower cutting forces 
should be an advantage to improved d rilling  efficiency. However, the very low  axial
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force required to dn il with polished cutters in shale may result in drillers inadvertently
d rillin g  too fast and balling the bit
Table 8.10: Effect of Cutter Surfacing in Single Cutter Tests in Catoosa Shale in
Mineral Oil
Test Result 7060D Standard Cutter 7058L Polished Cutter
, Average Axial Force 1,473 lbs. 584 lbs.
Average Tangential Force 1,073 lbs. 625 lbs.
Specific Energv 39,100 psi 22,700 psi
Force Ratio .73 1.07
Typical Cuttings Thickness 0.25 in. 0.17 in
Typical Cuttings Length <1.0 in. I - 3 in.
Typical Cuttings Consistency Irregular shapes &  sizes. Long, brittle, slightly
bnttle, not jagged, mostly jagged ribbons &
"clum ps” some irregular debris
Cutter Ball None None
Cuttings Photograph Figure 8.18 Figure 8.33
Reduced cutter balling should also be an advantage o f  polished cutters. The 
surface finish o f  the cutter is potentially more effective in this regard than mud 
lubrication or wetting effects because it cannot be wiped o f f  by high contact stresses, as 
a flu id  m ight be.
The thinner cuttings ribbons typically generated by polished cutters should be 
easier to break up hydraulically than the stiffen  thicker cuttings blocks created by 
conventional cutters. This should reduce the likelihood that the cuttings can 
agglomerate, bridge, or otherwise become trapped under the b it body and jam  the cutting 
process. Therefore, polished cutters may be advantageous in reducing the frequency or 
severity o f  massive or global cutter balling in some circumstances.
8.3.8.2 Cutter Back Rake
Cutter back rake is another bit design feature that is known to influence PDC bit 
performance. Previous single cutter and fu ll scale drilling  sim ulator tests have indicated 
the potential for increased ROP w ith reduced back rakes. However, back rakes in the
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range o f 2Ü degrees have become an industry standard for many applications because 
they tend to reduce cutter damage and provide more stable torques than lower back 
rakes. The success with lower back rakes in the deep Matagorda Island d rilling  led us to 
study the effect o f  back rake in our current single cutter experiments.
Figure 8 34 shows the side profiles and therefore the ditTerent cutter back rakes 
used in this research. The standard cutter is labeled ” 10", 60," and the flat face ot all 
other cutters is polished. Note that the 15 degree bevel on the face o f the cutter labeled 
” 61, 5",”  is visible. It w ill be discussed further in section 8.3.8.3.
Figure 8.34: Side View of Cutters Showing Different Back Rakes Tested
The results o f  the tests o f  polished cutters at various back rakes in water are 
summanzed in Table 8 11 The reduced back rakes o f  5 and 10 degrees give fa irly  
s im ilar results. Overall, the 5 degree back rake and polished cutters gave the lowest 
cutter forces and the thinnest and softest cuttings o f  all the tests run at the 0.75 inch 
depth o f  cut and 9,000 psi wellbore pressure.
Figure 8.35 shows the cuttings generated by the polished cutter at a 5 degree back 
rake. The cuttings were soft and relatively thin compared to other tests at the 0.075 inch 
depth o f cut. The test at a 20 degree back rake resulted in higher cutting forces, thicker, 
stiffer cuttings, and a larger cutter ball than the tests at lower back rakes. The cuttings 
generated by the test at the 20 degree back rake are shown in Figure 8.36.
15:
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Table 8.11: Effect of Back Rake on Single Cutter Tests
Test Result Test 705 7B Test 7058B Test 7059B
Cutter Back Rake 5 degrees 10 degrees 20 degrees
Average Axial Force 203 lbs. 277 lbs. 355 lbs.
Average Tangential Force 851 lbs. 846 lbs. i 872 lbs.
Specific Energv 31,200 psi 30.600 psi 31,500 psi
Force Ratio 4.18 3.06 2.45
Typical Cuttings 0.19 in. .25 in. .375 in.
Thickness
Typical Cuttings Length 1 - 2 in. 1 - 2.5 in. .5 0 - 1 .5  in.
Typical Cuttings Soft, jagged. Firm but not S tiff, very
Consistency plastic "b locks" s tiff, jagged. jagged, plastic
w, some small. plastic "b locks" "b locks" w
soft chips w/ some small some chips
chips
Cutter Ball .375 X .375 in. .25 X .375 in. .5625 X .875 in.
on cutter on cutter on cutter
Cuttings Photograph Figure 8.35 Figure 8.29 Figure 8.36
It should be noted that the specific energy in all o f  these tests was sim ilar and 
very close to the 31,600 psi specific energy for Catoosa shale implied from acoustic 
travel time. This reinforces the conclusion that the single cutter tests w ith  polished 
cutters and the cantilever holder are representative o f  effective PDC bit performance in 
the field.
Figure 8.35: Jagged, Soft Cuttings from Test 7057B at High ROP and S” Back
Rake
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Figure 8.36: Jagged, Stiff, Thick Cuttings from Test 7059B at High ROP and 20"
Back Rake
In conclusion, lower cutter back rake results in a lower axial force and softer, 
thinner, more fragile cuttings than higher back rakes. The weaker cuttings are probably 
preferable relative to cuttings from unpolished and or normal back rake cutters because 
they should be more easily broken up, wetted, and dispersed into the mud stream than 
thicker, stiffer cuttings. Hence, they should be less like ly  to cause conventional bit 
balling. The lower axial force is conceptually an advantage to effic iency and achieving 
high penetration rates. However, it could make contro lling  penetration rate, and 
therefore prevention o f  balling, more d ifficu lt.
One additional test. 7059C. was conducted in mineral o il w ith  a polished cutter 
set at a 20 degree back rake. It resulted in s lightly higher axial force and more 
irregularity in cuttings size and shape than the 10 degree back rake test. 7058L. 
described in Table 8.10. It also had a very small ball on the cutter at the end o f  the test 
as seen in Figure 8.37. Therefore, the effect o f  cutter back rake in an oil-based flu id  
seems to be less pronounced than in water-based flu ids based on this one test. However, 
the general trends o f higher axial force and more cutter ba lling seem to be present.
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Figure 8.37: Small Amount of Cutter Balling in Test 7059C at 20" Rake in Mineral
Oil
8.3.8.3 The EtTect o f  the Shape o f  the Cutter Face
Convex or "hem ispherica f cutters were suggested by Feenstra and Zijsling''^’ and 
subsequently by Zijsiing"* as potentia lly suppressing balling. This opinion was based on 
single cutter tests im plying that they would be self-cleaning by creating smaller, discrete 
cuttings that would be less like ly  to create a ball. To test this concept and s till achieve a 
conventional etTective back rake, a cutter w ith a wide 15 degree bevel was mounted at a 
5 degree back rake, as shown in Figure 8.34. Therefore the contact between the cutter 
and the rock was roughly equivalent to a 20 degree back rake.
The test. 706IB . did tend to splay the cuttings more than a conventional tlat- 
taced cutter, but the cuttings blocks became even bigger and were s till stifT. see Figure 
8.38 Another approach used to break cuttings into discrete pieces rather than large 
blocks or long nbbons is call "ch ip  breaking." The basic concept is that a directional 
change in the path o f a cutting up the face o f a cutting tool can cause the cutting to bend 
and break into smaller, discrete pieces that separate from the face o f  the tool, reducing 
the potential for cuttings jam m ing the tool.
A second goal o f  this test was to determine whether the 15 degree slope change 
on the face o f the cutter m ight function as the trailing edge o f  a chip breaker. The 
indentations on the back o f  the cutting in Figure 8.38 answer this question. It appears
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that the cuttings were plastic enough to actually tlow  around the angle changes on the 
face o f the cutter. Consequently, it is concluded that a 15 degree angle change is 
inadequate to function as the tra iling edge o f  a chip breaking feature on the cutter or bit 
and that convex cutters are unlikely to inh ib it global balling.
Figure 8.38: Thick, Stiff, Plastic Cuttings from Test 7061B of Cutter with 15" Face
Bevel
8.3.8.4 Chip Breaker
Hughes Christensen has applied the chip breaker concept to commercial PDC 
bits. Their approach has been to place a wedge-shaped ridge on the face o f  the blade 
above the cutters. This geometrv is roughly sim ilar to the chip breakers used on machine 
tools,
.A special fixture was designed by JetT Lund o f Hughes Christensen to evaluate 
the chip breaker feature in a single cutter test. A photograph o f the fixture installed on a 
cantilever cutter holder is shown in Figure 8.5. The objectives o f  testing the chip breaker 
feature were to determine whether it successfully caused cuttings to be shorter and 
whether it caused larger bit balls to form.
Tests 70580 and 7058P were conducted w ith the chip breaker fixture installed 
above a polished cutter. The results o f  these tests are compared to the results o f  sim ilar 
tests w ithout the chip breaker in Table 8.12. The use o f  the chip breaker generally
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resulted in shoner cuttings nbbons as expected and shown in Figure 8 39 Cutter balling 
was absent in the test at 1.000 psi but was worse in the test at 9,000 psi. The axial force 
required in the test at 9.000 psi also increased significantly. The additional force may be 
a result o f  the work required to bend the cutting as it runs into the chip breaker.
Table 8.12: Effect of a Chip Breaker on Single Cutter Tests in Catoosa Shale
Test Result Test 7058E Test 7058P Test 7058B Test 70580
Cell Pressure 1,000 psi 1,000 psi 9,000 psi 9,000 psi
Chip Breaker No Yes No Yes
Ave. Ax Force 277 lbs. 303 lbs. 277 lbs. 764 lbs.
Ave. Tan Force 258 lbs. 287 lbs. 846 lbs. 798 lbs.
Specific Energy 9.400 psi 10,400 psi 30,600 psi 29,000 psi
Force Ratio .93 .94 3.06 1.04
Cutting Thick .125 in. .2 -.25 in. .25 in. .20 in.
Cutting Length .5 -  2.5 m. .25 -  1 in. 1 -2.5 in. 1 in.
Cuttinu Long, ver> soft. Jagged, soft. Firm but not Very jagged.
Consistencv wet, mushv wet cuttings StifT, jagged. soft, verv wet
cuttings &  hard &  few hard. plastic “ blocks" cuttinus &
small chips brittle  chips &  some small some verv
chips small chips
Cutter Ball .25 X .5 in. None on .25 X .375 in. .4 X .5 in. on
on cutter cutter on cutter cutter
Photograph Appendix 1 1 Appendix 11 Figure 8.29 Figure 8.39
The use o f a chip breaker is potentially advantageous due to creating shorter 
cuttings that are more like ly to separate from the face o f  the bit. It also increases axial 
load, which would raise the weight-on-bit required in the field to a level that is easier to 
measure and control, equivalent to about 9.000 pounds for an 8.5 inch bit. The tendency 
to cause a larger cutter ball is probably a disadvantage. Consequently, the overall effect 
o f  using a chip breaker in the field is not certain, but there is reason to continue 
evaluating its merit
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' ’I f l l l l
Figure 8.39: Wet, Soft Cuttings from Test 70580 with Chip Breaker 
8.3.9 The Character of the Cuttings in Single Cutter Tests
The character o f  the cuttings is obviously important to their tendency to cause 
global balling. Given my conclusion that global balling is the principal cause o f  the slow 
d rillin g  shale problem, further consideration o f  the impact o f  the character o f  the cuttings 
in these tests is appropriate Several quantitative methods to characterize cuttings have 
been attempted and are described in a subsequent chapter This discussion w ill review 
the descriptions given in this chapter and present some justification for further 
evaluation.
Traditional logic has been that hard, discrete cuttings were ev idence o f  effic ient 
d rillin g  w ith an appropriately inhibitive flu id. The only regular occurrence o f  hard 
cuttings in these tests has been in tests w ith  mineral oil. As noted earlier, even the 
cuttings in some o f  the mineral o il tests were plastic and could be molded by hand.
The relativ e lack o f  hard cuttings in the remaining tests, which were conducted in 
freshwater, was expected. Fresh water is not considered to be an inhib itive d rillin g  fluid.
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However, intact rock left in the fresh water for several days did not significantly soften 
or fall apart. In contrast, the cuttings that were recovered after a test performed in water 
were too weak to have interfered w ith  performance o f the cutter. In some cases, the 
cuttings were so weak and watery that they could not be moved without fa lling  apart.
There were a lim ited number o f  hard, discrete cuttings in some o f  the tests 
performed in water. It is surmised that these resulted from brittle failure on pre-existing 
flaws in the rock samples rather than the more continuous shearing action that apparently 
creates most cuttings. Although large, intact chunks o f  rock apparently interfered with 
cutter performance in a few tests, notably 7058N. they were not common. Smaller, hard 
chips were observed in several tests, but the quantity and size were too small to have had 
any obvious efTect on cutter performance.
There are a number o f  questions about the character o f the cuttings raised by 
these facts. Is particle attraction due to hydration forces in the presence o f water the 
fundamental difference between cuttings created in oil and water'' W hy do cuttings 
seem to have more water content than the native rock ’ What effect do hydration forces 
have on cuttings created in o il. i f  any'.’ How can the weak cuttings recovered from tests 
in water cause balling that is strong enough to lim it penetration rate'.’
Hypothetical answers to some o f  these questions seem obvious, but none are 
provided directly by the single cutter tests. A beginning to finding the answers to these 
questions is sought with the additional tests described in Chapter 9.
There is a remarkable sim ilarity in appearance between cuttings generated in the 
single cutter tests and cuttings from d rillin g  in the field with a PDC b it and oil-based 
mud. Fiuure 8.40 shows cuttinus retrieved at the shale shaker while d rilling  shale w ith a
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polished cutter bit m an oil-based mud. The thin, ribbon-like appearance w ith one side 
jagged and one side smooth is ver\' sim ilar to cuttings from single cutter tests described 
in this chapter. This sim ilarity reinforces the use o f single cutter tests to represent the 
mechanics o f  actual d rilling  and the need to understand how cuttings atTect bit 
performance
Figure 8.40: Photograph of Shale Cuttings from Field Drilling with Polished 
Cutters and Oil-Based Mud from Allen Sinor
8.4 COMPARISON W ITH FIELD EXPERIENCE
The previous descriptions o f the single cutter tests have been sorted for the 
purposes o f evaluating individual hypotheses about the causes and potential responses to 
the slow d rilling  shale problem. This section compares results o f  the tests performed to 
evaluate all o f  the potential causes to the data collected to represent e lec tive  and 
ineffective d rillin g  in the field.
A common way to portray bit research data has been w ith plots o f  rate o f 
penetration versus weight-on-bit. sim ilar to Figure 5.6. An equivalent, and more general 
plot, is depth o f  cut versus weight-on-bit. Figure 8.41 is this style plot, and it compares 
the single cutter tests for each hypothesized cause to the field data exemplifying the 
problem. The presence o f  the slow penetration rate and insensitivity to weight-on-bit 
symptoms during a given series o f tests is readily apparent. A ll o f  the single cutter data
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was measured at 9.Ü0Ü psi in Catoosa shale except for the tests labeled "SC E-S ilt," 
which were measured in the Tw in Creeks siltstone.
Depth of Cut vs. Normalized Weight on Bit
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Figure 8.41: Depth of Cut versus Weight-on-bit Comparison
The plot shows that for effective field performance, marked w ith circles, depth o f 
cut is high at low weight-on-bit. w ith some tendency to increase w ith increased weight- 
on-bit as expected. However, at weight-on-bit greater than about I.ÜOO pounds per inch 
o f  bit diameter, depth o f cut is very low. representing low penetration rate, and is 
apparently insensitive to weight-on-bit. These are two o f  the key symptoms o f  the 
problem.
The effect o f  balling on the sensitivity o f  rate o f  penetration to weight-on-bit w as 
demonstrated in fu ll scale laboratory d rilling  tests performed by Warren and Armagosf*^. 
Figure 8.42 is a p lot showing the combined results from two o f their tests. Penetration 
rate increased w ith  increasing weight-on-bit to over 120 fph as balling began. It then 
dropped and stabilized in the range o f  40 fph to 60 fph after the bit became balled. This 
resulted in penetration rates at 10.000 pounds weight-on-bit that were lower than the
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unballed rate at 3.300 pounds. These tests reinforce the conclusion that the insensitivity 
to weight-on-bit observed in inetTective bit performance in the field can be caused by 
ulobal b it ballina.
Rate of Penetration versus Weight on Bit 
During Balling
100 
a- 80
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140
Steady-state ROP, 
not balled
Unsteady-state ROP ■
Effect of Balling
Steady-state ROP. 
balled
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 |
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i j
Figure 8.42: Effect of Bit Balling after Warren and Armagost’’*
The depth o f  cut for the field bit runs was calculated assuming no cutter 
redundancy, which was verified with bit design drawings, resulting in the follow ing 
equation.
ROPDepth o f Cut per revolution = -------------------------------
Rotary Speed  x  5
The normalized weight-on-bit fo r the single cutter tests was based on the axial 
load on the cutter being equivalent to the weight on the same width o f a non-redundant 
cutter on a bit. The equation is;
t ,  z l.v /a / ForceWeight on Bit = ---------------------------------- -
Width o f  Cutter x 2
The single cutter data shows the distinctions between the different hypothesized 
causes o f  the problem. Data for the polished cutter mounted on the cantilever holder that
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precludes global balling is showTi as black squares. This data looks very sim ilar to the 
effective fie ld data, as would be expected.
Data for the standard cutter on the cantilever holder is shown as open squares. It 
is obvious that the standard cutter required a much higher weight-on-bit to achieve a 
depth o f cut equivalent to an efiective penetration rate than the field data w ith  standard 
cutters. A  ready explanation for this is not apparent. However, neither the low 
penetration rate nor the lack o f  sensitivity to weight-on-bit symptoms are evident.
Data for d rilling  the Tw in  Creeks siltstone w ith  a polished cutter on the cantilever 
holder is shown as diamonds. As expected m a stronger rock, more weight-on-bit is 
required than in the weaker Catoosa shale. However, as in the standard cutter tests, 
neither o f  the key symptoms is evident.
Data for the polished cutter on the interference plate drilling  is shown w ith a 
cross for d rilling  in water and w ith a plus sign for d rilling  in oil. It is important that o f 
all the single cutter tests, only those w ith the interference plate were unable to sustain a 
depth o f  cut representing an effective penetration rate.
A ll o f  the interference plate tests in water stalled, but the test shown came the 
closest to being sustainable and giving data representative o f continuous drilling. Note 
that it is the only test conducted that is worse than the field data. It clearly complies w ith 
the two key symptoms o f  low penetration rate and insensitivity to weight-on-bit.
The interference plate tests in o il at low depths o f cut were sustainable and 
responded to weight-on-bit. A  maximum achievable depth o f  cut was not determined, 
but the key symptom o f better performance in o il than in water is clearly evident when 
the plate is being used.
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Figure 8 43 provides another representation o f dn lling  data that is less dependent 
on penetration rate for differentiating performance. It plots apparent energy efficiency 
versus normalized weight-on-bit. The apparent energv effic iency is calculated for both 
the field and single cutter data w ith the method described in Chapter 5 for using acoustic 
travel time to im ply the m inimum required specific energv to d r ill a given shale.
Energy Efficiency vs. Normalized Weight on Bit
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Figure 8.43: Energy Efficiency versus Weight-on-bit Comparison
The plot shows two single cutter tests that stand out as requiring high weight-on- 
bit to drill at a low energy etllciency. The test w ith the interference plate in water was 
experiencing global balling. It is expected to stand out from even the worst field 
performance as discussed earlier in this chapter. The test w ith  the standard cutter was 
peribrmed at a high equivalent penetration rate representative o f  effective d rilling  in the 
field. The reasons for its low  energy efficiency and high required weight-on-bit are 
discussed further in the fo llow ing paragraphs.
The two quantitative symptoms o f the slow d rilling  shale problem are a low force
ratio and a high specific energy relative to effective d rilling  w ith  the same b it in the same
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rock. Apparent energy effic iency is an attractive substitute for specific energy because it 
normalizes for the apparent strength o f  the rock being drilled  based on the acoustic travel 
time o f the rock. A  plot o f  apparent energy efficiency versus force ratio combines these 
two measures to a llow  a quantitative comparison between fie ld  and single cutter data. 
Figure 8.44 is a plot o f  apparent energy efficiency versus force ratio fo r the field data 
and the single cutter data in Catoosa shale at 9,000 psi wellbore pressure.
Energy Efficiency vs. Force Ratio
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Figure 8.44: Efficiency versus Force Ratio Comparison
The only single cutter data point on this plot that correlates quantitatively with
effective fie ld d rilling  is the polished cutter on the cantilever holder at a high depth o f
cut. Consequently, either o f  the alternative hypotheses reflected in this plot, cutter
balling or global balling, can be concluded to have quantitative symptoms sim ilar to
inefTective fie ld bit performance.
The strong siltstone hypothesis is not evaluated on this plot because calculating
an energy efficiency is not straightforward without acoustic travel tim e measurements
for the Tw in Creeks siltstone or a specific energy correlation for siltstone. However, the
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single cutter tests in the siltstone had relatively low force ratios and high specific 
energies. Consequently, they too would likely fall in the range o f  inetTective bit 
performance in shales in the field.
However, the single cutter test in water with the interference plate, labeled SCE- 
Plate-W. does have the most severe quantitative symptoms o f  the slow d rilling  shale 
problem. It is also the only test in water that has significantly worse quantitative 
symptoms than the equivalent test in oil.
The standard cutter, and its tendency to create larger cutter balls, has consistently 
given poor energy efficiency when d rillin g  shales in single cutter tests. Smith et aT ‘ 
observed sim ilar results in the same single cutter apparatus at shallow depths o f  cut. 
However, the major distinction between test results w ith the standard cutter or w ith  the 
polished cutter in a siltstone and effective fie ld performance is the force ratio.
The force ratio for a particular b it or cutter is apparently greatly influenced by the 
frictional effect on the face o f  the cutter. The rock type, cutter surface, cutter back rake, 
and flu id  environment should influence this frictional efTect and the force balance in 
general. Consequently as Hariharan'" concluded, force ratio is probably most 
meaningful when compared to other times that the same bit or cutter is used in the same 
flu id. The low force ratio exhibited by the single cutter test w ith  a polished cutter at a 
high equivalent penetration rate in mineral oil confirms Hariharan s conclusion. 
However, the high force ratios measured during effective d rillin g  w ith  standard cutter 
bits in the field seem to con flic t w ith the conclusion. The reason for this conflic t is 
unresolved.
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The quantitative symptoms are therefore not as supportive o f the global balling 
hypothesis as the key symptoms. Nevertheless, only the single cutter tests w ith the 
interference plate have the large difference in quantitative symptoms expected between 
water and oil This, combined with the seventy o f  the quantitative symptoms during 
global balling in the single cutter test w ith the interference plate, support the global 
balling hypothesis
8.5 SI MMARY
The ability to isolate different effects and run m ultiple tests for companson and 
conllrm ation make these single cutter tests the cornerstone o f  my research. Achieving a 
48 fph equivalent penetration rate in Catoosa shale at the level o f  specific energy implied 
by its acoustic travel time validates the tests w ith polished cutters on the cantilever 
holder as representing effective performance in the field.
The global balling that occurred in the tests conducted with the interference plate 
recreates all o f  the key symptoms and the characteristic symptoms that were observed in 
field b it runs exem plifying the slow d rillin g  shale problem. Some o f  these symptoms 
were also observ ed in tests performed at low depths o f cut that were intended to evaluate 
the alternative hypothesized causes. The characteristic, quantitative symptoms were also 
present to some degree in the high depth o f  cut tests in the strong siltstone and w ith a 
standard cutter in Catoosa shale. However, none o f the alternatives prevented 
penetration rates that would have been considered effective in the field. And none o f the 
alternatives exhibited a majority o f  the symptoms o f the problem. Consequently, the 
single cutter tests provide conclusive evidence that global balling is the primary cause o f
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the slow dn lling  shale problem and that it is inhibited, but not prevented by. oil-based 
d rillin g  fluids.
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CHAPTER 9. LABOR.4TORY EXPERIMENTS
A variety o f  experiments have been performed to complement the analysis o f  the 
fie ld  data and single cutter experiments. Generally the goal o f  these experiments has 
been to confirm  or improve my understanding o f  the phenomena observed in the single 
cutter tests. The specific tests that are described herein include direct shear tests, tests o f  
the water content o f  rock samples and cuttings, one-dimensional consolidation tests, 
water im bib ition tests on cuttings, and simulated Atterberg lim its  tests on cuttings.
9.1 DIRECT SHEAR TESTS
9.1.1 Purpose
Direct shear tests were performed to provide some confirm ation and explanation 
o f  the results observed in the single cutter tests. These tests were performed to address 
the impact o f  tlu id  environment on peak shear stress at failure, residual shear stress 
during failure, and fric tion between the failed rock and a cutter or bit surface. The tests 
provide an experimental basis for defining friction forces and residual stresses at high 
normal forces that have not typically been available. Therefore, the tests measure the 
effect o f  fiu id  environment on the stress required to shear the rock and on the stress 
required to push the broken rock up the face o f  the b it or cutter. Knowing the impact o f  
the fiu id  and bit surface should help to evaluate the alternative hypotheses and to better 
understand the process o f  d rilling  shale w ith PDC bits.
9.1.2 Description of Tests and Apparatus
Direct shear tests were one o f  the earliest and simplest methods for testing the 
strength o f  soils as documented by Das ’*^ and H o ltz '’ . Shear tests have also been used to 
characterize rocks as described by M aurer". T riax ia l tests have several advantages as
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listed by Holtz relative to direct shear tests. These include controlling principal stress 
directly, a llow ing more control o f  the stress path, providing for easier control o f 
drainage, reducing stress concentrations on the sample, and having less restriction on 
where and how failure occurs w ith in the sample. Consequently, triaxial tests have 
largely replaced direct shear tests tor conventional soil and rock characterization.
Direct shear tests, on the other hand, can provide rock characteristics and 
measurements o f  the interactions between rock and bit surfaces that are not normally 
available from triaxial tests. These include allow ing large displacements to occur during 
failure, measunng failure stress at low  levels o f  confinement, providing for an external 
flu id  to contact the failure, and the ab ility  to measure friction against other surfaces.
The frictional tests performed m this study include friction on rock and on 
various b it surface materials in the presence o f  both water-based and oil-based fluids 
simulating d rilling  fluids. Consequently, the potential ditTerences in strength and 
frictional charactenstics due to environment, deformation during failure, and contact 
w ith different cutter characteristics that could influence PDC cutter performance can 
potentially be determined. The tests included in this study are intended to allow a 
prelim inary comparison o f friction measured in this manner using different fluids and 
surfaces to the apparent friction forces generated on the cutter during single cutter 
testing. An index describing the matnx o f  completed direct shear tests is included as 
Appendix 12.
1 conceived o f a simple device to adapt an existing apparatus at Hughes 
Christensen to perform direct shear tests on cylindrical rock samples. A  conceptual 
drawing o f  this device is shown in Figure 9.1. Hughes Christensen built the device for
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their jo in t research with Amoco Production Company and LSU. It is used in conj unction 
w ith  the drive mechanism and instrumentation o f a planing machine at Hughes 
Christensen's Salt Lake City. Utah research facility. Figure 9.2 is a photograph showing 
the actual device w ith a core plug in the upper block. Appendix 13 presents an overall 
\ iew o f  the desian drawina for the dev ice.
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Figure 9.1: Conceptual Design of Direct Shear Test Device
This device has all o f  the usual disadvantages o f  a direct shear tester. In addition, 
it has more severe problems w ith stress concentrations on the edges o f  the cylindrical 
sample, a control system intended for much larger motions, and the potential for the 
sample jam m ing and crushing w ith in the carrier. The jamm ing can cause an axial load 
to exist between the upper and lower shear blocks rather than only in the rock. 
Nevertheless, it has proved to be a simple, rapid device for performing the measurements
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necessar> for this study that could not be obtained from the cylindrica l triaxial test cells 
commonly used for rock mechanics studies.
*
Figure 9.2: Actual Direct Shear Test Device Showing Core Plug in Upper Block
Testing w ith  this direct shear tester began in January 1996. The in itia l tests were 
conducted by m yself and JetT Lund o f  Hughes. The tests were performed on 
undersaturated Catoosa shale samples to determine shear stress at in itia l fracture, peak 
shear stress during failure, and residual shear stress for various normal stresses. A ll o f  
the tests in January were conducted in air. An example o f  the calculated stresses versus 
time and displacement during a typical test is included in Figure 9.3. Although the 
normal load was intended to be hydraulically controlled at a set value, the control system 
was not fast enough to maintain constant load at the strain rates which we were using. 
Nevertheless, the load cell measured the applied loads and allowed average shear stress 
and normal stress to be calculated at any point in time.
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Figure 9.3: Example Direct Shear Friction Test with Catoosa Shale
The majority o f  the direct shear tests were performed by m yself and John Grimes
o f  Hughes during August 1996. The purpose o f  these tests was to explore the potential
variations in strength and frictional characteristics o f  shales as a function o f the variables
that would be encountered in field drilling  situations. These tests were conducted on
Catoosa shale core plugs w ith  the shear plane parallel to the bedding planes and on Twin
Creek siltstone. Most o f  the tests were conducted on undersaturated rocks, but some o f
the Catoosa plugs were saturated before testing. Tests were conducted over a range o f
normal stresses, typically at 200. 1.000. and 9.000 psi. A  displacement rate o f
approximately 8 inches per second was used. This was the highest rate achievable and
was selected because it approached the calculated strain rates that occur in rock being
failed by a d rill bit. The flu id  environments used for surrounding the rock dunng testing
were air. water, mineral o il, and a 14.5 lb/gal water-based d rilling  mud. The tests were
conducted to both fail the intact rock and to measure friction against the opposing
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surface after initial failure or fracture. The contact surfaces tested were the opposite face 
o f  the broken rock, the face o f  a standard PDC cutter, the face o f a polished PDC cutter, 
and the carbide matn.x matenal used i n  d r ill bit bodies.
The general process o f  conducting a test was as follows. A  control was set to 
define the distance that the planer table would travel. A  rock sample was removed from 
its sealed packaging, and its length and diameter measured. The lower pen meter o f  the 
upper holder was greased to reduce friction and create a seal. The rock sample was 
placed in the lower retainer. The upper holder was installed over the rock sample w ith 
the sample protruding above the top o f  the earner sleeve. The environmental flu id  was 
injected into the flu id  f il l line until in came out the port on the opposite side o f the upper 
holder. The lower retainer was accurately positioned relative to the restraint shoulders. 
The table was then positioned w ith  the upper holder directly under the load shaft, and the 
shaft was lowered into the hole in the upper holder. The nominal normal load was then 
applied manually.
The automatic control program was accessed, and the speed o f travel and data 
collection frequency set. The automated control sequence was then initiated, and the test 
was conducted. The normal, shear, and lateral loads and the planer table position versus 
time were recorded automatically.
Following the test, the load shaft was lifted above the upper block, the planer 
table was moved out from under the load frame, and the power was shut off. The rock 
sample and the friction surfaces were usually photographed. The sample was removed, 
and the upper block and lower retainer cleaned to prepare for another test.
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Processing the data for these tests proved to be a major undertaking. I 
downloaded the data into a spreadsheet configured to plot the load and position data 
versus time, but it was d ifficu lt to identity real peaks and averages due to the fluctuation 
in the data as evident in Figure 9.3. Hughes Christensen assigned Rob Galloway to help 
w ith this while we were both working in Salt Lake C ity during the summer o f  1997. 
Rob observed that there appeared to be a regular variation in the recorded loads. 
Consequently, he measured outputs from the load cell under the condition o f no load and 
found that there was an inherent and repeatable background noise signal from the load 
cell. He used five cycles o f  this noise to calculate an average noise signal. He found 
that he could manually align the average signal to be in phase w ith  the noise on any test 
and use the difTerence between the recorded data and the in-phase noise to calculate the 
actual shear and normal loads.
Once the noise was subtracted from the data, it was much easier to interpret the 
load and position versus time data. Rob defined when the shear load began being 
transferred to the sample, the initial failure load, peak load, residual load, static friction 
load, and dynamic friction load as appropriate for each test. He found that most o f  the 
tests provided useful results using this process. Some o f  the tests, particularly at low 
normal loads, had data that was too irregular to be used. No results from those tests are 
included in this study.
1 provided equations, see Appendix 14. to convert loads to stresses knowing the 
dimensions o f the sample and the position when the stress was being calculated. 
Incorporating these equations in the spreadsheet, the normal, in itia l failure, peak failure 
and residual failure stresses along w ith strain were calculated for each strength test.
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Sim ilarly the static and dynamic fnction coetTicients were calculated tor each friction 
test. The stress results were plotted and summarized in each spreadsheet.
The entire test m atrix is described in Appendix 12. Tabular summanes o f  the 
strength test results are given in Appendix 15 and the fric tiona l test results in Appendix 
16. Only the tests directly contributing to the evaluation o f  the global balling hypothesis 
and the alternative hypotheses are described in detail herein.
9.1.3 Results
9.1,3.1 Peak and Residual Stresses
Direct shear tests o f  the strength o f  both Catoosa shale and Tw in Creeks siltstone 
have been performed. The strength tests most pertinent to this study were performed on 
an undersaturated Catoosa shale parallel to the bedding planes. These were intended to 
roughly simulate the shear failure that occurs in front o f  the cutter o f  a PDC bit or in a 
single cutter test.
Figure 9.4 compares the peak failure stress results o f  these tests with 
conventional triaxial tests pertbrmed by Amoco on samples from  the same outcrop using 
a Mohr-Coulomb style plot. A lthough there is significant variation in the strength 
measured at low normal stress in the direct shear tests, the results are comparable to the 
triaxia l tests. The variation in the shear tests was expected. The failure plane occurs 
parallel to the bedding plane, which should be weaker than failure across the bedding 
planes in a triaxial test. Conversely, the triaxial test allows failure across a wide area o f 
the sample, whereas the shear test failure can occur only w ith in  the 0.06 inch gap 
between the upper block and the retaining plate. So. the shear tests should be more 
sensitive to the local properties o f  the sample where the gap happens to be on the sample.
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Figure 9.4: Comparison of Direct Shear and Triaxial Tests on Catoosa Shale
These tests are useful in demonstrating the lack o f  any major difference between 
failure strength in water versus oil. This reinforces the conclusion from the single cutter 
tests that the symptom o f  different bit performance between water-based and oil-based 
muds is not due to different confin ing pressure or rock strength effects. A more rigorous 
test would have used a pressunzed tlu id  environment more like a wellbore. 
Nevertheless, these tests do not provide evidence o f  any major effect o f  the fluids on 
peak failure strength o f  shale.
These tests also prov ide ev idence that shearing o f  the shale, even under verv high 
normal stress, is prim arily a brittle phenomenon. When samples were removed after 
m inimal strain, and what 1 call in itia l failure, the sample was broken into two separate 
pieces, and the surfaces were hard. When tests were extended to large strains w ith 
normal stress applied, shear stress was required to continue increasing the strain. This is 
considered to be "p lastic”  behavior, but the material itse lf is not plastic. The sample in 
these cases continued to be two. discrete, broken pieces plus some debris. The plastic 
behavior results from the friction and shearing o f  the two surfaces o f  the broken pieces.
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Consequently, the conclusion that plastic shale is not the cause o f  the slow d rilling  shale 
problem is reinforced.
The shear stress declines to a nearly steady-state value for a given normal stress 
after reaching peak failure stress. This steady state stress is called the residual failure 
stress or strength. This stress opposes the cutting process o f  a PDC cutter as the cuttings 
are deformed and displaced from the surface o f  the rock. Consequently, there should be 
a strong influence on bit performance o f residual stress in addition to the effect o f  peak 
failure stress. Because residual stress is dependent on the normal stress, it is useful to 
represent it in terms o f  a friction coefficient or angle o f  friction. The residual friction 
coefficients measured in these tests are shown in Figure 9.5.
Residual Friction Coefficient from Direct Shear Tests 
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Figure 9.5: Residual Friction Measured in Direct Shear Tests on Catoosa Shale
The residual fric tion coefficient decreases w ith  increasing normal stress. The 
approximately linear relationship on a log-log scale is indicative o f  a power law friction 
model. The friction coetTicients for all four fluids fall on a sim ilar trend line. Only the 
test in air at just under 800 psi seems to deviate significantly from this trend. The reason
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for this dev iation is not clear, but it was a unique test in that it was the th ird stroke o f the 
sample faces over each other.
The conclusion drawn from  these tests is that the flu id  environment has little  
effect on the residual stress required to continue deforming a rock after peak failure 
stress has been reached. This reinforces the conclusions that chip hold-down and bottom 
balling are not the cause o f  the slow d rillin g  shale problem. I f  either o f  these caused the 
problem, there should be a large distinction between friction in water and friction in oil 
that is not present, 
d. 1.3.2 Frictional Eflects
.'\ total o f  4d tests were performed to measure frictional etTects. Thirtv-si.x o f 
these tests have been concluded to have useable data and are summarized in tabular form 
in Appendix 16. Frictional effects were measured between broken rock and the 
matching rock face to confirm  the residual friction effect described in the previous 
section. More importantly, fric tional effects were measured between broken rock and bit 
surfaces. Those tests are the focus o f  this section.
Tests o f these frictional etTects are relatively new to the industry . Kuru and 
W ojtanow icz ’^ ’ have published the only quantitative results which 1 have found in the 
technical literature. The direct shear tests ditTer in several regards from their friction 
tests, and the results are very d ifferent as well. In particular, my tests were made at high 
normal stress on broken rock during a short travel distance. Kuru s tests were made at 
low  normal stress on a machined rock face during continuous revolution o f  the rock disc 
past the cutter. Neither test was performed in a pressurized environment like a wellbore, 
and neither used sheared cuttings that are the material that is most like ly  to be in 
frictional contact w ith the cutter face.
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Figure 9,6 shows the results o f  dynamic friction measurements between 
undersaturated Catoosa shale and PDC cutters in different flu id  environments. The 
smaller symbols represent tests on a cutter w ith  a standard PDC finish. The roughness 
was measured to be about 23 microinches by Hommel America. The dynamic fric tion 
coefficient decreases w ith increasing normal stress. The roughly linear trend on a log- 
log scale is indicative o f  an exponential fric tion law model.
Effect of Fluid Environment on Dynamic Friction Coefficient 
for Catoosa Shale on PDC Cutters
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Figure 9.6: Dynamic Friction Coefficient on a Polished PDC Cutter
There is significant vanation between tests. The water test at 8.000 psi and the 
a ir test at 6,500 psi look particularly suspect. One reason for this variation may be that 
the tests performed on a broken rock face ty p ically result in only part o f  the circular area 
o f  the rock actually contacting the cutter surface. Figure 9.7 shows a photograph o f  the 
rock surface after a typical frictional test. Note that part o f  the rock face is rubbed 
smooth from contact w ith  the cutter surface, and part o f  the face is s till rough because it 
was not in contact w ith the cutter. The friction coefficients measured under these 
conditions are accurate, but the actual normal stress is not known. The actual normal
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stress could be estimated by accounting tor the actual area o f  contact, but the apparent 
area o f contact was observed to have increased during a typical test. For sim plic ity, the 
plotted normal stress calculations assume that the fu ll area o f  the end o f the rock was in 
contact.
Figure 9.7: Catoosa Shale Sample after a Direct Shear Friction Test on a PDC
Cutter
Despite the variation, the data shows relatively small apparent differences 
between the fnction coefficients w ith the standard cutter when different fluids are used. 
.4t an equivalent normal stress, the fnction coefficient is consistently higher in o il than in 
water. This was not e.xpected given the typical assumption that oil is a better lubricant 
for d rilling  than water. .Mthough the differences are not great, they are opposite from the 
effect on forces in the single cutter tests w ith a standard PDC. In any event, there is no 
evidence from these friction measurements showing why oil-based muds would cause 
improved performance over water-based muds when d rilling  shales. Also, I th ink this at 
least partially refutes the common perception that oil lubricating the bit prevents balling, 
although it probably does reduce adhesion effects.
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The three tests on a polished cutter shown with the large, open symbols are 
different from the standard cutter tests. The measured roughness o f  this cutter was about 
0.6 microinches. The apparent friction coefficient is roughly ha lf of what would be 
expected at the same normal stress with a standard cutter. This is expected given the 
smoother cutter surface. It also confirms that the reduced friction on the cutter face is 
the like ly reason why polished cutters w ill d rill at a high rate o f  penetration at a ver\ low 
axial force or weight-on-bit. It is also a logical reason why polished cutters create 
thinner cuttings and experience smaller cutter balls than standard cutters in the single 
cutter tests. However, polished cutters have not completely overcome the slow drilling  
shale problem in the field. This fact, combined w ith the fact that o il does not 
substantially reduce cutter friction, reinforces the conclusion that cutter balling is not the 
major cause o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem.
9.1.3.3 Cancelled Tests on Weaker Rock and Cuttings
Pierre shale was to be tested in order to represent shale more like young, shallow 
G u lf Coast shales that have a significant smectite content. In addition, testing o f an 
actual cuttings ball from drilling  Catoosa shale w ith a fu ll size bit was planned. It was 
intended to help determine whether the characteristics o f  a ball that actually caused bit 
inefficiency were different than the characteristics o f  the broken rock face used in the 
tests already conducted. Given the weakness o f these two materials and the d ifficu lty  in 
controlling the test apparatus at low levels o f stress, these tests were cancelled.
9.1.4 Conclusions
In summary, 1 have found little about the process o f  shearing an intact shale or o f
forcing the broken shale across the surface o f  a cutter that would explain why deep
shales are so d ifficu lt to d rill effectively. I have confirmed that the shale is relatively
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weak and that its strength is relatively independent o f  the flu id  environment. 
Additionally, the plastic behavior o f  shale is pnm arily a frictional efleet after failure, and 
the flu id  environment has a relatively small influence on the frictional behavior o f  either 
the rock or PDC cutters.
9.2 TESTS TO CHAR.\CTERIZE CUTTINGS
The previous section concluded that there was little  about the in itia l shear failure 
o f shale under pressure that would explain why it d rills  so ineflectively in the field. This 
result reinforces the conclusion in Chapter 8 that global balling is the principal cause o f 
the slow d rilling  shale problem. I f  this is correct, the behavior o f  cuttings, that can 
accumulate to cause balling, is critical to the problem.
9.2.1 General Purpose of Tests
There are two general objectives o f  the tests described in this section. The first is 
to make some preliminary charactenzation o f  the cuttings themselves. The second is to 
develop some understanding o f  how their behavior causes the slow d rilling  shale 
problem. Tests o f  the water content o f  rock samples and cuttings, one-dimensional 
consolidation tests, water im bib ition tests on cuttings, and simulated Atterberg lim its 
tests on cuttings are described.
9.2.2 Water Content of Intact Shale
The water content o f  the intact shale provides a useful base for comparison to the 
water content o f  cuttings. I f  the cuttings were essentially just small chips or collections 
o f chips o f  rock that wore broken o f f  o f  the intact rock, they could be expected to have a 
water content sim ilar to the intact rock. Consequently, knowing the water content o f  the 
intact rock provides a useful basis for comparison to the cuttings.
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The commercial iaboratones that made the porosity measurements in Chapter 6. 
also measured water content and saturation on those samples. In addition, I performed 
tests on water content o f  some o f the shale samples being used in the single cutter and 
direct shear tests. The method that 1 used was simply to weigh the sample as soon after 
unsealing it as possible, then to dry it in an oven at about 225 degrees Fahrenheit for 24 
hours, and to weigh it again. The formula for water content is simply;
_ Weight Loss due to Drying
Water Content = ------ ---------------------------------
Weight after Drying
The water content o f  native state samples measured by these different sources 
was almost always between 4.3 and 4.5 percent. Samples that were intentionally 
saturated had a water content o f  about 5.4 to 5.6 percent. A  summary o f  the actual 
results is included as Appendix 17.
9.2.3 Water Content of Cuttings from Single Cutter Tests
The water content o f  representative cuttings from some o f the single cutter tests 
was also measured. The method was the same as used on intact rock. The results are 
more qualitative however. The cuttings were taken wet from the test cell and weighed. 
The water present during weighing was a function o f  both the excess water on the 
surface o f the cutting and the inevitable drying that occurred as the cutting was exposed 
to air. The cuttings were generally too weak to a llow  any w iping to remove excess water 
on the surface. Nevertheless, the cuttings from the single cutter tests on Catoosa shale 
conducted in water typ ica lly  had a water content between 40 and 60 percent. The actual 
measurements are included in Appendix 18.
This water content is roughly ten times higher than for the intact rock as shown in
the example from test 70580 in Table 9.1. Consequently, the cuttings are apparently
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\e r\ different from just stacks o f  intact chips o f  rock. As described in Chapter 8. these 
cuttings were usually weak, plastic, and relatively soft. As described later, in section 
9,2.6. it is unlikely that the high water content is due to water imbibing into intact chips 
o f  rock. It seems that the cuttings are the result o f  shear deformation that destroys much 
o f  the fabric or cohesive strength o f  the rock. Apparently, the high water content is a 
result o f  the increased surface area o f  clay mineral exposed when the rock is sheared.
Table 9.1: Water Content of Rock, Cuttings, and Global Balls
Test Number 70580 7074F 7058T 7074H
Rock Type Catoosa Catoosa Pierre Pierre
Fluid Type Water M ineral O il Water M ineral O il
Test Typical o f Typical o f Typical o f Typical o f
Description Effective ROP Severe Global Effective ROP Severe Global
vv/ Polished Ballinu w/ Polished Ballin iî
Cutter Cutter
Water Content 4.5% 4.5% 22.8% 22.8%
o f Intact Shale
Water Content 57.7% 25.1% 105.5% 31.3%
o f Cutting (o il &  water) (o il &  water)
Water Content N.A. 10.84% N.A. 20.1%
o f Global Ball (o il &  water) (a ll water?)
The ball that accumulated dunng global balling in the single cutter tests w ith the 
interference plate had significantly less water content than cuttings in general 
Measurements on the balls that caused the stalling m the tests w ith water would be most 
insightful. Unfortunately, I did not realize that at the time, and none were made. 
However, the high depth o f  cut tests in oil also experienced global balling. I did make 
measurements for those tests in both Catoosa and Pierre shales. In both o f  the examples 
m Table 9.1. the liqu id  content o f  the ball was less than the content o f  the cuttings. The 
term, liquid content, is used because there was both the pore water and the mineral o il as 
a liquid phase in these cuttings. The lower liquid content in a ball than in regular
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cuttings probably reflects reconsolidation o f the cuttings in the bail between the plate and 
the bottom o f  the cut. Consequently, the ball is like ly to be stronger than the weak 
cuttings recov ered at the end o f  the test. The ab ility  o f  severe global balling to stall a test 
or prevent effective d rilling  is a reflection o f this strength.
Table 9.1 also demonstrates that the cuttings made in mineral o il typica lly have a 
lower liqu id  content than cuttings made in water. This is a potential clue to why PDC 
bits perform ditTerently in o il than in water. Specifically, the o il has a different 
interaction w ith the cuttings than water does. The like ly explanation is that the oil is 
non-polar and is not as strongly attracted to the negatively charged clay surfaces in the 
cutting as the polar water molecules are. This lack o f  attraction between non-polar oils 
and clays is well known. It is one o f the reasons offered for why oil-based muds inh ib it 
global balling. That concept w ill be explored w ith the simulated Atterberg lim its  tests.
9,2.4 Simulated Atterberg Limits Tests on Cuttings
Atterberg lim its tests are used in geotechnical engineenng to characterize the 
physical interaction between soils and w a t e r H e r e  they are used in a sim ilar fashion to 
understand the interaction between the sheared rock debris in a cutting and the liqu id  
phase o f  a d rilling  fluid. The purpose o f  these tests was to evaluate whether shale 
cuttings would in fact exhibit different physical behaviors in o il than in water.
Lab equipment to conduct Atterberg lim its tests was not available to me at the 
time these tests were performed. Consequently, the concepts o f  the tests were applied 
using simple tools that were available. Also, the tests were performed by increasing the 
water content o f  an oven-dried sample rather than decreasing the orig inal water content 
by drying between tests. As a result, these tests are not quantitatively comparable to
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routine tests. Nevertheless, the tests provide insight into the différent behaviors o f 
cuttings in water and in o il that potentially contribute to the slow d rillin g  shale problem.
A sample o f the Catoosa shale cuttings from the single cutter test 7058M was 
dried in an oven. The dry weight was 3.71 grams. The cuttings orig ina lly  had a water 
content o f  about 49 percent. Beginning w ith no water content in the dried sample, water 
was added in 0.1 to 0.2 m illilite r  increments. As the water was added, the consistency o f 
the cutting was evaluated by try ing  to ro ll the cuttings into a plastic thread. In itia lly  the 
cuttings were too dry. hard, and non-sticky to form a thread. In geotechnical terms, they 
were a solid. A t a water content o f  about 24 percent, the cuttings began to become sticky 
and form clumps, but they would s till not form a thread. A t about 30 percent water 
content, the cuttings were able to be rolled into a thread, and the plastic lim it occurred at 
about 27 percent water content. A t 32 percent water content, the cuttings would deform 
when tapped. Consequently, the liqu id  lim it was estimated to be 32 percent. I continued 
to add water and m ix it w ith the cuttings. A t a water content o f  about 46 percent, the 
cuttings could be poured like  a liquid. The sample was then weighed, dried, and 
reweighed. The final water content based on weight was about 43 percent. The total 
weight o f  solids had decreased by about 0.2 grams, probably because o f  clay sticking to 
the tools used.
These water contents are all lower than the water content o f  the cuttings when 
they were first weighed after being recovered from a single cutter test. As noted 
previously, it was impossible to remove all o f  the free water from the surface o f  these 
soft cuttings prior to checking water content. Consequently, the in itia l 49 percent water
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content may have been exaggerated. In any event, the strength and stickiness, or 
cohesiveness, o f  the cuttings is obviously intluenced by their water content.
The dned cuttings sample was then used to pertbrm a sim ilar test w ith mineral 
oil. The in itia l dry weight was 3.51 grams. Beginning w ith no water or o il content in the 
dned sample, mineral o il was added in 0.1 m illil ite r  increments. As the oil was added, 
the consistency o f  the cutting was evaluated by try ing  to ro ll the cuttings into a plastic 
thread. In itia lly  the cuttings were too dry. hard, and non-sticky to form a thread. In 
geotechnical terms, they were a solid. A t an o il content o f  about 17 percent, the cuttings 
seemed to a ll be wetted and there was some slight cohesiveness, possibly due to surface 
tension effects in the oil. O il continued to be added but did not appear to be absorbed or 
adsorbed by the cuttings. A t about 38 percent o il. the cuttings were clearly above their 
liquid lim it. A t 41 percent o il, the cuttings would flow  like a slurry o f  solids and liquid. 
It is notable that the cuttings never became sticky, and there was never an oil content that 
resulted in plastic behavior.
W hile these results are more qualitative than quantitative, they demonstrate the 
likely reason that PDC bits perform better in oil-based muds. The oil suppresses the 
tendency for the cuttings to stick to each other and to form the cohesive mass required to 
cause global balling. It should be remembered that the test w ith mineral o il began w ith  
totally dry cuttings. Cuttings in the fie ld  or the single cutter tests would have their native 
state water content. Consequently, cuttings from  rocks w ith water in the pore space can 
still result in global balling in o il. as was shown in the single cutter tests at high depth o f 
cut. Confirm ing the possibility for re-cohesion and reconsolidation o f cuttings in the 
presence o f  o il was one o f  the objectives o f the one-dimensional consolidation tests.
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9.2,5 1-D Consolidation Tests
One-dimensional consolidation tests were conducted to demonstrate the potential 
for cuttings to be reconsolidated as a ball that is strong enough to interfere with bit 
performance. Craig Cooley o f  Hughes Christensen first suggested these tests. 1 defined 
the specifications for the tests, which were conducted by Mohamed Khodavenan at 
TerraTek in Salt Lake City, Utah. These tests were conducted on a powdered Catoosa 
shale, essentially a very weak clay, suspended in either water or mineral oil. The sample 
consolidated in mineral o il was prepared to have an in itial water content sim ilar to the 
original shale. The tests included measurement o f the strength o f  the powdered Catoosa 
shale after consolidation to effective axial stresses from a few hundred psi to 10.000 psi. 
The purpose o f the tests was to demonstrate whether ver> weak cuttings could be 
reformed to a strong material i f  packed under the b it and to determine what difference 
the flu id environment makes.
The general test procedure was as follows. Both samples were prepared by 
crushing, drying, and sieving Catoosa shale to provide clay and silt finer than 75 
microns. For the "w ater" test, this powder was thoroughly mixed w ith 60 cc o f 5,000 
ppm salt water per 100 grams. For the "o i l"  test, it was hum idified to a 5 cc per 100 
gram water content then thoroughly mixed in 100 cc o f  mineral oil per 100 grams. It 
should be noted that this hum idification process to reach a water content sim ilar to 
Catoosa shale's in-situ water content was necessary because dry powder dispersed in o il 
would clump around water droplets as water was added to the oil, s im ilar to creation o f  a 
ball. Each sample was then placed in a 1-D consolidation cell and consolidated to an 
effective axial stress o f  100 psi. The apparent strength was then checked w ith a pocket
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penetrometer and consolidation continued to a higher stress. Consolidation stresses used 
were 100, 300, 600, 1,000, 3.000, 6,000. and 10,000 psi. A fte r consolidation at 10.000 
psi, the samples were broken in a uniaxial compression test.
The uniaxial compressive strengths o f  the two samples were almost identical; 830 
psi for the "water" sample and 810 psi for the "o i l"  sample. The o il that inhibited re­
cohesion o f cuttings in the Atterberg L im its tests did not prevent reconsolidation o f  the 
powdered shale. Apparently, the o il drained from the sample suspended in oil and 
allowed effective contact between the clay particles. A lthough the consolidation trend as 
measured by a void ratio plot, see Figure 9.8. was different between the two samples, the 
void ratio, apparent water content, and uniaxial strength were veiy sim ilar after 
consolidation to 1Ü.Ü00 psi. see Table 9.2. The strengths measured with the pocket 
penetrometer are not exactly comparable between tests because the tip  had to be changed 
mid way through the first test when the strengths exceeded the maximum tor the dev ice.
1-D Consolidation Tests on Ground Catoosa Shale
1.2
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Figure 9.8: Void Ratio and Estimated Water Saturation versus Consolidation 
Stress in One-dimensional Consolidation Tests
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The estimated water saturations in Figure ‘^ .8 are volumetric calculations to show 
that as the o il sample was consolidated, the water content and saturation began to 
approach that o f  the water sample. W ith a sim ilar void ratio and water saturation in the 
voids, sim ilar strengths are expected.
Table 9.2: Results of 1-D Consolidation Tests on Powdered Catoosa Shale
Water-Soaked Sample Oil-Soaked Sample
Final Void Ratio .173 .152
Final Porosity (%) 14.8% 13.2%
Final Water Content (% ) 6.5 % 3.6 %
(by wt. incl. o il)
Unconfined Compressive 
Strength (psi)
830 psi 810 psi
These tests show that a very weak clay, specifically powdered Catoosa shale 
suspended in a liquid, w ill gain significant strength i f  consolidated. This strength gain 
occurs whether the clay was suspended in water or oil as long as the clay was in itia lly  
water wet. The tests demonstrate how even weak cuttings could be reformed to a strong 
matenal i f  packed under the bit. and that the matenal could easily be strong enough to 
impede bit effectiveness.
The tests do not demonstrate a major difference between consolidation o f  
cuttings suspended in o il and in water. This reinforces the previous conclusion about 
single cutter tests and fie ld performance that an oil environment does not prevent balling 
and its negative effect on b it performance. I f  the cuttings become trapped under the bit. 
as in the high depth o f  cut single cutter tests with the interference plate, balling w ill 
occur even in an oil environment.
The consolidation that occurred in these tests took place over several days. 
Consequently, the tests do not answer the question o f what the strength o f  the cuttings is 
or how it changes as they arc created and move from underneath the bit.
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9.2.6 Imbibition Tests on Cuttings from Single Cutter Tests
The strength and water content o f  shale cuttings is unknown at the time they are 
created. Im bib ition o f  water from a water-based mud w ill almost certainly change the 
strength and water content o f  the cuttings over tim e and is probably the reason why 
cuttings recovered from a water environment are soft and weak. Consequently, 
im bibition tests could potentially help demonstrate these effects.
Simple im bibition tests were performed on both intact rock and cuttings. The 
objective for testing the intact rock was to determine whether it would imbibe water and 
soften to a character like the cuttings made in water. The objective o f the test with 
cuttings was to verify  that they would imbibe water fa irly  rapidly when the only driv ing 
mechanism was hydration o f  the surface area w ith in the cutting.
A cylindrica l plug sample o f native state Catoosa shale was used for the test on 
intact rock. It was measured and weighed and placed in a beaker o f  fresh water. Its 
in itia l volume was 1.401 cubic inches, and its in itia l weight was 58.26 grams. W ith in 
one minute, a few air bubbles appeared on the exterior o f  the sample. A fter an hour and 
44 minutes, the sample was observed again. There were still a few air bubbles on its 
surface, which had developed a somewhat mottled appearance, and a very small amount 
o f  rock powder on the bottom o f the beaker. The sample was removed briefly and 
weighed and measured again. The results are given in Table 9.3.
Table 9.3: Imbibition Into and Swelling of Intact Catoosa Shale
Initial 1 hour 
44 
minutes
67 hours 
14 
minutes
71 hours 
44 
minutes
After 
Drying 
72 hours
Length (in) 1.814 1.831 1.839 1.840 1.808
Diameter (in) .9917 .9957 .9953 .9960 .9903
Volume (cu in) 1.401 1.426 1.431 1.434 1.393
Weight (gm) 58.26 58.75 58.89 58.88 55.70
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The sample was measured and weighed twice more. Ultimately it had soaked in 
fresh water for almost 72 hours. It had not softened, had only swelled 2.3 percent, and 
had only imbibed 0.62 grams o f  water. Its water content increased from 4.6 percent 
in itia lly  to 5.7 percent after soaking. Obviously, contact with water alone does not 
inherently cause Catoosa shale to degrade in strength or increase greatly in water 
content.
The test on the cuttings sample was more d ifficu lt because o f  its weakness. 
Several techniques were tried. U ltim ately, the following procedure was used. A 
submerged weight fitting was installed on a precision scale. Freshwater was placed in a 
beaker on the frame over the scale. An oven-dried cuttings sample was placed on a piece 
o f weight paper, which was placed on the screen o f the submerged weight fitting, and 
lowered into the water. Submerged weights were recorded for 10 minutes. The sample 
was removed, weighed, dried, and re weighed. A  small amount o f  the sample was lost 
dunng removal for weighing, apparently 0.0357 grams. A summary o f  the results are 
given in Table 9.4.
Table 9.4: Imbibition of Water into Catoosa Shale Cutting
Tim e (minisec) W eiuht (am) Comments and Aooearance
0:00 .6374 (in air) Firm, oven-dried cutting
0:05 .3600 (in H :0 )
0:20 .3687 (in H ;0 )
0:40 .3781 (in  H ;0 )
1:00 .3816 (in  H ;0 ) A ir bubbles coming o f f  cutting
2:00 .3860 (in  H :0 )
3:00 .3868 (in  H :0 )
4:00 .3888 (in  H ;0 ) No more bubbles from  cutting
5:00 .3886 (in  H ;0 )
10:00 .3879 (in H :0 )
Removed from Water 1.4282 (in air) Very wet. soft, watery
Oven-Dried .6017 (in  air) Water Content = 137%
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1 he water imbibed by the cutting would appear to be only about U.U3 grams 
based on the gam in submerged weight, but is at least Ü.8265 grams based on the weight 
loss on dry ing. The actual reasons for this large a discrepancy are unknown, but there 
are several possibilities. The in itia l submerged weight o f  the cutting sample is unknown 
because it is not possible to get an instantaneous submerged weight in a wetting fluid. 
Also the porosity o f  the sample that is in itia lly  filled  w ith a ir is not known. These 
unknowns could probably be resolved by measunng sample volume with mercury 
displacement and calculating the dr> density before immersion in water. Finally, the 
amount o f  water that is actually imbibed into or "bound" to the clay surfaces on the 
cutting is possibly overstated due to free water that cannot be easily drained from the wet 
cutting.
In any event, five conclusions are clear. First, the dry cutting imbibes 
significantly more water per unit weight o f  solids than an intact, native state rock 
sample. It imbibed about four times as much based on the change in buoyed weight, and 
over 100 times as much based on overall weight gain due to soaking. Second, im bibition 
o f water dramatically softens the cutting but does not significantly soften the intact rock. 
Third, the im bib ition o f water into a dry cutting is complete in about five minutes. The 
rate o f  im bibition during the first few seconds is unknowTi. but it could be rapid at least 
in clear water. Fourth, the im bib ition o f  water into cuttings is the like ly reason that 
cuttings from the single cutter tests in water are weak and have a high water content. 
Finally, given that intact rock does not imbibe large quantities o f  water or soften, it is 
like lv that the structure and fabric o f  the cuttinus is verv d ifierent than that o f intact rock.
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9.3 SI V I\IA R \
A set o f  laboratory experiments was undenaken to gam some understanding o f 
the behav io r o f  shale and shale cuttings, and how that behav io r changes in different fluid 
environments. The results reinforce the conclusions made in the previous chapter. The 
fo llow  ing conclusions are based on the results o f  these experiments.
Friction between the cuttings and the PDC cutter is not like ly to be a direct cause 
o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem and is not strongly sensitive to d rilling  flu id type. 
Intact Catoosa shale does not imbibe large quantities o f  water, soften, or swell 
significantly when soaked in fresh water even for long periods o f  time. Cuttings can 
imbibe water fairly rapidly and w ill soften and increase in water content when soaked in 
water. Cuttings, as simulated by a powdered shale, can be reconsolidated by apply ing a 
confin ing stress and a llow ing the tlu id  content to drain. The reconsolidated cuttings can 
easily have enough strength to interfere w ith bit performance i f  trapped between the bit 
and the bottom o f  the hole.
O il inhibits the re-cohesion o f separate cuttings. It effectively prevents the 
plastic behav ior o f  cuttings that occurs at water contents between the plastic lim it and the 
liqu id lim it. While oil w ill not prevent reconsolidation o f  cuttings, the ability  o f  oil to 
inh ib it re-cohesion o f cuttings is the like ly reason that oil-based muds improve PDC bit 
performance in shale. The oil apparently inhibits balling by suppressing the 
reagglomeration o f cuttings to a cohesive ball unless large physical forces jam the 
cuttings together and squeeze the o il out from between adjacent cuttings. The 
continuous phase o f oil probably also inhib its the re-adhesion o f  the cuttings to the bit 
face after the cuttings have broken loose from it. These effects w ill not completely
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overcome the use o f an inappropriate bit design that tends to trap the cuttings under the 
face o f the bit as demonstrated by the Matagorda Island bit run data for ribbed and body- 
set PDC bits shown in Fiaure 2 .1
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CHAPTER 10. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS
lO.I SUMMARY OF THE STUDY
This study was performed to diagnose the cause o f  poor PDC bit performance in 
deep, overpressured shales. It began as a jo in t project between the Petroleum 
Engineering Department at Louisiana State University and Amoco Production Company 
in 1994. with Hughes Christensen Company jo in ing  the etTort later in the year. The 
original, overall objective was to improve bit performance in water-based muds to equal 
PDC bit performance in oil-based muds, when d rilling  deep, overpressured shales. The 
d ifficu lty  in achieving this objective is described w ith in the project as the slow drilling  
shale problem.
The objectives o f this study evolved from the d ifficu lty  in realizing the overall 
project objective. The primary objective was to carefully evaluate the hypothesis that 
bit balling is the principal cause o f the slow d rilling  shale problem. A  secondary 
objective was to use outcrop shales for the laboratory experiments that represent the 
range o f shale characteristics that exist in the deep, overpressured formations that cause 
the problem. The final objective was to identify possible opportunities to reduce the 
seventy o f  this problem for future evaluation.
The pursuit o f  these objectives began w ith a literature review. The key 
symptoms o f the problem were identified as slow penetration rates, less than 25 fph, and 
lower penetration rates w ith  PDC bits in water-based muds than in oil-based muds. The 
causes o f  the problem proposed in past studies included b it balling, cutter balling, 
confin ing pressure effects, strong formations inter-bedded in the shale, bottom-hole
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balling, chip hold-down, and plasticity o f  the shale. Recent research etTorts to find 
methods for overcoming the problem were also reviewed.
Am oco's 1995 d rilling  records were reviewed and compared to the API Joint 
Industry D rillin g  Survey . The results were used to estimate an annual industry cost o f  
S2.8 b illion  to d rill deep, overpressured wells in the U.S. This cost was scaled to S I5 
b illion  annually for the industry worldwide. B it performance in overpressured 
formations is a major fraction o f  those costs, about S2.9 b illion  annually. The potential 
reduction in these costs, i f  the overall objective o f  b it performance in water-based muds 
equivalent to PDC performance in oil-based muds is achieved, is about one ha lf b illion  
dollars annually.
The diagnosis o f  the problem that creates this potential was based on comparing 
the specific symptoms o f  the problem in the fie ld  to the symptoms o f  the possible causes 
in controlled laboratory tests. The two key symptoms were confirmed to exist in the 
study area offshore Texas, and additional symptoms were defined using detailed fie ld 
data. The anecdotal symptom o f  penetration rate not responding to increased weight-on- 
bit was confirmed. A  low  force ratio and specific energy higher than expected based on 
sonic log response were identified as quantitative symptoms o f  the problem.
The strength, acoustic, and mineralogical characteristics o f  deep, overpressured 
shales were measured on subsurface core samples. The same characteristics were 
measured on outcrop samples o f  Catoosa shale, Pierre II shale, and Tw in Creeks 
siltstone. Comparison o f  these characteristics confirmed that the outcrop shales provide 
a range o f characteristics that encompasses the characteristics o f  the problem shales.
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Full scale laboratory, d rilling  tests that were perlbrmed by Hughes Christensen 
were used to show that the symptoms o f  the problem are observable when d rilling  
outcrop shales in the laboratory. A  fu ll suite o f  tests was not available, but global bit 
balling was observed to cause the symptoms o f  the problem.
Single cutter tests were the cornerstone o f  this diagnosis. These tests allowed 
different effects to be isolated, tested in both fresh water and mineral o il flu id  
environments, and the symptoms observed and quantified. Tests were performed for at 
least two depths o f  cut. The shallow depth was equivalent to d rilling  at about 7 fph w ith 
an 8.5 inch bit. which is an inefTective rate. The deep depth was equivalent to about 48 
fph w ith an 8.5 inch bit. which is an effective rate.
The effects o f  increased confin ing pressure, strong siltstone. cutter balling, and 
global b it balling were each exp lic itly  evaluated w ith these tests. A ll but the siltstone 
tests included tests in both mineral oil and water. Each o f  these effects tended to impede 
bit performance at high wellbore pressures. The strong siltstone and cutter balling 
caused quantitative symptoms sim ilar to the slow d rilling  shale problem. However, 
neither caused specific energy as high as recorded during global balling.
Global balling was the only hypothesized cause that resulted in the key 
symptoms o f low  penetration rate and significantly poorer performance in water than in
oil. The lack o f  global balling in oil at penetration rates o f  4 fph and 7 fph contrasted 
dramatically w ith  the severe balling observed in water at all penetration rates. S im ilarly 
global balling was the only effect tested that demonstrated the symptom o f  insensitivity 
to weight-on-bit. It also caused the most severe examples o f  the two characteristic 
symptoms, high specific energy and low force ratio. Consequently, only the global
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balling that occuired in tests w ith  a simulated bit body above the cutter caused all o f  the 
symptoms o f  the slow d rillin g  shale problem. There was no significant evidence that 
bottom-hole balling, chip hold-down, or shale plasticity caused the problem.
Polished cutters, varied cutter back rake, a chip breaker, and a convex cutter were 
all tested as features that m ight reduce the seventy o f  the slow d r illin g  shale problem. 
A ll were shown to have an effect on cutter forces and cuttings character, but none 
showed substantial potential to overcome the problem. Even using mineral oil as the 
d rilling  tlu id  did not prevent global balling with the interference plate at a high 
equivalent penetration rate, although it did prevent balling at low equivalent penetration 
rates.
Several sets o f  laboratory tests were performed to gain some additional 
understanding into the behaviors o f  shale and shale cuttings that potentia lly contribute to 
the slow dn lling  shale problem. Catoosa shale did not soften when exposed 
continuously to fresh water and was not plastic during shear failure when flooded with 
water or water-based mud. The friction force to move cuttings across the face o f a PDC 
cutter was significant but d id not correspond to the symptoms o f the slow d rilling  shale 
problem. A  simulated Atterberg lim its test showed that cuttings were cohesive with one 
another in the presence o f water, what is termed "plasticity" when referring to soils. A 
sim ilar test o f  dry cuttings in o il exhibited no plasticity. This difference reinforced the 
observation that mineral o il inhib ited the accumulation o f  cuttings to create a ball in the 
single cutter tests. The consolidation o f water-wet cuttings from a slurry to a strong 
material was shown to be possible in either an oil or water environment. Consequently, 
a strong b it ball can form in the presence o f  an oil-based d rilling  flu id.
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The conclusions and recommendations for future work resulting from this study
are described in the fo llow ing  sections.
10.2 CONCLLSIONS 
10.2.1 Cause of the Slow Drilling Shale Problem
1. Global bit balling is the primary cause o f  inetTective PDC b it performance when 
drilling  shale w ith water-based muds. This conclusion is based on the single cutter 
tests made with an interference plate that simulates the body o f  a bit. These tests 
demonstrated all o f  the symptoms o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem.
2. Global bit balling results from cohesion between shale cuttings. This cohesion 
supports the agglomeration o f  cuttings to create a ball that can jam  the space between 
the bit body and the bottom o f  the hole.
3. Cohesion between cuttings is inhibited, but not prevented, by use o f  a non-polar 
d rilling  flu id  like mineral o il. Consequently, use o f  a water-based d rilling  fluid 
usually results in more severe global b it balling than use o f  an oil-based drilling  
fluid.
10.2.2 Other Factors Contributing to the Slow Drilling Shale Problem
1. Cutter balling, high confin ing pressures, and strong rocks interbedded in shales do 
impede bit performance, but not as severely as global balling. None o f  these factors 
cause the majority o f  the symptoms o f  the slow d rillin g  shale problem. Therefore, 
these factors are not the cause o f  the problem.
2. Shale does not fail plastically, even at high confin ing pressure. The apparent plastic 
stress-strain behavior is the result o f  friction, sim ilar to that in cohesionless soils.
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3. Bottom-hole bailing and chip hold-down were not observed to be significant in these 
tests and, therefore, are not the cause o f  the problem.
10.2.3 Alternatives for Mitigating the Slow Drilling Shale Problem
1. The previous study^ determined that using oil-based muds w ith  PDC bits was the 
current best practice to achieve cost effective b it performance m deep shales. This 
study confirms those results w ith  single cutter test data.
2. An accurate conclusion about the effect o f  a chip breaker on overall bit performance 
cannot be made. The single cutter tests w ith a chip breaker did result in shorter 
cuttings and a potentially more regular and controllable relationship between 
penetration rate and weight-on-bit.
3. Reduced cutter back rakes, o f  5 to 10 degrees, resulted in lower axial force at the 
cutter and thinner cuttings than the standard 20 degree back rake. Both results could 
be advantageous for improved b it effectiveness, and the previous study^ showed bits 
w ith low cutter back rake performed better in the fie ld but not to the extent o f  PDC 
bits in oil-based mud.
4. Polished cutters resulted in lower cutter forces, especially much lower axial forces, 
thinner cuttings, and smaller cutter balls than cutters w ith  a standard surface finish. 
These results should be advantageous to improved b it effectiveness. However, the 
two bits w ith  polished cutters that were included in the fie ld  performance study only 
performed effectively at a very low  weight-on-bit. less than 600 pounds per inch o f 
b it diameter.
5. Use o f  a controlled, low  weight-on-bit is probably advantageous in m inim izing the 
effect o f  the slow d rilling  shale problem. A ll o f  the examples o f  effective fie ld bit
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performance in this study were at a weight-on-bit o f  less than 1.Ü00 pounds per inch 
o f  b it diameter. Two anecdotal reports indicate that knowing actual downhole 
weight-on-bit, from a measurement while d rilling  (M W D ) tool, has allowed careful 
control and significantly improved average ROP.
6. The convex cutter did not demonstrate any advantage versus conventional, flat 
cutters in the single cutter test.
10.2.4 L nderstanding the Slow Drilling Shale Problem
1. The slow d rilling  shale problem can be identified by the symptoms.
(a) Penetration rates. ROP. are slow, less than 25 feet per hour.
(b) ROP with PDC bits in water-based muds is slower than in oil-based muds.
(c) ROP is insensitive to. does not increase w ith , increased weight-on-bit.
(d) The specific energy required is higher than for effective d rilling  in the same rock. 
(C) The force ratio is two to five times lower than when drilling  at an efTective rate
w ith the same bit.
2. The slow d rilling  shale problem is found to exist in overpressured formations 
throughout the United States and the world.
3. The slow drilling  shale problem, at least in the study area, is predominantly affected 
by bit performance in shales and not in other overpressured formations, such as 
strong sandstones or siltstones.
4. The worldwide cost o f  ineffective b it performance due to the slow d rillin g  shale 
problem is one ha lf b illion  dollars annually. This cost is likely to increase as 
regulations lim it the use o f  oil-based muds and deep drilling  becomes more 
prevalent.
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5. Mineral oil inhibits the re-cohesion o f  cuttings that is necessary for cuttings to 
accumulate and cause global balling. Consequently, o il helps prevent global balling 
and the slow drilling  shale problem from occurring. It probably also inhib its re­
adhesion o f  cuttings to the bit o r drillstring, but this was not tested.
6. As demonstrated in field data and single cutter tests, use o f an oil-based d r illin g  tlu id  
does not necessarily prevent global balling and the resulting slow penetration rates in 
shale. The one-dimensional consolidation tests confirm a likely explanation, that oil 
does not prevent the re-consolidation o f  shale cuttings to form a strong ball.
7. Cuttings in water-based d rillin g  fluids that are soft or entirely dispersed when 
recovered from a test cell or from fie ld d rilling  were not necessarily soft when 
created at the bit. Water imbibes into and softens cuttings fairly rapidly. However, 
even soft cuttings can potentially be re-consolidated to a strong condition i f  trapped 
between the bit and the bottom o f  the hole.
8. Lab drilling  in outcrop rocks w ith an appropriate range o f  characteristics is 
representative o f the slow d rilling  shale problem in the field. The Pierre II shale, 
Catoosa shale, and Tw in Creeks siltstone used in this study provide an appropriate 
range o f characteristics.
10.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
10.3.1 Recommendations for Future Research
There are many possible opportunities for future research to improve our 
understanding of, and potentially to overcome, the slow d rilling  shale problem. The 
fo llow ing recommendations are based on the results o f  this study and the opportunities 
identified while performing it.
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1. The effect o f mud on cutter performance and global balling should be investigated. 
Specifically, the effect o f  a d r illin g  tlu id  containing weighting material and clay 
should be compared to clear flu ids in single cutter tests. This comparison would 
a llow  evaluation o f anecdotal evidence that balling is more severe in d rillin g  fluids 
w ith more solids and confirm  the valid ity o f  the conclusions made from tests in clear 
fluids.
2. Possible methods for more instantaneous identification o f balling and control o f  the 
b it to prevent balling should be investigated. Possible identification methods are 
specific energy higher than expected, torque falling at constant weight-on-bit. less 
torque increase than expected fo r a weight-on-bit increase, or torque approaching a 
pre-deflned upper lim it based on avoiding balling. Improved controls m ight include 
a way to rapidly reduce applied weight-on-bit. a downhole tool to continuously apply 
a very low  weight-on-bit, or a b it advance mechanism to achieve a specific, lim ited 
ROP to avoid balling.
3. A full scale laboratory d rilling  test should be performed to charactenze balling at 
realistic field conditions. In particular, penetration rate versus weight-on-bit should 
be studied for near steady-state symptoms o f both un-balled and balled conditions. 
An attempt should be made to reproduce the apparent decrease in ROP versus 
increased weight-on-bit observed in the inefTective field data.
4. Continue research for improved understanding o f  the behavior and the physico­
chemical characteristics o f  cuttings that contribute to balling. Recovering samples 
from the nose o f severely balled bits in lab d rilling  should be a top priority. 
Knowing the strength, consolidation curve, particle size, im b ib ition  tendencies, and
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porosity o f representative balls w ill help detlne how they evolved, how they intertere 
w ith b it performance, and possibly how to prevent their occurrence. Continuing the 
sim ilar charactenzation o f cuttings should help define how they agglomerate to cause 
severe balling. In particular, comparison o f  Atterberg lim its tests for native state 
cuttings in water, mineral o il, and weighted mud would be insightful. D irect shear 
tests should also be performed on samples from balls or simulated balls to establish 
strength characteristics o f  the ball and the ball/b it bond as a function o f  flu id  
environment.
5. A ll overpressured formations are flu id  filled  by definition. Further testing should be 
performed to define, understand, and determine the significance o f  the difference in 
test results on saturated versus undersaturated rock samples.
6. Single cutter experiments should be made w ith unbeveled PDC cutters for 
comparison to the tests on beveled edge cutters in this study. D rillin g  at low 
penetration rates with a beveled edge cutter appears inherently ine ffic ien t and may 
contribute to cutter balling and d ifficu lty  in detecting the onset o f  global balling.
7. Additional single cutter tests w ith the interference plate should be performed. A 
shallower depth o f cut. maybe 0.003 inches, should be used in water to determine i f  
steady state cutting can be achieved. An intermediate depth o f  cut in m ineral oil. 
probably 0.025 inches, should be used to better establish the maximum steady state 
depth o f  cut in o il. A standard cutter should fcie tested at the lowest depth o f  cut to 
determine whether the expected difference in the character o f  the cuttings really 
results in faster o r more severe balling.
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8. Additional fie ld data should be acquired and reviewed to validate the conclusions 
about improv ing bit performance by lim itin g  weight-on-bit and the u tility  o f  acoustic 
travel time data in predicting the m inimum  specific energy required to d r ill a specific 
formation. I f  confirmed, these conclusions should be used to establish better 
recommended operating procedures for PDC bits d rilling  deep shales.
9. Consideration should be given to using fu ll scale lab simulator tests to define the 
expected force ratio for effective d rilling  w ith a specific bit design. A  lower or 
decreasing force ratio in the field could be a warning sign for balling.
10. Consideration should be given to using tests in the fu ll scale lab simulator to define 
the highest penetration rate achievable w ithout balling w ith a specific b it in a specific 
outcrop rock. This could be used to define a proportional lim itation on ROP to be 
applied in the fie ld for avoidance o f balling.
11. An attempt should be made to adapt existing PDC cutter models to account for the 
peak strengths, residual strengths, and exponential frictional effects measured in the 
direct shear tests in this study. Failure lim its o f  both a single failure surface and 
shear stress throughout the failure zone should be compared. Sim ilarly, the failure 
geometry assuming that cuttings do not extrude above the surface o f  the rock should 
be compared to that for cuttings extruding to the top o f  the cutter. Some attempt 
should be made to model failure in the presence o f  massive balling to im ply how 
failure loads are transmitted and what compaction loads might exist in the ball.
12. An attempt should be made to develop a constitutive model o f  a representative 
outcrop shale to define stress versus deformation for the apparently large shear 
deformation that occurs as a bit creates a shale cutting. This model could potentially
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be coupled with the PDC cutter model to realistically model cutter performance. 
Comparison o f  models for shales w ith d ifferent mineralogies and stress histories, 
such as Catoosa and Pierre, m ight demonstrate different dilational behavior to help 
explain the different confining pressure effects observed in subsurface shales.
13. An attempt should be made to define what the confin ing pressure is on the cutting in 
the ideal case where it separates from the cutter. This would help define the apparent 
strength o f cuttings. This strength would need to be overcome i f  an impending ball 
were to be removed before it began to pack and consolidate.
10.3.2 Recommendations for Improved Field Performance with PDC 
Bits
1. Bladed PDC bits with low cutter back rake should be used when d rilling  deep shales. 
A n ti-w h irl design features and other design measures to reduce cutter damage are 
desirable i f  stronger rocks are interbedded w ith  the shale. This recommendation is 
based on the results o f  the previous study^ as well as the current study.
2. Based on the lim ited data in this study, the vveight-on-bit used to d rill deep shales 
w ith  low  cutter back rake, bladed PDC bits should not exceed 1,000 pounds per inch 
o f bit diameter with standard cutters or 600 pounds per inch w ith polished cutters. 
More research is required to define a basis for more reliable limits.
3. Downhole weight-on-bit and torque measurements a llow  more accurate monitoring 
and control than surface measurements. Where economic, or required for other 
purposes, these measurements should be used for more careful control o f  weight-on- 
bit and torque to avoid balling and increase the overall average penetration rate.
4. In environments where strong rocks may be interbedded with weaker shales, a 
decrease in penetration rate and torque may be due to encountering the stronger rock.
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I f  the ROP and force ratio continue to be low as the bit d rills  off. an increase in 
weight-on-bit should be tiied. I f  ROP and force ratio increase w ith  increased weight- 
on-bit. the rock is apparently strong, and the weight-on-bit should be increased. A  
rapid chatter in torque and weight-on-bit may also be helpful in identifying hard 
streaks in the field. I f  these are detected in conjunction w ith  a low  or slowing ROP. 
an increased weight-on-bit should be tested.
5. PDC bits w ill usually require higher weight-on-bit and torque to d rill strong 
sandstones or siltstones at an effective rate than to d r ill shale. D rilling  sandstone w ill 
also frequently reduce the severity o f  global balling on a bit. Care must be taken to 
reduce weight-on-bit and penetration rate each time the b it re-enters a shale to avoid 
re-balling the bit. A method for detecting the sandstone-shale interface must be 
defined for such control to be effective. The recommended research may show that a 
rapid change in force ratio or in the slope o f  force ratio versus weight-on-bit is a 
good indicator o f  a formation change.
6. Where practical and economical, a non-polar d rillin g  flu id , such as an oil-based flu id, 
should be used to d rill deep shales in conjunction w ith  the recommended style o f 
PDC bit.
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APPENDIX 1: WELLS DRILLED IN U.S. BY AMOCO IN 
1995 SORTED BY DEPTH RANGE
No o f Wells % of All Wells %of W ells in
Deoth Ranae in Ranae > 1 3 ppq in Ranae >13 DDO
Range 
>13 ppQ
0-1249' 2 0 0.62% 0.00% 0.00%
1250-2499' 16 0 4.92% 0.00% 0.00%
2500-3749' 15 0 4.62% 0.00% 0.00%
3750-4999' 41 0 12.62% 0.00% 0.00%
5000-7499' 54 2 16.62% 0.62% 3.70%
7500-9999' 58 2 17 85% 0.62% 3.45%
10000-12499' 109 7 33.54% 2.15% 6 42%
12500-14999' 17 7 5.23% 2.15% 41 18%
15000-17499' 8 8 2.46% 2.46% 100.00%
17499-19999' 3 3 0.92% 0.92% 100.00%
20000'+ 2 2 0.62% 0.62% 100.00%
Total 325 31 100.00% 9.54% 9.54%
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APPENDIX 2: AMOCO 1995 BIT RECORD SUMMARY
COMPARATIVE BIT PERFORMANCE FROM DIMS BIT RECORDS 
For OVERPRESSURED (MW >13 ppg) SECTIONS OF WELLS COMPLETED 1/1/95 thru 7/15/9!
RUNS w/ WATER-BASED MUDS
BIT TYPE FEET HRS ROP RUN COST COST/FT FEET HRS ROP RUN COST COST/FT
OFFSHORE GOM:
Roller Cone: 3350 357 9.4 1223588 $365.25 22254 1522 14.6 6192883 $278.28
PDC & Diamond: 7777 238 32.7 946091 $121 65 17640 1546.5 11.4 6676250 $378.47
TOTAL 11127 595 18.7 2169679 $194.99 39894 3068.5 13.0 12869133 $322.58
LOUISIANA:
Roller Cone: 7048 1069 7.1 1797766 $255.07 45 6.5 6.9 16519 $367.10
PDC & Diamond: 19556 1287 15.2 1912980 $97.82 870 133.5 6.5 126818 $145.77
TOTAL 26604 2356 11.3 3710747 $139.48 915 140 6.5 143337 $156.65
TEXAS.
Roller Cone: 3116 185.5 16.8 249549 $80.09 2069 184.5 11.2 209015 $101.02
PDC: 2932 151.5 19.4 167680 $57.19 1173 135.5 8.7 173973 $148.31
TOTAL 6048 337 17.9 417229 $68.99 3242 320 10.1 382988 $118.13
DENVER:
Roller Cone: 5262 1058 5.0 931822 $177.09 217 68.5 3.2 93906 $432.75
PDC & Diamond: 1321 468 2.8 350934 $265.66 230 144 1.6 94834 $412.32
TOTAL 6583 1526 4.3 1282756 $194.86 447 212.5 2.1 188740 $422.24
MIDDLE EAST.
Roller Cone: 4347 256.9 16.9 634265 $145.91 3699 328 11.3 1231527 $332.94
PDC: 25243 1134 22 3 2886898 $114.36 5974 232.5 25.7 1031881 $172.73
TOTAL 29590 1391 21.3 3521163 $119.00 9673 560.5 17.3 2263408 $233.99
SOUTH AMERICA:
Roller Cone: 1980 275.9 7.2 1155795 $583.73
PDC 12387 904.1 13.7 3407448 $275.08
TOTAL o' 0 0 14367 1180 12.2 4563243 $317.62
TOTAL WORLDWIDE RESULTS by BIT AND MUD TYPE
OBM: WBM:
Roller Cone: 23123 2927 7.9 4836991 $209.19 30264 2385.4 12.7 8899644 $294.07
PDC & Diamond: 56829 3279 17.3 6264583 $110.24 38274 3096.1 12.4 11511204 $300.76
TOTAL 79952 6206 12.9 11101573 $138.85 68538 5481.5 12.5 20410849 $297.80
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APPENDIX 3: DERIVATION OF FORCE RATIO 
EQUATION FOR BEADED BITS
Assumptions:
Number o f  blades on bit = \
Number o f  cutters evenly distributed on each blade = n.
There are no redundant cutters. Therefore the bit can be represented as having 
one blade with \  \  n  cutters.
The total w idth o f  cut is ha lf o f  the bit diameter, D* (feet).
The average force ratio, /v . is representative o f the force ratio on all o f  the 
individual cutters. Consequently, the forces on each cutter are proportional, 
and the force ratio on each cutter is assumed to be the same.
The average axial force, (pounds/inch), may be used to represent the axial 
force on all o f  the individual cutters.
The average tangential force, F, (pounds.inch), may be used to represent the 
tangential force on all o f the individual cutters.
Equations: 
^  Weight on Bit 2 x Wi,
Torque per unit length at Radius. = F( x Radius = Ff x R^
D b  D b
2 2
Torque on Bit = Tfj = \ T f . d R = l F t x R a  dR
0 0
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88 x 7 6
 ^ D u -
8 x 7 6
^ / - : ^ - 2 x P K 6
Z>A
/ ? / =  ^
W ^ x D 6
Adjusting b it diameter to use common units o f  inches. 
Dg(inches)  =  12 x Dfjifeet)  then.
48 x7 6
R f  =
Wb X Dg
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A P P E N D IX  4: D E T A IL E D  F IE L D  B IT  P E R FO R M A N C E  DATA
IJ IJ IJ
Summary of PDC Bit Performance in S fraies from Bit Runs in Amoco's Matagorda Island 623 Field
INEFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE
Well Bit Run Depth ROP Ratio vs Specific Force WOB Bit Dia WOB/Dia RPM Depth VsIr Total Acoustic Apparent
Name If Interval Average Energy Ratio of Cut Porosity Travel Time Energy Efficiency
(tt) (tph) ROP (psi| (kibs) (in) (kibs/in) (in) (li) (ft) (us/ft) (%)
MI636«I1 t o 11710-730 10 94 0 43 93229 0 777 20 500 12 250 1 673 80 516 0 027 0 632 0 178 107 59%
11815 825' 17 34 068 77388 1 546 9 400 12 250 0 767 113 040 0 031 0 787 0 170 106 76%
MI636»1 tt 11900-11934' 7 52 1 00 158520 0510 33 229 12 250 2 713 89 838 0 017 0 796 0 182 106 37%
MI636#1 15 13670-80' 15 37 058 197889 2 026 14 050 12 250 1 147 131 413 0 023 0 529 0 120 95 48%
13460-95' 17 03 0 65 104435 0 985 24 057 12 250 1 964 92 330 0 037 0 667 0 120 100 75%
14320-45' 18 14 0 69 228885 1 480 23 960 12 250 1 956 144 962 0 025 0 421 0 140 99 36%
IWII636«1 19 15245-55' 11 25 068 642642 1 820 24 000 8 500 2 824 140 000 0016 0 701 0 255 102 11%,
MI636 #2 7 10520-33' 12 00 066 52026 1 513 7 000 8 500 0 824 50 000 0 048 0 898 115 54%
MI636 #2 8 10550-65' 7 00 0 70 224662 0 395 25 000 8 500 2 941 135 000 0010 0 427 114 14%
Polished 10580-94' 600 060 261803 0 824 12 000 8 500 1 412 135 000 0 009 0 609 117 8%
IVII622 #6 12 12314-21' 890 090 54238 0 437 10 100 10 625 0 951 113 286 0 016 0 627 117 42%
Polished 12046-74' 890 090 131593 0 594 19 000 10 625 1 788 110 000 0 016 0 804 118 14%
12671 86 890 090 167834 0 938 13 000 10 625 1 224 130 000 0014 0 750 113 21%
Unweigtrted Averages 11 48 0 72 184241 86 1 06 18 10 1 71 112 72 0 02 0 67 0 17 108 27%
EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE
MI636#1 10 11215-235' 101 79 3 99 24455 2 452 9 500 12 250 0 776 135 0 151 0 673 0 194 107 75 215%
MI636ff1 15 13265-95' 41 88 1 59 93508 3 764 9 667 12 250 0 789 135 0 062 0617 0 130 100 84%
13920-50' 46 74 1 78 81709 2 986 12 483 12 250 1 019 130 0 072 0 571 0 120 99 101%
MI636 #2 8 10533-45' 55 00 547 18207 2 824 5 000 8 500 0 588 60 0 183 0 696 118 99%
Polished
MI622 #6 12 12292-96' 25 00 2 52 39274 3 157 5 500 10 625 0518 115 0 043 0 805 11575 65%
Polished
Unweighted Averages 54 06 3 07 51431 3 036 8 430 0 738 115 0 102 0 672 0 148 108 1 100%
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APPENDIX 5: SUBSURFACE CORE DATA
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DESCRIPTION OF OVERPRESSURED SUBSURFACE SHALES FROM ALL SOURCES OF CORES
XRD Mineralogy
Marne Depth BHT Mud Wt Source Age Quartz Feldspar Calcite Dolomite Siderite Pyrite Halite Barite
(ft) (OF) (lb/gal) (Ref#) (%l (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
Mat Is Siltstone 13078 18 Amoco (new) Miocene 56 6 28 0 trc trc 0
Mat Is Laminated 13659 18 Amoco (new) Miocene 41 5 16 0 0 trc 0
Mat Is Mudshale 13086 18 Amoco (#4) Miocene 41 3 7
Eug Is 330 7631 16 3 DOE/GBRN (#59) Pleistocene 37 14 5 1 0 0 1
Eug Is 330 7736 5 16 3 DOE/GBRN (#59) Pleistocene 21 7 1 0 0 0 0
Eug Is 330 8010 8 16 3 DOE/GBRN (#59) Pleistocene 25 9 1 0 0 0 0
Eug Is 330 8400 16 3 DOE/GBRN (#59) Pleistocene 19 6 0 0 0 0 13
Danish No Sea 6234 12 5 Amoco (#67) Oligocene 20 1 12 1 6 2 0 0
Danish No Sea 6258 12 5 Amoco (#67) Oligocene 26 1 2 0 2 3 0 0
Mo Sea 150 OGS(#68) 16 2 8 3 4 2 0 0
Onshore LA 10150 184 15 2e Amoco (#61 ) Tertiary
Onshore LA 10250 187 15 7e Amoco (#61) Tertiary
Onshore LA 10500 194 16e Amoco (#61 ) Tertiary
Onshore LA 10800 202 16 8e Amoco (#61) Tertiary
Onshore LA 11048 209 17 3e Amoco (#61 ) Tertiary
Onshore LA 11250 215 16 7e Amoco (#61 ) Tertiary
Onshore LA 11500 222 17 5e Amoco (#61 ) Tertiary
X-Shale Exxon (#51) 36 6 12 5 0 2 0 0
E-Shale 11000* 14-18 5 Exxon(#69)
DW GOM 14280 Shell (#40) 25 7 17 0 4 1 0 0
DW GOM 14290 Shell (#40) 17 2 24 0 10 1 0 0
Offshore TX 8000 180e 12 6 OGS (#68) 15 2 14 1 0 0 0 0
Wilcox So TX '8500 260 >10 3 ARCO (#62) Eocene '40 '0 '0 '0 '2 '2 0 0
Wilcox, So TX '10800 313 14e ARCO (#62) Eocene '40 '0 '0 '0 '2 '2 0 0
Wilcox, So TX '12400 347 18 1 ARCO (#62) Eocene '40 '0 '0 '0 '2 '2 0 0
Wilcox, So TX '13500 370 18 1 ARCO (#62) Eocene '40 '0 '0 '0 '2 0 0
Wilcox, So TX '15200 408 18 1 ARCO (#62) Eocene '40 '0 '0 '0 '2 -2 0 0
Worldwide Average Shale Hebrew U (#58) 20 8 7 0 0
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Sample Physical Properties
Name Depth Kaolinite Chlorite lllite Smecite Mixed Lay ML nine ML Smec Tot Clay % Bulk Density Porosity Water Sat
(ft) (%) 1%) (%) (%) (%| (%) 1%) (%) (g/cc) (%) (%)
Mat Is 13070 0 6 1 0 3 2 1 10 2 64 2 7 17 6
Mat Is 13659 0 0 4 10 24 20 4 38 2 44 13 2 89 5
Mat Is 13086 2 2 26 19 49 2 105 182
Eug Is 7631 5 88 0 42 6 72 28 98 15 14 42
Eug Is 7736 5 11 36 1 42 15 62 42 6 24 19 71
Eug Is 8010 8 11 05 1 3 104 42 25 20 22 65
Eug Is 8400 9 15 1 22 11 59 39 04 22 17 61
Danish 6234 10 2 12 0 32 13 19 56
Danish 6258 7 1 13 0 45 20 25 66 100%(79)
No Sea 7 1 16 0 41 14 27 65
l_A 10150 50
LA 10250 54
LA 10500 55
LA 10800 58
LA 11040 54
LA 11250 51
LA 11500 55
X-Shale 3 3 15 3 14 12 2 38 0 096 100 00%
E-Shale 11000+ 7 11 26 17 14 8 6 75
DW GOM 14280 5 2 19 19 95 95 45 0 265 100 00%
DW GOM 14290 3 1 20 21 11 5 95 45 0 261 100 00%
O/STX ' 8000 13 1 17 0 37 16 21 68
Wilcox '8500 '4 '3 '16 0 '33 28 3-7 '56
Wilcox '10800 '4 '3 '16 0 '33 28 5 '56
Wilcox '12400 '0 '7 16 0 '33 25 7-10 '56
Wilcox '13500 '0 '7 -16 0 '33 25 7-10 '56
Wilcox '15200 '0 '7 '16 0 '33 30 3 '56
Worldwide Average Shale dominant 59
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MATAGORDA ISt.AND 622 OCS G 5000 WELL #C 3 CORE RESULTS
Measured Depth
Core Log Author Quartz Feldspar Calcite Dolomite Siderite Pyrite Kaolinite Chlorite jtlite Smecite Mixed Lay ML lllite ML Smec Total Clay
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) '(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
Neadals teLlhis study.
13084 13084 JRSrZAM 19 2 to 0 t ' 0 t 4 15 0 48 36 12 68
I308t 2 13081 2 JRS/ZAM 21 2 15 1 t' t t 4 ' 13 0 41 31 to 59
13085 1 13085 1 JRS/ZAM 23 2 12 trc trc t 0 1 ' 3 12 46 32 14 62
13655 13662 JRS/ZAM 28 3 12 t 2 0 2 8 9 0 35 25 10 54
13660 13667 JRS/ZAM 33 3 13 1 2 ' 0 2 5 8 0 33 23 10 48
13659 I3666JRS/ZAM 41 5 16 0 0 trc 0 0 4 to 24 20 4 38
13720 13726'JRS/ZAM 47 4 22 'trc trc 0 0 0 t 14 3 to 8 2 27 1
13078 13078 JRS/ZAM 56 6 28 0 trc trc 0 6 1 0 3 2 ' 1 10
13634 13638 JRS/ZAM 63 5' 25 0 o ' 0 0 0 5 r  1 1 0 7
13087 13087'jRS/ZAM 64 5' 21 trc trc 0 0 o ' 6 1 3 2 1 10
13092 13090JRS/ZAM 69 4 ’ 18 0 o ' o ' 0 0 ' 6 1 2 ' 1' 1 9
Amoco data from previous study (Ref ff4)
13078 13078 CSR/JCD 42 2 ' 7 2 ' t 4 ’ 28 14' 47
13080 13080 CSR/JCO 39 6 12 2 ' t 3 18 2t' 43
13082 13082'CSR/JCD 48 3 ' 8 2 1 3 ' 20 15 ' 39
13083 13083 CSR/JCD 39 4 ' 14 t 2 ' 2 2 ' 21 15' 40
13084 13084 CSR/JCD 64 4 12 3 5 7 6 18
13085 13085 CSR/JCD 38 5 ' 12 1 2 ’ 2 t 3 21 15' 40
13086 13086CSR/JCD 41 3 7 2 2 26 19 49
13087 13087 CSR/JCD 39 3 12 t 3 2 3 ' 21 16' 42
13090 13088 CSR/JCD 73 6 17 4 4
13091 13089 CSR/JCD 43 6 a ' \ 2 ' 21 19 43
13092 13090CSR/JCD 60 7 22 t 2 4 ' 2 2 ' 8
13095 13093 CSR/JCD 53 5 8 t 2 6 13 12 31
13562 13567 CSR/JCD 64 5 20 7 2 2 11
13575 13580 CSR/JCD 57 13 20 ' 8 2 10
13644 13651 CSR/JCD 62 8 20 o ' 2 2 10
13647 13654CSR/JCD 61 8 17 9 3 2 14
13652 13659 CSR/JCD 50 3 16 2 ' 2 6 13 a ' 27
13657 13664CSR/JCD 56 5 ' 15 4 ' 9 11 24
13659 13666 CSR/JCD 55 9 ' 18 5 7 6 18
13663 13670 CSR/JCD 68 4 18 6 2 2 to
13685 13690CSR/JCD 65 10 14 8 2' 1 ' 11
13729 13735 CSR/JCD 73 5 16 o ' 6
13078 13078 JFB 59 7 28 3 2 1' 6
13087 13087 JFB 72 6 15 2 3 1 1 5
13100 13100JFB 29 5 13 2 2 t ’ 6 2 0 40 30 10 48
13618 13626JFB 70 4 23 ' 2 ' 1 3
13634 13638 JFB 59 6 32 2 1 3
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MATAGORDA ISLAND 622, OCS-G-5000 WELL #C-3 CORE RESULTS
Measured i Physical Properties Strengih CEC Surf Area
Core Dry Density Porosity Water Sat Brazilian Iriax @ Ik Triax @ 2k Meas Meas
(g/cc) (%) 1%) (psi) (psi) (psi) (lOOnieq/g) (m'/g)
New data lor this study
13084 2 28 15 5 49 9 17 117
13081 2 23 15 9 41 4 11 75 1
13085 1 312
13655 2 29 16 6 50 9 12 134
13660 2 26 17 8 47 8 14 91
13659 2 32 13 2 89 5 144 6538 13 83 7
13720 1449 4 2
13078 2 62 2 7 17 6 2088 37090 46845 1 5 9 84
13634 2 56 5 1 56 1 1678 28744 25 13
13087 2 38 11 4 7 1467 22540 1 4 6 95
13092 2 38 10 9 4 3 24806 25812 1 3 4 62
Amoco dala from previous study (Ret »4)
13078 2012 18
13080 2318 13 4
13082 2 473 16 3
13083 2 104 20 4
13084 2 326 154
13085 2 078 19 s'
13086 2 105 18 2
13087 2 057 23 1
13090 2 509 5
13091 2 121 15 5
13092 2416 96
13095 2 274 17 9
13562 2 402 14 6
13575 2 354 15 2
13644 2 493 7
13647 2 361 13 2
13652 2 557 46
13657 2 458 84
13659 2 44 13 5
13663 2 318 107
13685 2 232 16 7
13729 10 8
13078 2 62 3 2 36023 51112
13087 2 408 108 25031 45987
13100
13618 2 584 5 28951 50367
13634 2 565 5 7 34300 51252
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Sample XRD Mineralogy
Name Source Age Quartz Feldspar Calcite Dolomite Siderite Pyrite Kaolinite Chlorite lllite Smecite Mixed Lay ML nine Mt Smec
% % % % % % % % % % % % %
Specific to III IS study
Catoosa Amoco Pennsylvanian average of 2 4 samples
Catoosa Amoco Pennsylvanian 31 5 1 trc 2 t 1 t2 31 0 16 12 4
Catoosa HCC (DS) Pennsylvanian 29 4 1 trc 2 0 1 11 37 0 15 12 3
Catoosa D3* HCC/TerraTek Pennsylvanian
Satd Catoosa D3* HCC/TerraTek Pennsylvanian
TC Siltstone* HCC/TerraTek Jurassic 5Qr
TC Siltstone* HCC/TerraTek Jurassic
Pierre II* HCC/TerraTek Cretaceous
Pierre II HCC Cretaceous
Pierre Sample #1 HCC ('95) Cretaceous 33 7 tic 3 1 1 1 3 12 39 0 0 0
Pierre Sample #2 HCC ('95) Cretaceous 33 6 1 3 1 1 1 3 10 41 0 0 0
* -  Samples used in single cutter or direct shear tests in this study
Literature
Catoosa Ret #68 Pennsylvanian 35 10 1 1 0 0 0 12 36 0 5 5 0
Colorado Pierre Rel #68 Cretaceous 33 8 4 4 0 1 5 1 20 0 24 6 18
So Dakota Pierre Ref #68 Cretaceous 20 4 5 1 0 0 3 0 15 0 52 156 36 4
Pierre Rel #29 Cretaceous 45 10 0 10 0 0 0 3 5 10 5 21 0 0 0
Pierre Ref #29 Cretaceous 50 5 2 10 0 1 0 6 6 18 0 0 0
Mancos Ref #29
Mancos Ref #68 45 3 15 10 0 1 4 1 11 0 10 4 5 5 5
Jurassic-2 Ref #10 Jurassic 35 0 5 0 0 5 24 5 24 0 0 0 0
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Sample Physical Properties Ac Velocity Strength (psi) CEC Surf Area
Name Total Clay Density Porosity Water Sal Comptes Brazilian Uniaxial Tiaxial Meas Meas
% gm/cc fi li km/sec psi PSI @500psi meq/IOOg m2/g
Specific to tins study
Catoosa 2 759 ' 0 124 2 651 4489
Catoosa 60 410 9 1
Catoosa 64 2 386 0 131 0 294 468 5700 7 5 42 5
Catoosa D3‘ 2 544 0 106 0 99
Satd Catoosa D3* 2 521  ^ 0 125 1
TC Siltstone" 27200
TC Siltstone* 2 566 0 037 0 243 21630
Pierre 11" 2 058 0 377 1 1070
Pierre II 2 369 0 162 1 29
Pierre Sample #1 55 22
Pierre Sample #2 55 16
Literature
Catoosa 53 5000 82
Colorado Pierie 50 1000 169
So Dakota Pierre 70 500 260
Pierre 35 0 231 1 <1200
Pierre 30
Mancos 0 062 0 633 <14600
Mancos 26 9000 44
Jurassic 2 53 0 1 '3000
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APPENDIX 8: SUMMARY OF FULL SCALE TEST DATA
S U M M A R Y  O F D A T A  F R O M  H C C 'S  F U L L -S C A L E  L A B O R A T O R Y  D R IL L IN G  S IM U L A T O R  TE S T S
B it Type  
C u tte r  Type  
B it D ia m e te r i in i = 
F o rm a tion  
M ud Type
M ud W e ig h t (p p g ) =
AR426
S ta n d a rd
8 5
C a to o s a  S h a le  
W B M  - P o ly m e r 
12 7 -1 3  2
B it A re a  is q  in ) = 5 6  745 1 5
Data R o ta ry Bit C a lc u la tio n s S p e c ific
E nd  D epth R O P W O B S p eed T orque T im e E n erg y F o rce  B a llin g
iin c n e s i ifPh.i ik lta s l irp m ) (ft-lb ) ih r s i IPSI) R a tio  < ph o to  1
T e s t B P o lis h e d  C u tte rs
H igh  flo w ra te  a n d  h y d ra u lic s  = 4 5 0  g p m  & 4 8 hsi
1 5 1 120 150 0 0 1 6 6 6 7 2 3 9 3 4  5 8 0  8 4 7 0 5 9
2 5 1 1 120 200 0 0 1 6 6 6 7 3 1 9 0 8  6 6 1 0 2 6 7 3 8
3 5 120 200 0 0 1 6 6 6 7 3 1 9 0 6  9 1 1 2 9 4 1 2
4 5 0 9 120 200 0 0 1 6 6 6 7 3 1 9 0 5  13 1 2 5 4 9 0 2
5 11 2 120 500 0 0 0 7 5 7 6 3 6 2 7 3  06 1 4 1 1 7 6 5
6 11 2 5 120 520 0 0 0 7 5 7 6 37731 38 1 1 7 4 5 8 8
11 2 5 120 580 0  0 0 7 5 7 6 4 2 0 7 9  92 1 3 1 0 1 1 8
8 15 3 120 830 0 0 0 5 5 5 6 4 4 1 6 6  36 1 5 6 2 3 5 3
9 15 3 120 830 0  0 0 6 5 5 6 4 4 1 6 6  36 1 5 6 2 3 5 3
10 15 2 8 120 830 0 0 0 5 5 5 6 4 4 1 6 2  84 1 6 7 3 9 5
11 20 3 8 120 1100 0 0 0 4 1 6 7 4 3 9 1 4  72 1 6 3 4 6 7 5
12 20 3 8 120 1100 0 0 0 4 1 6 7 4 3 9 1 4  72 1 6 3 4 6 7 5
13 20 3 8 120 1100 0 0 0 4 1 6 7 4 3 9 1 4  72 1 6 3 4 6 7 5
14 20 3 9 120 1100 0 0 0 4 1 6 7 4 3 9 1 6  48 1 5 9 2 7 6
A ve ra g e s 3 8 8 4 9  7 1 3 8 9 2 8 7
T e s te P o lis h e d  C u tte rs
L o w  flo w ra te  a n d  h y d ra u lic s  = 2 8 0  g p m  & 1 2 hsi
15 6 2 120 250 0 0 1 3 8 8 9 3 3 2 5 3  24 0 7 0 5 8 8 2
16 5 2 120 250 0  0 1 3 8 8 9 3 3 2 5 3  2 4 0 7 0 5 8 8 2
17 1 0 5 2 7 120 400 0 0 0 7 9 3 7 3 0 4 1 8  32 0 836 6 0 1
18 1 0 5 2 7 120 400 0  0 0 7 9 3 7 3 0 4 1 8  32 0 836 601
19 10 5 2 7 120 400 0 0 0 7 9 3 7 3 0 4 1 8  32 0 836 601
20 • 0  5 2 7 120 450 0 0 0 7 9 3 7 3 4 2 1 4  66 0 9 4 1 1 7 6
21 1 5 5 2 5 120 500 0 0 0 5 3 7 6 3 0 9 0 4  6 4 1 3 5 5 2 9 4
22 1 5 5 3 3 120 800 0 0 0 5 3 7 6 4 1 2 0 5  6 1 3 6 8 9 8 4
23 1 5 5 4  7 120 300 0  0 0 5 3 7 6 4 1 2 3 0  28 0 9 6 1 2 0 2
24 1 5 5 4  7 120 800 0 0 0 5 3 7 6 4 1 2 3 0  2 8 0 9 6 1 2 0 2
25 21 5 5 120 1000 0 0 0 3 9 6 8 3 8 0 6 0  35 1 0 2 6 7 3 8
26 21 6  3 120 1200 0 0 0 3 9 6 8 4 5 6 6 7  13 1 0 7 5 6 3
27 21 5 5 120 1200 0 0 0 3 9 6 8 4 5 6 7 0  6 5 1 0 4 2 5 3 4  M IN O R  B O D Y
28 21 120 1200 0 0 0 3 9 6 8 4 5 6 7 9  46 0  9 6 8 0 6 7  S L IG H T  C U T T E R
A ve ra g e s 3 7 2 5 8  89 0  9 7 3 0 2 8
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SUMMARY OF DATA FROM HCC'S FULL-SCALE LABORATORY DRILLING SIMULATOR TESTS
Bit Type 
Cutter Type 
Bit Diameter iin) = 
Formation 
Mud Type
Mud Weight (ppg; =
AR426
Standard
a 5
Catoosa Shale 
WBM - Polymer
12 7-13 2
Bit Area i sq in ) - 56 74515
Data Rotary Bit Calculaticns Specific
End Depth ROP WOB Speed Tcrque Time Energy Fcrce Balling
linchesl ■fph) iklbsl irpm) ift-tb) ihrsi losii Ratio 1 photo I
Test F "Polished Cutters and DFE penetration rate enhancer
Lew flcwrate and hydraulics = 280 gpm 4 1 2 hsi » 6% DFE619
20 5
21 8 2 120 350 0 013889 46540 44 0 988235
22 6 2 120 350 0 013889 46540 44 0 988235
23 10 3 120 650 0 008333 51872 94 1 223529
24 11 3 120 600 0 007576 43538 24 1 129412
25 15 3 7 120 950 0 005556 50556 55 1 449921
26 16 3 7 120 900 0005208 44909 49 1 373609
27 19 4 120 1050 0 004386 44128 04 1 482353
28 20 4 120 1000 0 004167 39932 08 1 411765 SLIGHT BODY
28 3 21 4 2 120 1100 0 003968 41833 78 1 478992 SLIGHT CUTTER
Averages 46002 28 1 255882
Test G Standard Cutters
High flcwrate and hydraulics = 450 gpm 4 4 8 hsi NOTE Nc steady-state performance
I 5 I 120 100 0 016667 15962 26 0 564706
2 5 2 120 200 0 016667 31924 52 0 564706
3 5 6 120 500 0 016667 95773 56 0 564706
4 5 8 120 700 0 016667 111753 4 0 494118
5 10 14 ’ 20 1800 0008333 143748 4 0 72605
6 10 15 120 1700 0 008333 135793 8 0 64
15 20 120 2800 0 005556 149169 1 0 790588
8 15 25 120 3100 0005556 165201 8 0 700235
9 19 35 120 4600 0 004386 193630 8 0 742185
10 19 50 120 5000 0 004386 210679 0564706
Averages 125363 7 0 6352
Test H Standard Cutters
Lew flov/rate and hydraulics = 280 gpm 4 1 2 hsi NOTE Nc steady-state performance
11 5 12 120 900 0 016667 143713 2 0 423529
12 5 26 120 1400 0 016667 223683 1 0 304072
13 10 44 120 2900 0 008333 231972 6 0 372193
14 10 64 120 2900 0 008333 232325 1 0 255882 MASSIVE
Averages 207923 5 0 338919
Test 1 Standard Cutters with Penetration RateEenhancers
High flowrate and hydraulics = 450 gpm 4 4 8 hsi NOTE All steady state performance
1 5 1 2 120 120 0 016667 19154 71 0 564706
2 5 1 6 120 200 0 016667 31917 47 0 705882
3 5 1 5 120 200 0 016667 31915 71 0 752941
4 5 2 120 200 0 016667 31924 52 0 564706
5 10 8 120 1100 0 008333 87836 48 0 776471
6 10 10 120 1200 0 008333 95844 05 0 677647
10 10 120 1100 0 008333 87871 73 0 621176
8 10 10 120 1100 0 008333 87871 73 0 621176
9 16 12 120 1700 0 005208 84917 35 0 8
10 15 11 5 120 1500 0 005556 79925 84 0 736573
11 15 11 5 120 1600 0 005556 85240 72 0 785678
12 18 13 120 1900 0 004630 84381 34 0 825339
13 20 14 120 2200 0 004167 87942 22 0 887395
14 20 14 120 2200 0 004167 87942 22 0 887395
Averages
Test J Standard Cutters with Penetration RateEenhancers
Low flowrate and hydraulics = 280 gpm 4 1 2 hsi NOTE
14 6 very unsteady
15 5 10 5 120 600 0 016667
70334 72 0 729078
No steady-state performance
95852 86 0 322689 SEVERE CUTTER
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SUMMARY OF SINGLE POINT CUTTER EXPERIMENTS AT HUGHES CHRISTENSEN 
FOR THE SLOW DRILLING SHALES PROJECT
Test No Rock Saturated Fluid Cutter Description Test Description
File Name Type Yes or No Type Backrake Surface Mounting DOC WB Pres RPM
Test Results 
Axial (lbs) Tang (lbs) Force Rati: Spec Ener from
7052C Catoosa No Water 20 15“ Bevel Cantilever 0 033 3000 273 835 511 0613 42100 last 3 revs
7057A Catoosa No Water 5 Polished Cantilever 0011 9000 273 348 194 0 56 47700
7057B Catoosa No Water 5 Polished Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 203 851 4 18 30700
7057C Catoosa No Water 5 Polished Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 210 864 4 11 31200
7058A Catoosa No Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0 011 9000 273 213 187 0 878 46100
7058B Catoosa No Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 277 846 3 06 30600
7058C Catoosa No Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0 075 6000 273 239 643 2 69 23300
7058D Catoosa No Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0 075' 3000 273 460 481 1 04 17500
7058E Catoosa No Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0 075 1000 273 277 258 0 93 9400
7058F Catoosa No Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0 075 300 273 211 180 0 85 6600
7058G Catoosa No Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0011 1000 273 42 46 1 1 11400
7058H TC Siltst No Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0 011 1000 273 425 216 0 509 53300 last 5 revs
70581 TC Siltst No Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0011 9000 273 786 368 0 467 90600 last 5 revs
7058J* Catoosa No O&W Mix 10 Polished Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 580 584 1 01 21200 "last full rev
7058K Catoosa No Mineral oil 10 Polished Cantilever 0 075 1000 273 326 324 0 994 11800 last full rev
7058L Catoosa No Mineral oil 10 Polished Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 584 625 1 07 22700 last full rev
7058M Catoosa Yes Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0 075 1000 273 387 373 0 965 13600
7058N" Catoosa Yes Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 1674 808 0 483 29600 ‘not representative
70580 Catoosa No Water 10 Polished Chip Break 0 075 9000 273 764 798 1 04 29000 near full cut
7058P Catoosa No Water 10 Polished Chip Break 0 075 1000 273 303 287 0 94 10400 near full cut
70580 TC Siltst No Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0 033 9000 273 926 863 0 932 71000
7058R Catoosa Yes Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 605 679 1 12 24600
7058S Catoosa Yes Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0 075 1000 273 274 244 0 888 8900
7058T Pierre Yes Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 91 75 0 825 2700 near full cut
7058U TC Siltst No Water 10 Polished Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 1387 1540 1 11 55900 near full cut
7059A Catoosa No Water 20 Polished Cantilever 0011 9000 273 273 206 0 754 50600 last 5 revs
7059B Catoosa No Water 20 Polished Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 355 872 2 45 31500 last full rev
7059C Catoosa No Mineral oil 20 Polished Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 679 650 0 958 23700 last full rev
7060A Catoosa No Water 10 Standard Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 2188 1575 0 72 57600
7060B Catoosa No Water 10 Standard Cantilever 0011 9000 273 606 311 0 51 77000
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SUMMARY OF SINGLE POINT CUTTER EXPERIMENTS AT HUGHES CHRISTENSEN 
FOR THE SLOW DRILLING SHALES PROJECT
Test No Rock Saturated Fluid Cutter Description Test Description
File Name Type Yes or No Type Backrake Surface Mounting DOC WB Près RPM
Test Results 
Axial (lbs) Tang (lbs) Force Ratic Spec Ener from
7060C Catoosa No Mineral oil 10 Standard Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 1148 790 0 69 28800 "not full cut
7060D Catoosa No Mineral oil 10 Standard Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 1473 1073 0 73 39100 last full rev
7061 B' Catoosa No Water 5 15" Bevel Cantilever 0 075 9000 273 506 592 1 17 21500 ‘not steady state
7074A Catoosa No Water 10 Polistied Plate 0011 9000 273 1621+ 252 0 16 62500 stalled near ss
7074B Catoosa No Water 10 Polistied Plate 0 075 9000 273 2760+ 1065+ 0 39 39200 stalled not ss
7G74C Pierre Yes Water 10 Polistied Plate 0 075 9000 273 217+ 109+ 503 4000+ part rev, not ss
7074D Catoosa No O&W Mix 10 Polistied Plate 0 075 9000 273 1691+ 1085+ 0 64 39600 stalled not ss
7074F Catoosa No Mineral oil 10 Polished Plate 0 075 9000 273 3483+ 1278+ 0 37 47100 stalled not ss
7074G Catoosa No Mineral oil 10 Polished Plate 0 006 9000 273 61 73 1 2 32800 last 5 revs
7074H" Pierre Yes Mineral oil 10 Polished Plate 0 075 9000 273 255+ 124 + 486 4500+ "full rev, not ss, plotter c
70741 Catoosa No Mineral oil 10 Polished Plate 0011 9000 273 80 160 1 99 39200 last 5 revs
7074J Pierre No Mineral oil 10 Polished Plate 0 075 9000 273 696 225 0 32 8300 last full rev
7074K Catoosa No Water 10 Polished Plate 0 006 9000 273 1785+ 236 13- 107000 stalled near ss
7075A Catoosa No Water 20 Standard Cantilever 0011 9000 273 410 195 0 477 48200 3 revs, but not full cut
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APPENDIX 10: PLOTS FOR SINGLE CUTTER TESTS
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70620 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 3000 psi. .033“  doc, 273 rpm, w / 20* backnice, 15® beveled cutter, m water
T 061100 r
900
0 3  oS 500
£
02300 .
05 25
•100 ^
Axai (ibs) 
Tang (lbs) 
Raoai Ota) 
"Powbon (in)
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70520 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 3000 psi; .033“  doc, 273 rpm, w / 20® back rake, 15® beveled cutter. In water
I
:}.r
. r '
-A
r  i
t ’ s —
- Spec Energy _ 
Force Ratio
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Tkm (»ec)
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST IT057A IN CATOOSA SHALE
at 9000 psi, .011" doc, 273 rpm, w/ 5° t>ackrake polished cutter, in water
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7057A IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi. .011” doc. 273 rpm. w/ 5° backrake polished cutter, in water
lb 40000
S 30000
10000
f  16
f 1.6
f 12
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Spec Energy 
-  Force Ratio
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70578 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
a t 9000 psi, .075”  doc, 273 rpm , w / ^  backrake po lished  cu tte r, in w a te r
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300 t
100 r
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45000 -
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70578 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075** doc, 273 rpm , w / 5  ^ backrake po lished  cu tte r, in  w a te r
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?  25000 f
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Spec. Energy : 
-F o rce  Ratio
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7057C IN CATOOSA SHALE 
a t 9000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm , w / 5® backrake polished cu tte r. In w ate r
Ü ' , 'è m
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST IT7057C IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075”  doc, 273 rpm , w / ^  backrake po lished  cu tte r, in w ater
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“ Spec. Energy' 
-  Force Ratio
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058A IN CATOOSA SHALE 
a t 9000 ps i, .011" doc, 273 rpm , w /10° backrake polished cu tte r, in  w ater
500 r
400
- 0 6
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70000
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST 07QS8A IN CATOOSA SHALE 
a t 9000 ps i, .011** doc, 273 rpm , w /10° backrake po lished cu tte r, in  w ater
40000
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Spec. Energy 
-F orce  Ratio
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST *70578 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w l 5° backrake polished cutter, in water
A
0.6
900 ♦ 0 5
..vV
700 0 4
‘ « 500 •
300 0.2
5 '
O ' 0.2
■too - - 0
Time (»ec)
AxMl flba) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (lbs) 
•Posidon ( in ).
45000
40000
35000 f
30000
S  25000
20000 f
.I- 15000 1
5000 f
.5000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST *70578 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi .075" doc, 273 rpm, w/ 5° backrake polished cutter, in water
*Sp*c. Eneigy 
-Force Ratio
U n ie  (sec)
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900 '
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70580 IN CATOOSA SHALE
at 6000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w / 10° backrake polished cutter, in water
0 6
800
700 •
• 0 5
600
0 4
500
400 0 3  oI
300
02
200
100 r
02 0 60 4 0 6
.100 0
Axtal (lbs) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (lbs) 
•P osition  (in)
T im e  (sec)
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058C IN CATOOSA SHALE
at 6000 psi, .075  ^doc, 273 rpm. w /10 backrake polished cutter, in water
25000 i
Spec. Energy 
Force Ratio
s.“  10000 i
TimefMC)
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700 -
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70580 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
a t 3000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm , w /10° backrake po lished cutter, in w ater
600
“  300 0.3 O
Axial flbs) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (lbs) 
•Posilion (in)
'  0
Time (sec)
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70580 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 3000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm , w f 10° backrake polished cu tte r. In w ater
2S000
20000 I
i  k: 3:
15000
g
g
10000
I 0.8
5000
0 6
0.2 0 3 0.5 0 60 4
0.2
-500C
Time (sec)
-Spec Energy 
-Force RaOo
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6 00
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058E IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 1000 psi. .075" doc. 273 rpm . w /10° backrake po lished  cu tte r, in  w ater
-  0 6
300 ;
200
100 I  J
0 3  o
Axtal (lbs) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (lbs) 
"Position (in)
-too - 0
Time (sec)
16000
14000
12000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058E IN CATOOSA SHALE 
a t 1000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm , w /10° backrake po lished  cu tte r, in  water
- 2
10000
a 6000
* Spec. Energy 
-  Force Ratio
Time (sec)
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500
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058F IN CATOOSA SHALE
at 300 psi, .075** doc, 273 rpm, w / 10° backrake polished cutter. In water
0.6
I 400 0 5
300 0 4
0 3
£
100 02
0.1
0.4 0.6 0.802
Axial (lbs) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (lbs) 
•P osition  (In)
T im *  (# *c )
- 0
10000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058F IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 300 psi, .075** doc, 273 rpm, w /10^  backrake polished cutter, in water
m m  "
9. 4000 * spec. Energy
-  Force Ratio
T im e  (sec)
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250 ^
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST IT7058G IN CATOOSA SHALE
at 1000 psi, .011" doc. 273 rpm. w f 10“ backrake polished cutter. In water
- 0 6
200 i I
150
0 5
100
1 -50 r
-too  “
f 0.3 è
A i i i l  (lb.) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (lbs) 
•Position (in)
Time (sec)
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70580 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 1000 psi, .011" doc, 273 rpm, wf 10° backrake polished cutter, in water
25000
20000
15000
m 500C
5000
•20000
-25000
10T  
r 8
Spec. Energy : 
-Force Ratio
Time (« c )
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900
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST HK7058H IN TWIN CREEKS SILTSTONE 
at 1000 psi, .011" doc. 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter, in water
- 0 6
800
700
600
g  400
300
200
100
• 0 5
: 0 4
• 0 3 o
! I
; 02
' 0.1
A xa i (<bs) 
Tang (Iba) 
Radiai (Ibs) 
■Position lin)
-100
Time (sec)
90000
80000
70000
60000
m 50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
•10000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058H IN TWIN CREEKS SILTSTONE 
at 1000 psi, .011" doc, 273 rpm, w l 10° backrake polished cutter, în water
i lâ T:
Spec Energy 
-Force Rado
0
Time (sec)
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1100 r
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST *70581 IN TWIN CREEKS SILTSTONE 
at 9000 psi, .011" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter, In water
!f f
-100 -
0 5
0 4
0 3 o
02
Axial Obs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (Ibs) 
•Position (in)
Time (sec)
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70581 IN TWIN CREEKS SILTSTONE 
at 9000 psi. .011" doc, 273 rpm, w /10** backrake polished cutter, in water
140000
120000
100000
IT O  M 4 11 4 i
80000
&
I
.? 60000
i
"  40000
20000
-20000
Time(s«c)
0 9
* 0 8
0 7
: 0.6
0.5
: 0 3
r
■ |o i
spec. Energy 
-  Force Raoo
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9 00
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058J IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w/ 10° backrake polished cutter, in minerai oil
' 0.6
800
0 5
700
600
0 4
500
0 3400I
300
200
02 0 4 0.6 0 6
-100 0
Axial (ibs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (Ibs) 
•Position (in)
Time (sec)
30000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058J IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi. .075" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter, in minerai oil
-  2
25000 f
•5000
Time (sec)
T  15000
10000
• spec, Energy 
-  Force Ratio
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600
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7056K IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 1000 pst, .075** doc, Z73 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter. In minerai oil
:  0 6
1
500
400
l ■
0 5
0.4
( 300
200
0.3 o
5 ^ ^
•100 ' 0
Time (sec)
Axial (tbs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (Ibs) 
•P os itio n  (in)
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST Hf7058K IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 1000 psi. .075” doc. 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter, in minerai oil
- 218000
16000
14000
12000 4
10000 i
& ■
a  8000
•2000
1 6
^  . 1.1
it - K
Spec Energy 
-  Force Ratio
0.2 0 3  0 4  0.5 0 6  0 7
Time (sec)
0 4
0.2
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800
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST IP7058L IN CATOOSA SHALE
at 9000 psi, .075** doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter. In minerai oil
. 06
♦ 0 5
700
600
0 4
500
5
300
02
200
100
02 0.4 0.80.6
•100
A xa i (Ibs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (Ibs) 
•P osition  (in)
30000
25000
20000 f
%  15000
10000
5000
•5000 I
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058L IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter, in minerai oil
- 2
* 0 8
ajs
■ Spec. Energy 
-  Force Ratio
Time (aec)
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600
600 -
400
200 \
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST <f7058M IN SATURATED CATOOSA SHALE 
at 1000 psL .075" doc, 273 rpm . w /10® backrake po lished  cu tte r. In w ater
- 0.6
NOTE. Forces beyond this point do not 
appear to tie  representative, possibly due 
to a large intact piece of rock breaking loose
•200
I -400
. i
0.3 o
Axial Obs) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (Ibs) 
“ Position (in)
i  0.1
•600
T im e  (sec)
0
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST#705SM IN SATURATED CATOOSA SHALE
a t 1000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm , w / 10 backrake polished cu tte r. In w ater
20000
NOTE. Forces beyond this point do not 
appear to be representative, possibly due 
to a large intact piece of rock breaking loose
15000
10000
Spec. Energy 
Force Ratio
5000
0 6
0 4
02 0 4 0.5 06 0 70 3
0.2
5000
T im e  (sec)
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3000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST W058N IN SATURATED CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter, in water
,  0 6
2500
-500
-1000  -
NOTE. Forces beyond this point do not 
appear to be representative, possibly due 
to a large intact piece of rock breaking loose 0 5
2000
1500
-V
1000s
£
500
0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8
Axial (lbs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (Ibs) 
“ Postùon ( in ) ,
T im e  (sec)
70000
60000
50000 f
40000
30000
i 20000
10000
-10000 »
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST HP7G58N IN SATURATED CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075“ doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter, in water
NOTE Forces beyond this point do not . , g
appear to tie representative, possibly due 
to a large intact piece of rock breaking loose
— Spec. Energy : 
—  Force Rabo
0 6
0.5 0.6 0.7
T im e (sec)
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1300 -
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70580 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter w/ chip breaker, In water
-  0  6
1100
900
OS
M
■100 -
0  3 S
Axial Obsl 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (Ibs) 
•Position (m)
T im e (sec)
40000 -
I 35000 r
-5000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70580 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 pst. .075" doc. 273 rpm. wf 10° backrake polished cutter w/ chip breaker, in water
2
20000
C 15000
10000
•S p e c  Energy 
 Force Ratio
T im e (aec)
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500 r
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058P IN CATOOSA SHALE
at 1000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w / 10® backrake polished cutter w/ chip breaker, in water
-  0 .6
400 -
300 >
S 200 : 0  3 o
0.2
j
0.2 0 4 0 6 0 6
Axtal (Ibs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (Ibs) < 
•P osition  (In)
-too :
T im e (sec)
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058P IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 1000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter w/ chip breaker, in water
16000
i
14000 1
i  ,
i 1200C I
I :
i 10000 i
5 8000
Spec. Energy 
Force Ratio
6000
4000 0.6
2000 0.6
— 0 4
0.2 0 3 0 5 0 6 0 7
•2000 0.2
I •4000
T im e (sec)
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2400 r
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70580 IN TWIN CREEKS SILTSTONE
at 9000 psi. .033** doc, 273 rpm, w /10" backrake polished cutter, in water
0 6
0 5
1900 •
1400 T
900
a i# Il I ïh
400
0.3 o
Axai (Ibs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (Ibs) 
•Bw rtion On)
T im e (sac)
180000 n;
160000 i l
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70580 IN TWIN CREEKS SILTSTONE 
at 9000 psi, .033" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter, in water
-  4 5
120000 I !
-  100000
60000
20000
20000
. i  î i i m
t# # :t?
T im e (sec)
~ Spec Energy 
-Force Ratio
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9 00  -
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058R IN SATURATED CATOOSA SHALE
at 9000 psi, .075” doc, Z73 rpm, w / 10° backrake polished cutter. In water
-  0.6
0 5
0.4700
0 3
300
100
0.60 4 0 6
  I  
£
Axial (lbs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (lbs) 
•Position (in)
-100 : - 0
Time (aec)
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058R IN SATURATED CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075” doc, 273 rpm. w /10° backrake polished cutter, in water
35000 T-
20000
9. 15000
10000
5000
0.2 03  0 4  0.5 0.6 0.7
Time (aec)
•Spec. Energy 
-  Force Ratio
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600
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70565 IN SATURATED CATOOSA SHALE 
at 1000 psi, .075  ^doc, 273 rpm, w /10® backrake polished cutter, in water
0 6
500
OS
300 r 1
100 -
AjcoJ (lbs) I
Tang (Ibs) t
Radial (Ibs) 
•PosiOon (in)
Tim e (mac)
12000
10000
8000
>. 6000
4000
2000
-2000
-4000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70585 IN SATURATED CATOOSA SHALE 
at 1000 psi, .075” doc, 273 rpm. w /10® backrake polished cutter, in water
-, '
V yï-- à:
Spec. Energy 
-  Force Ratio
Time (sec)
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300
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058T IN PIERRE SHALE
at 9000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w/10® backrake polished cutter. In water
0 6
250 f
0 5
200 : i
0 4
g  too  ;
£  i
0 3
50
0.2
0 60 4 0 6
0.1
  o
Axtal (Ibs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (Ibs) 
•P osition  (In)
-50
-100  1- - 0
T im e (sec)
4000 r
3500 î
2- 2500
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST «7058T IN PIERRE SHALE 
at 9000 psi. .075" doc, 273 rpm, w/10° backrake polished cutter, in water
«  1500
Tim e (sec)
Spec. Energy 
'F o rc e  Ratio
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3000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058U IN TWIN CREEKS SILTSONE 
at 9000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter, in water
.  0 6
0 52500
Tangential Load Appears—► ^5 p? 
To Be Reaching Sensor L im t '■
, 042000
0 3  og  1500 •
• 021000 *
500 r"
0 8 10 4 0.60 0.2
T im e  (sec)
Axial (Ibs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (tbs) 
•Position (in)
90000
70000
•  50000
40000
•10000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7058U IN TWIN CREEKS SILTSTONE 
at 9000 psi. .075" doc. 273 rpm, w/ 10° t»ckrake polished cutter, in water
Tangential Load Appears 
To Be Reaching Sensor Limit
*
> 0 6
(0000
Spec Energy 
-  Force Ratio
- 0
T im e ( ie c )
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600
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST HT7059A IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi. .011" doc, 273 rpm, w/ 20** back rake polished cutter, in water
- 0 6
i
400
300
200
0
2 31 5 64
0 5
0.3 o
• 02
Axial (lbs) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (lbs) 
■Position (in)
; 0 1 
7
•too
70000
m 50000
40000
•10000
T im e  (sec )
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7059A IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .011“ doc, 273 rpm, w/ 20° backrake polished cutter, In water
riine($«c)
Spec. Energy 
-  Force Ratio
- i  0 2
t
i- 0
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1100 '
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST IT7059B IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w/ 20° backrake polished cutter, in water
- 0 6
I 900 i OS
i 700 1
8O
02 0 4 0 60 6
Axial (lbs) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (tbs) 
•PosfOon (in)
: 02
•to o  . - 0
T im e (sec)
40000
35000 f
30000 f
25000 r
i
« 1S000
10000 t
5000
-5000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70598 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psI, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w/ 20° backrake polished cutter, in water
■ Spec. Energy 
-Force Ratio
T im e (»ec)
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1100
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70590 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, 075" doc, 273 rpm, w/ 20° backrake polished cutter. In mineral oil
- 0 6
900 • t 0 5
0 4
500 f
I
* 0 3  I
300 f 02
100 ■
02 0.4 0 6 0 8
100 ^
L _
- 0
Tim e (sec)
Axiat (lbs) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (lbs) 
“ Position (in)
40000
30000
5000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70590 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075” doc, 273 rpm, w/ 20° backrake polished cutter, in mineral oil
-  2
20000
h iS 15000
10000
-L 0
T im e (sec)
Spec Energy 
-  Force Ratio
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2900
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7060A IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psï, .075" doc. 273 rpm, w / 10° backrake standard cutter. In water
-  0 6
0 52400
0 41900
0  3 o1400
02900
400
0-100 e 02 0 6 0 60 4 1
T im e (sec)
Axtal (lbs) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (tbs) 
“ Position (in)
60000
70000
60000
50000
11
40000
30000
20000
10000
10000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7060A IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075** doc, 273 rpm, w /10^  backrake standard cutter, in water
- 2
• 1 8
1 2
•Spec. Energy 
-  Force Ratio
0 6
0 1 02 0 3 0.4
T im e (sec)
0 5  0 6 0 7
0 4
028
0
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST «7060B IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .011" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake standard cutter. In water
L
500 t
g  400
0 6
• 0 5
0.4
0 3
Axtal (lbs) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (lbs) 
■Position (in)
• 0 1
-100 -
T im e (s tc )
I 160000
I 140000
120000
100000
^  50000
o 60000
40000
20000
SINGLE PO^NT CUTTER TEST #70608 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .011" doc, 273 rpm, w/ 1(f backrake standard cutter, in water
•20000
1 6
• 1 2
i
0 8
Spec. Energy 
-  Force R a to
02
T im e (sec)
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1900 "
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70600 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075” doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake standard cutter, in mneral oil
1700
0 5
1500 •
1300 •
0.4
So
700 •
0.2
500 •
300 ‘
100 • . 'a
6 02 0.6 080 4•100
T im e (sec)
Axial (tbs) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (lbs) 
•P osition  (in)
50000
40000
30000
i a
20000
10000 t
-10000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7060C IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075” doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake standard cutter, in mneral oil
- 2
Tim e (sec)
Spec Energy 
- Force Ratio
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2400 .
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST ifTOGOD IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake standard cutter, in mneral oil
- 0 6
1900
• 05
1400
900
400
•too Û
%
Time (sec)
0 3  o
Axtai (tbs) 
Tang (tbs) 
Radial (lbs) 
•  Position (in)
soooo -
•10000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70600 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi. .075" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake standard cutter, in mneral oil
9. 20000 r
10000
1 8
1 12
0 3 0 4 0 5 0.6
Tim e (sec)
Spec. Energy 
-F orce  Ratio
08
06
f 0.4
( 02
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70616 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w/ ^  backrake, 15“ beveled cutter, in water
1100
900 Note No load 
dunng first 4 sec 
due to pattern cut 
in prior run
OS
A
H 500 .
300
-100 -
T im e ( t« c )
Axial (lbs) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (lbs) 
•P os ition  (In)
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70618 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w/ ^  backrake, 15® beveled cutter, in water
35000
30000 f  1
25000
20000
15000
I 10000
-5000
l l i t t
Note: No load 
dunng first 4 sec 
due to pattern cut 
in pnor run
rr
Spec. Energy 
-F o rce  Ratio
T im e  ( te c )
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2900
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7074A IN CATOOSA SHALE
al 9000 psi, .011” doc, 273 rpm, w / 10° backrake polished cutter on interference plate, in water
• 0 6
2400
1900 •
900
Test stalled due to safety 
shutdown for excess axial load 
(>2000 lbs) resulting from balling 
between plate and bottom of cut
0 5
0 3 o  
1
Axial (lbs) 
Tanfl (lbs) 
Radial (lbs) 
■Posibon (in)
•l(W Ô f  0
T im e (se c )
90000
80000
70000 :
60000 :
•  50000
40000
30000
20000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7074AIN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi. .011" doc, 273 rpm. w /10° backrake polished cutter on interference plate, in water
- 2
10000 I
•10000
Test stalled due to safety 
shutdown for excess axial load 
(>2(XX3 lbs) resulttng from 
balling between plate and 
bottom of cut
-S pec. Energy 
-  Force Ratio
> 0 8
; 0 6
I
i  0 4
L ,
I 
- 0
Tim e (*e c )
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70748 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075” doc, 273 rpm, w /10^  backrake polished cutter on interference plate, in water
4400 - - 0.6
3900
3400
2900
2400
o
1900 ♦
1400 '
900 '
400 r /
Test stalled due to safety 
 ^shutdown for excess axial load 
(>2000 lbs) resulting from 
balling between plate and 
bottom of cut
• 0 5
0 4
• 0  3 o
02
• 0 1
Axial (lbs) 
Tang (lbs) 
Radial (lbs) 
•P osition  (in)
- t o o , 02 0 4 0 6
T im a (sec)
0 6
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70748 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075” doc, 273 rpm, w/ lO*’ backrake polished cutter on interference plate, in water
70000 -
60000
50000
^  40000
£ 30000 ;
I  20000
10000
•10000
Test stalled due to safety 
shutdown for excess axial load 
( > 2 0 0 0  lbs) resulting from 
balling between plate and 
bottom of cut \
0 3 0 4 0 5
T im e (sec)
1 6
1 2
0 8
; 0 6
spec Energy j 
-F orce  Ratio 1
Ota'
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600
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7074C IN PIERRE SHALE WITH INTERFERENCE PLATE 
at 9000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter, in water
T 0 6
500
400 .
300
; 0 5
200 •
Axia l (Ibs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (Ibs) 
•P os itio n  (in)
4,- ' 04
-to o  -
T im e  (sec)
- 0
9000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7074C IN PIERRE SHALE WITH INTERFERENCE PLATE 
at 9000 psi, .075** doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter, in water
S 5000 f
9. 4000 i
Q- 3000 f
Spec. Energy 
-  Force Ratio
T im e  (sec)
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1900 '
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70740 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psï. .075" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter on interference plate,
in oil & water " ®
1700
1500
Test stalled due to safety 
shutdown for excess axial load 
(>2000 Ibs) resulting from balling 
between plate and bottom of cut
0 5
g 900
700
500
300 .
100
02 0 4 0 6
T im e (sec)
0 8
0 3 0
I
Axial (Ibs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (Ibs) 
•Posibon (in)
0 1
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST 1170740 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075” doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter on interference plate,
in oil & water
45000
40000 t
35000
30000
S  25000
20000
I  '5000  {
10000
5000
- 2
Test stalled due to safety 
shutdown for excess axial load 
(>2(X)0 lbs) resulting from balling 
between plate and bottom of cut 16
1.2
0 8
0 6
Spec, Energy 
-  Force Ratio
0 2
0 2 0 3  0 4  0 5  0 6  0 7
T im e (sec)
0:8
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4900
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7074F IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi. .075” doc. 273 rpm. w /10° backrake polished cutter on interference plate, in oil
-y 0 6
3900
3400 •
Test stalled due to safety 
shutdown for excess axial load 
(>2000 Ibs) resulting from 
balling between plate and 
bottom of cut
0 5
2900
s 2400
1900
1400
900
400
•too 0,2 0.4 0.6
Time(Mc|
0 8
0.3 o 
?
S.
r 0.2
• 0 1
Axral (Ibs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (lbs) 
■Position (in)
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST 1f7074F IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi. .075” doc. 273 rpm. w /10° tiackrake polished cutter on interference plate, in oil
70000 n  n ^  2
50000
I =  30000
20000
10000
Test stalled due to safety 
shutdown for excess axial load 
(>2000 Ibs) resulting from 
balling between plate and 
bottom of cut
i 1 ' 
I o s '
I
—  spec. Energy 
 Force Ratio
0 2  0 3  0 4  OS
Tim e (sec)
0 6 0.7 0Î8'
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350 r
300
250 t
I 200 .
-  150
10O -
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70740 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .006" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter on interference plate. In mini oil
,  0 6
NOTE Gaps in plot 
due to editting out 
excessive points I -
. 0 5
0 4
0 3 o
Axtal (Ibs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radtal (Ibs) 
■Posibon (in)
-100 — 
0 3 4
T im e ( te c )
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7074G IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .006" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter on interference plate, in mini oil
- 6
60000
50000
_  40000
-10000
T im e (sec)
NOTE Gaps in plot 
due to editting out 
excessive points
Spec. Energy 
-  Force Ratio
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST Hf7074H IN PIERRE SHALE
at 9000 psi, .075” doc, 273 rpm, w/10° backrake polished cutter on Interface plate, in mineral oil
2 50  -
200 •
ISO
NOTE. The test ran until the interference plate txittomed out on 
the sample and shut the test down on high axial load. For some 
reason there was a divide by zero error while transfernng the data 
This IS all that was transferred A plot of the loads was recorded on 
a chart
OS
100
-so
02
0 3 o
I
♦ 0 2
0 6 0 6
Axtai (lbs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (Ibs) 
"P osfbon  (in)
I
-too
T im e (sec )
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7074H IN PIERRE SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075" doc, 273 rpm, w/10° backrake polished cutter on interface plate, in mineral oil
-  52000 T
1500
1000
! _  500
500
NOTE The tesi ran unbi the interference plate txjttomed out on 
the sample and shut the test down on high axial load. For some 
reason there was a civide by zero error while transfernng the data. 
This is all that was transferred A plot of the loads was recorded on 
a chart
0 3
-  4 5
3 5
2 5  '
0 4 0 5 0 6 016
0 5
Spec. Energy 
-  Force Ratio
T im e  (se c )
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250
200
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70741 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, OIT'doc, 273 rpm, w/10® backrake polished cutter on interference plate in mm. oil
0 6
9. 1
I : !
J !
0 5
0 3  o
02
Axtal (Ibs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (Ibs) 
“ Position (in)
•50 - •  0
T im e  (sec)
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #70741 IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .011" doc, 273 rpm, 't/110° backrake polished cutter on interference plate, in mini, oil
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40000
-  30000
. I 20000
10000
-10000
12
• to
Spec Energy 
-  Force Ratio
T im e (sec)
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n o o
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST <f7074J IN PIERRE SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .075” doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter on interference plate, in min. oil
-  0 6
Test not steady state due to
I I
balling between plate and 
bottom of cut900
700
300
100
02 0 4 0 6 0 6 1
0 4
Axtal (lbs) 
Tang (Ibs) 
Radial (Ibs) 
•Position (in)
•100 - 0
T im e  (sec)
lOOOO
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8000
7000
6000
c  5000
4000
2000
1000
SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST W074J IN PIERRE SHALE 
at 900C loc, 273 rpm, w /10® backrake polished cutter on interference plate, in min. oil
 ^2
Test not steady state due to 
balling between plate and 
bottom of cut
Tim e (sec)
Spec Energy 
- Force Ratio
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7074K IN CATOOSA SHALE
at 9000 psi, .006" doc, 273 rpm, w/ 10° backrake polished cutter on interference plate, in water
2800  -  ' 0 6
Test stalled due to safety 
shutdown for excess axial load 
2<oo • (>2000 Ibs) resulting from
balling between plate and 
bottom of cut
; 0  4
s
- 0  3 I
■ I
: 0 2
: 0 1
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7074K IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi, .006" doc, 273 rpm, w /10° backrake polished cutter on interference plate, in water
soooo
Test stalled due to safety 
shutdown for excess axial load 
(>2000 Ibs) resulting from 
balling between plate and 
Ixjttom of cut
135000
120000
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90000
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60000
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0.430000
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7075A IN CATOOSA SHALE
at 9000 psi, .011” doc, 273 rpm. w / 20° backrake standard cutter, in water
1000
Test (or at least Data 
Collection) Terminated 
Early No Reason is 
Known
800 '
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400 •I
200
0.3 o
0 2
0 1
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•200 -
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SINGLE POINT CUTTER TEST #7075A IN CATOOSA SHALE 
at 9000 psi. .011" doc, 273 rpm, w/ 20° backrake standard cutter, in water
120000
100000
80000
60000
40000
20000
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Cftown
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APPENDIX 11: PHOTOGRAPHS OF CUTTINGS FROM  
SINGLE CU TTER TESTS
Photograph of Cutter Bali from Test #7052C
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7052C
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Photograph of Cutter Ball from Test #7057A
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7057A
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Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70578
«
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70578
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Photograph of Cutter Bail from Test #7057C
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7057C
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Photograph of Cutter Ball from Test #7058A
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7058A
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Photograph of Cutter Ball from Test #70588
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70588
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Photograph of Cutter Ball from Test #7058C
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7058C
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Photograph of Cutter Ball from Test #7058D
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70580
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Photograph of Cutter Ball from Test #7058E
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7058E
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Photograph of Cutter Ball and Cuttings from Test #70S8F
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7058F
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Photograph of Cutter Ball from Test #7058G
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7058G
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Photograph of Grit and Cuttings from Test #7058H
Photograph of Grit and Cuttings from Test #7058H
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Photograph of Grit and Cuttings from Test #70581
Photograph of Grit and Cuttings from Test #70581
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Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7058J
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7058J
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Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70S8K
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7058K
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Photograph of Cuttings from Test#7058L
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7058L
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Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7058M
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7058M
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Photograph of Cutter Ball from Test #7058N
Photograph of Cuttings and Brittle Chips from Test #7058N
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Photograph of Cutter Bail from Test #70580 with Chip Breaker
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70580
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Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7058?
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7058?
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Photograph of Grit and Cuttings from Test #7058Q
Photograph of Grit and Cuttings from Test #7058Q
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Photograph of Cutter Ball from Test #7058R
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7058R
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Photograph of Cutter Bail from Test #70588
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70588
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Photograph of Cuttings from Test#7058T
Photograph of Cuttings from Test#7058T
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Photograph of Grit and Cuttings from Test #705811
Photograph of Cuttings and Brittle Chips from Test #705811
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Photograph of Cutter Ball from Test #7059A
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7059A
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Photograph of Cutter Bail from Test #70598
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70598
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Photograph of Small Cutter Ball from Test #70590
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70590
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Photograph of Cutter Bail from Test #70608
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70608
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Photograph of Cutter Ball from Test #7060A
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7060A
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Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70600
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70600
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Photograph of Cutter Ball from Test #70618
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70618
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Photograph of Cutter Ball from Test #7060D
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7060D
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Photograph of Global Bali from Test #7074A
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7074A
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Photograph of Global Ball from Test #7074B
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7074B
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Photograph of Global Ball from Test #7074C
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7074C
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Photograph of Global Ball from Test #70740
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70740
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Photograph of Global Ball from Test #7074F
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7074F
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Photograph of Loose Ball from Test #7074G
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7074G
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Photograph of Global Ball from Test #7074H
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7074H
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Photograph of Small Ball from Test #70741
Y
/
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #70741
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Photograph of Global Bail from Test #7074J
%
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7074J
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Photograph of Global Ball from Test #7074K
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7074K
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Photograph of Cutter Bail from Test #7075A
Photograph of Cuttings from Test #7075A
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APPENDIX 12: LIST OF DIRECT SHEAR TESTS
Test Rock Sample Normal Displ. Fluid Contact
No. Tvpe No. Stress Rate Envir Surface
CATT03 Catoosa 1 200 psi 8 in/sec A ir Rock
CATTOl Catoosa -) 1000 8 A ir Rock
CATT02 1000
CATT04 Catoosa 3 9000 8 A ir Rock
CATT02A Catoosa 1-half 200 8 A ir Std PDC
CATT02B 200
CATTOl A 1000
CATT03B 200
CATT03D 1000
CATT03E 9000
CATT04A 9000
CATT05 Catoosa 4 200 8 Water Rock
CATT07 Catoosa 5 1000 8 Water Rock
CATT05A Catoosa 4-half 200 8 Water Std PDC
CATT05B 1000
CATT05C 9000
CATT06A Catoosa 4-half 200 8 Water Std PDC
CATT06B (with machine 1000
CATT06C smooth face ) 9000
CATT08B Catoosa 6-half 9000 8 Water Std PDC
CATT08A Catoosa 5-half 9000 2 Water Std PDC
CATT14B Catoosa 4-half 200 8 Water Polished
CATT14D 1000 PDC
CATTI4E 9000
CATSOl Cat-Sat'd 13 1000 8 Water Rock
CATSOIA Cat-Sat'd 13-half 200, 8 Water Std PDC
CATSOIB 1000
CATSOIC 1000
CATSOID 9000
CATS02 Cat-Sat'd 14 9000 8 Water Rock
C ATT 10 Catoosa 7 200 8 Min Oil Rock
CATT09 Catoosa 8 1000 8 Min Oil Rock
CATTl 1 Catoosa 9 9000 8 Min Oil Rock
CATTIOA Catoosa 7-half 200 8 Min Oil Std PDC
CATT09A 1000
CATT09B 1000
CATT09C 9000
CATTl OF Catoosa 7-half 200 8 Min Oil Polished
CATTl OG 1000 PDC
CATTl lA 3000
C A T T l2 Catoosa 10 200 8 WB Mud Rock
C ATTl 6 Catoosa 11 1000 8 WB Mud Rock
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Test Rock Sample Normal Displ. Fluid Contact
No Tvpe No. Stress Rate Envir Surface
CATTl ÜC Catoosa 8-half 200 psi .2 in  sec Min Oil Std PDC
CATTl UD 1000
CATTl OE 3000
CATTl 7 Catoosa 12 9000 8 WB Mud Rock
CATTl 2A Catoosa 10-half 200 8 WB Mud Std PDC
CATTl 2B 1000
CATT15B 9000
CATTl 6A Catoosa 10-half 200 ") WB Mud Std PDC
CATTl 6B 1000
C ATTl 6C 9000
CATT09E Catoosa 8-half 200 8 Min Oil Matrix
CATT09F 1000
CATT09D 9000
C ATTl 7A Catoosa 11-half 200 8 WB Mud Matrix
CATTl 7B 1000
C ATTl 7C 9000
S1LTÜ1 Twin Cr 200 -> Water Rock
S1LT02 Twin Cr 1000 8 Water Rock
SILT02A Twin Cr 200 8 Water Std PDC
S1LTÜ2B 800
S1LTÜ2C 6800
S1LT03 Twin Cr 9000 8 Water Rock
S1LT03A Twin Cr 200 8 Water Polished
S1LT03B 1000 PDC
S1LT03C 9000
CAT! Catoosa 50 1 .Air Rock
CAT2 Catoosa 200 ■> .Air Rock
CAT3 Catoosa 1000 2 .Air Rock
CAT4 Catoosa 9000 T .Air Rock
CAT5 Catoosa à  diag 50 n .Air Rock
CAT6 Catoosa i t  diag 800 -) .Air Rock
CAT7 Catoosa c t diag 1200 A ir Rock
CATS Catoosa Æ diag 2000 A ir Rock
CAT9 Catoosa d  diag 2500 .Air Rock
CAT 10 Catoosa 800 A ir Rock
C ATl 1.12 Catoosa 1000 A ir Rock
CAT 13 Catoosa 50 8 .Air Rock
CAT 14 Catoosa 500 8 A ir Rock
C ATl 5 Catoosa 1000 8 A ir Rock
CAT 16 Catoosa 2000 5 A ir Rock
CAT 17 Catoosa 5000 8 A ir Rock
CAT 18 Catoosa 4000 2 A ir Rock
CAT 19 Catoosa adiaa 4000 A ir Rock
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APPENDIX 14: STRESS EQUATIONS FOR DIRECT 
SHEAR TESTS
For friction tests and prior to application o f shear load on streniith tests.
Load
Average Stress = -----------------------------------------------^
^  . X {Sample Diameter)~
After shear ( "X ") load applied on strength tests:
Average Stress = ---------------------------
Area o f Stress 
Area o f  Stress
= 2 x  {{R~ X c o s " \ —— -))  - { { R - h ) x  \ / ( 2  X R X h) -  h~ ))
R
assuming that the stressed area is the area o f the overlap between the circle 
defined by the upper half o f the sample and the circle defined by the lower half o f the 
sample. This area is twice the area o f a segment o f a circle, per Hudson that extends 
from the center o f  the ov erlap to overlapping edge o f the sample, 
where;
^  Sample Diameter
R =  -
d  =  V  displacement -  %  displacement when shear load applied 
d -  actual shear displacement 
h = R - ~
1
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DATA SUMMARY OF STRENGTH TESTS USING THE DIRECT SHEAR TESTER
Shear Gap = 0,06 in
Pre-test |lnitial Fracture (if not peak)
Test No 
File Name
Rock
Type
Orientation Saturated 
to Beddino Yes or No
Contact
Fluid
Normal
Stressfosil
Shear 
Displ (in)
Normal 
Displ (in)
Shear Normal 
Stress(psi) Stress(psi)
Stress
Ratio
est Shear 
Strain(deo)
CATT01 Gatoosa Parallel No Air 1178 0 060 0000 1998 992 2015 45 167
CATT02 Catoosa Parallel No Air - - - - - -
CATT03 Gatoosa Parallel No Air 299 - - - - - -
CATT04 Gatoosa Parallel No Air 8943 - - - - - -
CATT05 Gatoosa Parallel No Water 703 0 020 0 003 815 1087 0 750 18 529
CATT06 Gatoosa Parallel No Water -5000 - - - - - .
CATT07 Gatoosa Parallel No Water 1125 - - - - - -
CATT09 Gatoosa Parallel No Min Oil 1085 0.101 0000 806 941 0 857 59 182
CATT10 Gatoosa Parallel No Min Oil 301 0040 0.000 194 96 2030 33 842
CATT11 Gatoosa Parallel No Min Oil 9008 - - - - - -
CATTl2 Gatoosa Parallel No WB Mud -600 0 141 0 000 1208.494 827 1 461 66922
GATT16 Gatoosa Parallel No WB Mud 1097 - - - - - -
GATT17 Gatoosa Parallel No WB Mud 8993 - - - - - -
SILT02 TG Sill Parallel No
Data from Rock on Rock Friction Tests 
GATT02A Gattoosa Parallel 
GATT01A Gattoosa Parallel 
GATT14A Gattoosa Parallel 
GATT ISA Gattoosa Parallel
Water
Air
Air
Water 
WB Mud
1149
200
1000
200
400
Z]
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Q .
C
8
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■D
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! DATA SUMMARY OF STRENGTH TESTS USING THE DIRECT SHEAR TESTER
W
jPeak Failure Stress (Ratio) ©Average [Residual Stress (Friction) ©Average
Test No Shear Normal Shear Normal Stress Velocity est Shear Shear Normal Shear Normal Friction Velocity
File Name Disol (int Disol fin) StressfDsh Stress!osit Ratio (in/seci Strainfdeot Disol (int Disol (ini StressfDsii Stress(Dsi) Coefficient (in/sec)
CATT01 0060 0 000 1998 992 2 015 12070 45 167 0 181 0 000 275 692 0 398 12 071
CATT02 0 000
CATT03 0.020 0 003 1101 853 1 290 10 060 18 538 0 241 0 003 202 369 0 551 13412
CATT04 0 060 0000 3146 8072 0 390 15 087 45 167 0 181 0 000 1771 7678 0 231 11 177
CATT05 0.080 0000 1658 2284 0 726 11494 53 288 0 201 0 003 345 638 0 584 8 383
CATT06 0000
CATT07 0.060 0.000 1791 1530 1.171 15 090 45 171 0.221 0.000 368 660 0 561 10059
CATT09 0.121 0 000 1514 1617 0936 12070 63 568 0302 0 000 366 800 0 464 12 802
CATT10 0.060 0000 1029 626 1 644 20 117 45 167 0302 0.000 351 595 0 611 10059
CATT11 0.040 0 000 3113 7804 0.399 10 060 33 848 0201 0.000 2117 7921 0267 9285
CATTl 2 0.161 0000 1582 381 4 150 53647 69 554 0322 0.000 463 665 0 709 9 388
GATT 16 0 060 0000 805 1186 0678 10 058 45 167 0.302 0.000 324 555 0 591 9388
GATT 17 0.040 -0.003 2673 8062 0 332 20 120 33 848 0282 0000 2013 6527 0 307 8801
SILT02 0 101 0 000 6933 405 17 103 12 574 59 185 0241 -0 003 1270 1790 0 716 8 383
Data from Rock on Rock Friction Tests
GATT02A 312 063 692 886 0450 6 035
GATT01A 276575 530.189 0522 15 647
GATT14A 146438 145.739 1 005 11 646
GATTISA 79 681 228338 0 349 16 285
%
C/)
o'
3
APPENDIX 16: SUMMARY OF DIRECT SHEAR 
FRICTION DATA
DATA SUMMARY OF FRICTION TESTS USING THE DIRECT SHEAR TESTER
Static Friction Dynamic Friction
Test No. Rock Contact Contact Max Pre- @ Normal Fnction @ Normal Friction
File Name Tvoe Surface Fluid Test Pres Stress Coefficient Stress Coefficient Velocit
CATS01A Sat'd Cat Std PDC Water 200 312 0.558 163 0.521 11.6
CATS01B Sat'd Cat Std PDC Water 1000 1037 0.362 488 0.402 12.2
CATS01C Sat'd Cat Std PDC Water 1000 587 0.464 287 0.404 13.0
CATS01D Sat'd Cat Std PDC Water 9000 7185 0.333 4811 0.232 0.2
CATT01A Catoosa Rock Air 1000 664 0.524 530 0.522 15.6
CATT02A Catoosa Rock Air 200 725 0.570 693 0.450 6.0
CATT02B Catoosa Rock Air 200 1018 0.136 772 0.175 7.6
CATT03D Catoosa Std PDC Air 1000 519 0.594 394 0.523 13.0
CATT03E Catoosa Std PDC Air 9000 6286 0.418 6492 0.391 10.1
CATT04A Catoosa Std PDC Air 9000 8064 0.224 7395 0.236 11.5
CATT05A Catoosa Std PDC Water 200 266 0.534 270 0.474 10.4
CATTOSB Catoosa Std PDC Water 1000 608 0.394 491 0.455 26.3
CATT05C Catoosa Std PDC Water 9000 8402 0.247 8138 0.130 10 1
CATT06A Catoosa Std PDC Water 9000 867 0,196 535 0.328 16.8
CATT06B Catoosa Std PDC Water 9000 8046 0.195 6417 0.195 10.1
CATT09A Catoosa Std PDC Min Oil 1000 916 0.377 597 0.473 12.6
CATT09B Catoosa Std PDC Min Oil 1000 1154 0.422 988 0.418 10.1
CATT09C Catoosa Std PDC Min Oil 9000 6235 0.366 4233 0.376 12.6
CATT09D Catoosa Matrix Min Oil 9000 7001 0.323 5417 0.283 12.7
CATT09F Catoosa Matrix Min Oil 1000 627 0.615 314 0.459 13.4
CATTl 1A Catoosa Pol PDC Min Oil 3000 3219 0.199 2910 0.135 12.1
CATT12A Catoosa Std PDC WB Mud 200 267 0.666 177 0.681 11.9
CATTl 2B Catoosa Std PDC WB Mud 1000 927 0.152 566 0.245 12.1
CATT14A Catoosa Rock Water 200 203 0.990 146 1.005 11.6
CATTl 40 Catoosa Pol PDC Water 1000 646 0.269 531 0.233 12.5
CATT14E Catoosa Pol PDC Water 9000 8732 0.134 8210 0.108 10.8
CATT15A Catoosa Rock WB Mud 400 242 0.380 228 0.349 16.3
CATTl SB Catoosa Std PDC WBMud 9000 6949 0 313 3839 0,344 12.8
CATTl 7B Catoosa Matrix WB Mud 9000 457 0.545 223 0.597 13.0
CATTl 7C Catoosa Matrix WB Mud 9000 8406 0.169 7614 0.069 12.4
SILT02A Twin Cr. Std PDC Water 200 324 0.527 81 0.850 10.7
SILT02B Twin Cr. Std PDC Water 1000 515 0.789 199 0.464 12.7
SILT02C Twin Cr. Std PDC Water 6800 8125 0.294 6274 0.391 11.7
SILT03A Twin Cr. Pol PDC Water 200 251 0.384 114 1.529 14 8
SILT03B Twin Cr. Pol PDC Water 1000 967 0.194 588 0.138 12.6
SILT03C Twin Cr. Pol PDC Water 9000 8714 0.123 8363 0.105 14.8
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APPENDIX 17: WATER CONTENT OF OUTCROP 
SHALES
WATER CONTENT OF INTACT SAMPLES OF OUTCROP SHALES
Formation Sample Lab Date Porosity Water Content Water Sat.
Name Name Name (%) (%) (%)
Catoosa HC 1/96 (Air-dned?) Core Petrophysics 8/21/96 13.1 N R. 29.4
Catoosa HC CAT3 (Air-dried) HCC/J.R. Smith 8/13/96 13 6 1 0 196
Catoosa HC 03-2 Top HCC/J.R. Smith 8/13/96 11.2 4 5 98.5
Catoosa HC 03-2 Btm HCC/J.R. Smith 8/13/96 11.1 4.4 96.6
Catoosa HC 03-3 Top HCC/J.R. Smith 8/13/96 11.1 4.5 97 7
Catoosa HC 03-3 Btm HCC/J.R. Smith 8/13/96 11.3 4.5 97.0
Catoosa HC 03-51 (saturated) HCC/J.R. Smith 8/15/96 5.6
Catoosa HC 03-2 TerraTek 8/7/97 10.6 4.3 99.5
Catoosa HC 03-3 (saturated) TerraTek 8/7/97 12.5 5.4 102.3
Pierre 1 HC 1/96 (Air-dried) Core Petrophysics 8/21/96 15.0 N R 38.9
Pierre II HC 1/96 Core Petrophysics 8/21/96 16.9 NR. 129.0
Pierre II HC 8/97 TerraTek 8/7/97 37.7 22.8 100.8
TC Siltston HC 8/97 (Air-dned) TerraTek 8/7/97 3.7 0.4 25.1
Note: All samples in native state unless otherwise noted as "air-dned” or "pre-saturated"
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APPENDIX 18: WATER CONTENT OF TEST CUTTINGS
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WATER CONTENT OF CUTTINGS FROM SINGLE CUTTER TESTS
NOTE: Samples thal were cut in mineral oil measure any oil on samples as water
Formation Source Determined Approx Wet Wt Dry Wt Holder Wl Water Wt Solids Wt Water Content Description
Name Test i ï Date (am) (am) (am) (am) (am) (5y
Cuttinos samples of:
Catoosa SCE7058C HCC/J R Smith 7/22/96 89 91 87 24 82 86 267 4 38 60 96
Catoosa SCE7058D HCC/J R Smith 7/26/96 90 69 88 13 83 27 2 56 4 86 5267
Catoosa SCE7052C HCC/J.R Smith 7/26/96 86 83 82.4 7502 4 43 7 38 60.03
Catoosa SCE7058E HCC/J.R Smith 7/26/96 9625 93 03 86 94 3 22 609 52 87
Catoosa SCE7058F HCC/J.R Smith 7/26/96 100 83 97.38 88 82 3 45 8 56 40.30
Catoosa SCE7058G HCC/J R Smith 7/26/96 85 73 78 13 75 7 6 3 13 242 81
Catoosa SCE7061A HCC/J R. Smith 8/1/96 8208 80 37 75 1.71 5.37 31.84
Catoosa SCE7060B HCC/J.R Smith 8/1/96 91 11 88 16 82 85 2 95 5.31 55.56
Catoosa SCE7058M HCC/J.R Smith 7/9/97 94 64 92 74 88 83 19 3 91 48.59 Saturated sample
Catoosa SCE7058N HCC/J R Smith 7/9/97 94.41 922 86 92 221 5 28 41.86 Saturated sample
Catoosa SCE7074A HCC/J R Smith 7/31/97 2 93 2 37 1 29 0 56 1 08 51.85
Catoosa SCE7074B HCC/J.R Smith 7/31/97 39 3 12 1 29 0 78 1 83 4262
Catoosa SCE7058O HCC/J.R SfTTilh 7/29/97 5 06 3 68 1 29 1 38 2 39 57 74
Catoosa SCE7058P HCC/J.R Smith 7/31/97 6 31 4 82 1 29 1 49 3 53 42 21
Catoosa SCE7058S HCC/J.R Smith 8/4/97 3 719 2 9856 1 288 0.7334 1 6976 43 20 Saturated sample
Catoosa SCE7074D HCC/J.R Smith 8/6/97 3.9354 2 9712 1.2809 0 9642 1.6903 57.04 in mixed oil & water
Catoosa SCE7074F HCC/J.R Smith 8/7/97 4 1768 3 5941 1 2755 0.5827 2 3186 25 13 in mini oil
Catoosa SCE7074G HCC/J.R Smith 8/8/97 3 4226 2 6449 1 2651 0.7777 1 3798 56.36 in mini oil
Pierre II SCE7058T HCC/J R Smith 8/5/97 2 99 2 1174 1 29 0.8726 0 8274 105.46
Pierre II SCE7074C HCC/J.R Smith 8/5/97 3.01 2 096 1 29 0 914 0 806 113.40
Pierre II SCE7074H HCC/J.R Smith 8/9/97 2 9245 2 5276 1 2597 0 3969 1 2679 31.30 in mini oil
Samples of Ball from
Catoosa SCE7074D HCC/JR Smith 8/6/97 80651 6 3571 1 2837 1 708 5 0734 33.67 in mixed oil & water
Catoosa SCE7074F HCC/J.R Smith 8/7/97 4 7659 4 425 1 2792 0.3409 3 1458 10.84 in mini oil
Catoosa SCE7074G HCC/J R Smith 8/8/97 2 0156 1 781 1 2589 0.2346 0 5221 44 93 loose debris in mini oil
Pierre II SCE7074H HCC/J R Smith 8/9/97 4.4834 3 9432 1 2607 0.5402 2 6825 20.14 In mini oil
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D ate  1  -  R  -
John R. Smith
Department o f Petroleum Engineering 
Louisiana State University 
3516 CEBA Building 
Baton Rouge, LA  70803-6417
Subject; Permission to Use Research Data in Dissertation 
Dear Mr. Smith:
Your work at the Hughes Christensen Diamond B it Technology Center in 1996 and for 
Hughes Christensen Company in 1997 was explicitly intended to provide mutual benefit 
to Hughes Christensen Company and to you by providing a basis for dissertation at 
Louisiana State University. We have reviewed your dissertation. Diagnosis o f  Poor 
PDC B it Performance in Deep Shales, and approve your use o f all information therein 
that was provided by Hughes Christensen or resulted from work that you performed for 
or in cooperation with Hughes Christensen.
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APPENDIX 20: AM OCO LETTER OF PERMISSION
Amoco Exploration & Production 
Technology Group
4502 East 41st Street 
Post Office Box 3385 
Tulsa. OK 74102 
918-660-3000
July 13,1998 
John R. Smith
Department o f Petroleum Engineering 
Louisiana State University 
3516 CEBA Building 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803-6417
Subject: Permission to Use Research Data in Dissertation 
Dear Mr. Smith:
Your work for the Amoco Exploration and Production Technology Center during 1995 
and 1996 was explicitly intended to provide mutual benefit to Amoco and to you by 
providing a basis for your thesis and dissertation at Louisiana State University. We 
have reviewed your dissertation. Diagnosis o f Poor PDC Bit Performance in Deep 
Shales, and approve your use o f all information therein that was provided by Amoco or 
performed for Amoco.
Very truly yours.
Tommy M. Warren
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and eamed credits from San Antonio College. Odessa College, and The University o f 
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